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CHAPTER·!, 
!NTROPUCTION 
Three.great.patterns dominate 'the earth and are of tremendous 
importance to man,. the .patte-rn ·of. climate;· the pa,ttern ·of vegetation, 
and. the pattern' of soils.; When the three patte.rris are' laid one 'upon. 
another, 'their bputida];'ies coincide: to a. renia-rkable degree because 
ali'lila.te is .the tundamental ·:.dyri:anu.c' fqrc~ sha1iing the other two. · 
The, mos.t obvio~s. difference in. appearance between orie. reg':l,on · and 
another is found in surface. configuration., with ·s.uch 'contrasts'' 8$ thoi;u;? . 
between flat, open.p:t.airis and rugged mdunta:ins 'or low marsh· land·an4 
high rocky .plateaus~- Vegetation also varies;· fores~e for example, 
contrast sharply ~ith· open grass land ·or desert~· Forest areas in turn 
. can be distingµished fro-m one another by the kind of trees that -.comp<;>se 
the ·stands .. ~ The, influence of climate on . .the growth- of plants is a 
precfotninap.t · factor afff;!.cting · their distribution; . and . the.· relationship 
be twee~ soil formation on thij one hand . and vegetation ap.d climate, on th,e '· 
other ia so close. that the pattern 'displayf;!.d by soils 'maps 'likewise· 
1 
reflects climati~ canditions. 
1Blumen Stack~ .D. I~; C. w. Thornthwaite, Climate and the. World 
Pattern,· Climate· and Man~ U~S.D~A. Year Boot<. of Agriculfure 98-,127, 
1071-1075, 1941. 
l 
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Both vegetation and soils are considered to be :l;unct;ion.s (1;18) of 
gradients in· the enviro.nmental factors, climate, paremt mat~rial, relief, 
organisms and time, 
Soils affect the trees J?rincipa.lly thro1,1gh soil· air, soil moisture, 
and plant nutrients .. The relationship b~tween · the same set of general 
soil properties and tree growth in wic;le+y i;;eparated an~·d;i.ff~rent 
regions suggests that the soil ... t-ree relationships are basic: and 
applicable to forest regions. 
Foresters ai; well as Agronomists and. those engaged ~n soil 
research are interested .in appraising the productivity cf diHerent 
classei; of sa:tl, since 'this is important i'(l terms· of ~and use pl.anning, 
lanp p1,1rchase prices, and management plan~, ';rhe t'or~ster deals with a 
long-range crop measured in terms of cords, ciibic feet, or l?ol;lrd feet. 
He relates yields to slope, expostJre, altitude, so:U type, sc;,:i,.l pro:f;ile 
character;i.stics, soil texture, permeability or :l;ri~ility of soiJ,., 
general soil moiature relat;ions, or coi:nparat:ive at?und~:ric;e of prganic 
matter. Often as many as four to six site fac~ors may be meaningf1,1l 
in terms of wood production of a given species of tree, and two or 
three are likely to be of paramount importa,nc¢, 
Scientific forestry, no l.ess than scientific farm:l,ng (92), must be 
based on a knowledge of the productive potential of the l,.anq, Efficient 
forest management in:inany parts of the couµtry today requires site 
class;ification of timber land aqd J,arge expenditul'(i!S for forest 
development are £ully warranted on good s':i,tes, With, intensification of 
forest management has come the need for acre by acre classification of 
site quality (108). 
3 
Fqres t land in e1;1.stern Oklahoma was ElStimated to 5, 5 million acres 
in 1966. Approximately .4, 8 million acres of the total was classified 
as commercial forest :J_and. Much of this commercial acreage is thought 
to have considerable potential for the production of shortleaf pine 
(Pirtus echinata Mill) but ther is increasing need to delineate land 
management classes. Much of eastern and soqtheastern Oklahoma's pine 
land is subject to environmental terrain because it is on the fringe of 
the southern pine range, The area has been subject to frequent dro1,1ght 
periods. Careful consideration of site.-quality must be made before 
expensive·types of conversion operations .can be undertaken on some 
sites (106). 
Estimating land value from soil properties :f..e not new, farmers 
have been buying land on the basis of taste, feel, and color for many. 
years. As forest land cost has increased, however, the· need for bettei 
methods· of estimating its productive capacity has also increased, As 
a reeult much progress has been made in the past 20 yea.rs in classifying 
the productive potential of forest land on" the basis· of measurable soil 
properties (72). · 
The present investigation has been designed to st:;udy the utiliza-
tion of soil properties·for sit:e evaluation, while pursuing the 
followirtg specific objectives: . 
1) To· determine the relationship between sail properties 
and site inde:it of shorleaf pine (Pinus, echinata) in 
order to estimate the growing capacity of the· coastal 
plain soils of southeastern Oklahoma. 
2) To investigate. the causes· for the diei'1;:ribu1::ion of forest 
tree species in the.area studied. 
The study ~rea is located in the vicinity of l3rok~n Bow, Oklahoma, 
in McCurtain County, E!.S ·Shown tn· ·Fig1.;1res· 1 and Z. 
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CHAPTER II· 
LI~ERATURE REVIEW 
Measure of forest Growth 
Measures qf forest growth inc;.lude anlluial and periodic volume 
increase in corcjs, cubic feet and board feet units per acre. Yield at 
a given age is also expressed in these units. However, in even aged 
stands, the total height of tx-ees in the dominant· crown canopy is the 
best meas4re of soil productivity because it is least affected by stand 
density of the number of tr~es per acre at any given age •. Stand density 
is usually expressed· as 1;);:lsal area (the sum of the cross sectional areas 
of the tree stems 4.5 ft. from the grouncl exp;rcessed :l.ri. square feet/acre), 
or stocking in milacres (16). 
In fores tty a s;ite may be defined as an area of land w:i,th a. 
character.istic combination of edaphic, topographic;., cl,imatic, and biotic 
factors. Site quality refers to the productive capac:j.ty of an area of 
land .for a tree species· or a· rid;,ct4re of species. lt may be expressed 
in terms· of total height of trees :in the dominant crown canopy at an 
inde:i age (50 years of many species). Wh:en site quality is expressed 
in terµis of height of trees at a given age, it is called site index 
(20). 
There are different methods qf classifying forest sites. 
1) Ground vegetat;i.on (plant indicators) 
2) Direct metliod 
7 
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3) Indir;ect i..e.; .soil-site :index method -
4) Short cut methods. 
Ground.Vegetation and Plat;it'Indicators. 
The- plant cover (95) if properly interpreted, can 'be use·d a1;1 :an 
indicator of the climatic conditions. unde~ which it -_is produced; of the 
soils pti which it is grown, and of the practices of grazing or othe~ 
uses· to which it has be:eri .subjected. 
The;plant indicator-concept is based on·a cause.and ef,fect 
relat:itmship where the effect .is, taken a.a a sign of. th.e · cause (83). All 
plants are admittedly a measure.of their environm,erit, be~ause.plant 
product:f.ori and to some extend form of growth · is -.determined by. habitat. 
Any ,plant species may indicate the nature of its -surroundings, yet only . 
a few key species of a given' locality are~ as a rule, sufficiently -
restricted by growth conditions· to be hel:-pful. · According to Sampson 
(83) Clements-stated that the problem of using plant indicator groups is 
chiefly·. one of analyzing the factor complex, the ·habitat and. relating 
the functional. and structural response of both plant and community to 
it. According .to him indicators .. are the .dominant ,epecies which 
consitute a climax -since they bear the unmistak1;1.ble impx-ess of the 
cl_imate and other site .factors .in the corz:esponding li;fe form~ Acco·rd-
ing to_ Sampson (83} BraunOO:,Blanquet held that ~haracteristic species are 
those which are logically speci,alized and .dependent .for their .existence 
on specif.ic organism and· factors and have high value. as indicators. In 
the species 'are embo.died certain definite adjus;ments and de11¥3,nds upon 
tlie _ environment with the· result -the sp.ecies mus.t · be regarded as 
conspicotis _ indicators of certain conditionS1 of life. --
9 
Plant·indicator-s·,ha:Ve ,di.rec~ly or indirectly' J:"eceived the.attention 
of many capable workers- .in various.· parts of the world. As early as 
300 B.C. Theophraetus recognized -that .trees· on southern or "sun facing 
slopes" were different :iri growth form and .in characte.r of their wood· 
from those which occupied '.the cooler .northward 'slope~ According to 
Kelly·. (59) the beginning of the .Christian 'era~ Columella adds "rushes; 
reeds, grass, clover,· and other plants are known to search for water 
and SWeetneSS o II These plants· :demonstrate the Ca,Se for CO:rrelatiori 
between"soil · and flora~ . Similar ideas were .held throughout the Middle 
Ages.· and were transferred to -the .new world by those· early settlers 
who were c;:lassicists as well as farmers. The scientific aspect, however, 
developed after plant physiology had its beginning, and noted early 
workers were .King, 1685, De~e:i;,. 1729; -Buffon, 1742; and Biberg, 1749.; 
The importance· of plant ;i.ridicators .was· suggested by Linne; 17.51; 
emphasized.by He1denber.g, 1754; while Schuow, 1832; clas.sified them by 
habitats (59). In Medieval times the indicator -idea (83) was enlarged 
and somewhat refined~ According to Sampson (83) Hales and others .noted 
that various plant .species exhibited .different· rates of growth on 
divergent soil types~ . During the n:i.Jieteenth .century strongly divergent·· 
scl),ools of thought ·relating to soil and plant .inter ... relations arose. 
Decandolle, for e~ample refused to ad,mit .that ,the chemical composition· 
of the soil materially influenced plant growth· or delimited the plant 
ccinunuriity, yet he recognized the influence 'of outside factors· on plant; 
distribution. Unger placed great· emphasis on ·the dependence of plants-
ori the chemical nature of the soil. Thurmann·supported primarily the 
theory of the influence of physical properties of the ·soil and Humboldt 
contended that growth was primarily related . to soil, olim.ate an-d to. 
10 
lat;ttudeo Edmund Ruffin, according to Kelly (59) contrasted the pines 
and Andropogon of shelly lands with black locust, hackberry, and pawpaw 
on Rich River margins, and he noted -that trees which· thrive · on .one class 
of soil were seldom found ori the other, and even if theywere found· 
they were stunted. Hilgard (51) in his work on plant indicators stress-
ed size, form and relative development of a'plant: ,asso'ciat:ion.' Shantz. 
(84) used certain plant types as indicators· of soil cm;i.dition for a 
classification of government lands. Soil acidity influences'flora to 
such an extent that cel;'tain plants may be assigned as indicators, a 
number being listed for each type. Soil acidity perhaps ind.uces 
variations iri plant species · (59). 
One of the most fascinating .facts about'tree growth is the manner 
in which the efficiency of physiological processes' with-i1;1 a speci'es 
varies with changes in environment~ For example, white pine is much 
more efficient· than loblolly pine in absorbing water at low soil 
temperatures. These sp~cies differences may play a significant 'part in 
restricting species ranges. (62). · 
According to Coile .(18) the problem of .. forest classification ' 
innnediately brings forward· the question of the use of a given classi,-
fication scheme. Considerable attention has been given to classi-
fication of fqrest land on the ,basis of ground vegetation since the 
theory of forest types (site-types) was· expounded by Cajander in 
Finland. The fundamental hypotheses behind the use of forest (site) 
types are that: 1) The ground vegetation reflects the 'inherent..:..quality 
of site better and with .less variation than do 'fores.t stands, 2) 
Forest (site) types are to a high degree independent of the comparison, 
age, and density of the .forest 'stands that may occupy an area at arty 
given time. These p.ypotheses a.re valid except undeJ;" exceptipnal 
conditions of climate·, topography and forests. 
11 
Early .advocates of c:!.aSsigyin.g forest land according to ground 
vegetation types gave· the following points in arguments against .using 
forest stands as a measure of site quality; 1) Differences ·in results 
obtained froni "Qsing dif;eerent. kinds ·of stand growth measurements, such 
as height growth, diameter growth and volu'llle 'growth. 2) Diff.ererice iri 
measurements due 'to differetlce;'in initial .and ·subsequent stand density. 
3) Differences.in past history of stands that influence developl!lent 
(18). ; 
Heimberger · -( 49) made .a study of forest ;(site) types in the 
Adirondack 'Mountains of New York. The first breakdown in _22 types 
recognized was bn 'the basis of -geology and climate of the 'region;· and 
the second breakdown ·was on \the ·basis· of .bread ,fpr,esf- coo'V~-r types irito 
softwood, mixed wood types and '.haJ;dwood types. When .one compares the • 
description of Heimberger' s forest cover ·types with associated ground 
vegetation types it is readily apparent that stand ·composition is 
almost perfectly confounded with .ground vegetation. ,typeq As ·an example, 
when the .number of species· whose litter is high in base· (sugar maple, 
bass wood~ and 'white' ash) inctease'd in the. stand, r:i..cliness of the 
herbaceous · cover also increased. 
Hesselman ·according ,to .Coile ·.(18) express.ed the 'point of view: that 
from .the .stand point of conditions in Sweden, forest; (site) types might 
better be called treatment ,.types rather th,an quality types •. Spurr. (91) 
ac-cording to Hodgkins ,(54); .an.d Tourney and Korstian em'phasizec:l .the· 
damaging effects of past forest disturbances, on. the utility of· 
indicator typing· after. the method of Cajander •. In the south, 
12 
particularly in the southeastern states, past disturbances such as 
cultivat:i,on and persistant fire have been widespread. 
Hodgkins (54) point.ed out· that as one moved southw,;1rd the 
proportion of all forest species having narrow ecological.tolerance or 
amplitudes decreased markedly. This was con$idered to mil;i.tate 
effectively again$t ,;1ny prec;ise definition of site class by means of 
one or two indicator species even where forests had not been subjected 
to intensive disturbances .in the past •. Nevertheless, :Lt is widely 
recognized that the plant community, as a whole, will reflect the total 
effect of the habitat •. That it will also reflect pa1;1t treatments and· 
disturbances is aside from the point. After any disturbance, the process 
of invasion, competitiom and reaction is normally produc.ed within a 
surprisingly short time, and a .plant community that is in strict 
balance with its enviornmentl:11 communities can be grouped into societies 
and· associations that in turn reflect the site. 
Accdrding to Linteau (64) it is the failure .of many to rec<;>gnize 
the ability of vegetation to grow in. orderly societies and associations 
that Causes them to reject the vegetative class Hi.cation of site, 
Concentrating on individual species instead of on the plant community, 
they see only a loose connnection between vegetation and the site. 
According to Hodgkins (54) Becking, the Russian, anp th;e Ztirich-
il ' i 
~ 
Montpellier Schools of phytosodology recognize the inseparability of 
the habitat and of the community. Any change in the habitat will be 
reflected f lol:'is tically in due time .by the community, · When -a regional 
vegetatio.n is well known all of the species· can 'be grouped into 
diagnostic (indicator) groups. In that case. it is to find groups of 
sp.ecies that will reflect plant communitieSi or associations which in 
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turn will reflect site classes. A given site class will be identified 
by the presence and abundance of any of the members of its specific 
group of indicators, and a given indicator may appear in more than one 
group, The density and composition of the overstory and the stage in 
plant succession of the entire plant community w;i.11 make no difference 
to the outcome if the indicator group is large eno1.rnh and di vers,2 
enough to include all the possible combinations of these factors which 
might occur on a given site class. 
Spurr (91), approached the problem for northeastern spruce and fir 
stands by setting up an indicator plant spectrum, Groups of indicatori:; 
were given for each of four site classes., Site classes were arranged, 
in order, from the driest and most infertile site at the top of the list 
to the moistest and most fertile site at the bottom. Indicators were 
checked as presentt common or abundantj and the weight of the checks 
opposite the various indicator groups determined the site classification. 
Hodgkins (54) developed a plant indicator site index system for 
longleaf pine in Alabama, using ground flora, forest floor brushi and 
some overstory hardwoods, and he assigned a number rating system to 
reflect their frequency. After making the species inventory, a mean 
tree site index was calculated for each indicator,species by finding 
the average longleaf site index for all the plots containing the species .. 
In doing this, the site index on any one plot on wh,ich the indicator 
occurred was weighed according to the dominanc::e rating of the species 
on that plot. For any one indicator species, then the mean long leaf 
site index for the plots containing that species was as follows: 
5(Tree site index X dominance of th-e species) 
s,r. = -·~----
8All of the dominance values for the species) 
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The indicator species were then ranked from the lowest ·to the highest: 
on· the basis of their mean longleaf site index vaiues ~ The· examination 
of individual plot data indicated that· this approach would not'be 
. , 
prdductiv;e~ ,however~: species ranking was rearranged. 'to represent 
progress:{.on in.the moisture regime,. from the driest to the wet.test 
sites~ 
Drynes.s :and Youngberg {38)- ,a.ppr.a:i,sec;i five brush as·ei0ciations that 
can be used for site quality estimation of ponderosa pine (Pinus 
_ Ponderosa) in· the pumice region of central Oregon~ They found that .each 
plant_ association ··was indicative of a. completely different effective 
environment· and was accompanied by changes iii the amounts o:f advanced 
timber regene't'ation, timber .stand density, supplies of forage available 
to livest6ck, ·and othe.r factors important ··in forest ·and range ''management, 
even though all· five plant groups oce1,1rred ori the same soil mapping 
unit. They reported that difference$ in the fores't environment were not 
often reflected in readily discernible soil characteristics; and the· 
und.e;r story vegetation s.erves. as a much more sensitive ·indicator of 
changes · in the many variables regulating tree ·growth. 
The.- rate of height-,,growth of ponderosa pine · (Pintis .ponder6sa) 
was studied in :eastern Washington and northern Idaho by Daubenmire. 
(28) ~ When the data was grouped according to habitats based on plant· 
associations "that "w:ere climax for th.e 'sites, .good correlations were 
obtained.- Thus, veg_etaUori whether .clirilax or not; serves as a. rapid 
and. useful means · of predicting .in_ advance the probably g:r;owth rate of 
the pin_e. Susceptibility. .of the .t:ree · to infection by. (Arcenthobium) 
was. also correlated :with .these vegetative indicato,rs-. A key was 
provided for -the identification of .the .seven habi.tat types supporting 
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natural stands. of ponderosa pine in the region studied. Habitat types· 
were divided into four unequal groups·· on the basis of rate of height..;. 
growth of ponderosa pine.~ 
I •. Best potentiality 
l) Abies grari.dis /Pa chis tima myrs inites h. t. 
II. Good Potentiality 
1) Pseudotsuga menziesii/Physocarpus malvaaeus h.t. 
2) Pinus ponderosa/Ph:Ysocarpus malvaceus h •. t •. 
3) Pinus ponderosa/Symphoricarpos alb us h. t. 
IIL Fair potentiality 
1) Pseudotsuga menziesii/ calamagrostis rubescens .h·. t. 
IV. Low potentiality 
l) Pintis ponderosa/Purshia trideritata h.to 
") 
2) Pinus ponderosa/Agropyron spicattim h.t. 
In NewZeland ·according to Pegg (76) Ure successfully used the 
height and compositiqn of the ground vegetation to predict the site 
index_ of exotic species (f. radia.ta D~. Don and Pseudotsuga taxifolia 
Britt.) 
Silker (86) developed an ecological ladder using under.story and 
overstory hardwoods for pine site evaluation for East Texas and· 
Soutlieastern · Oklahoma~ He proposed the use of hardwoods as a primary 
indicator rather than ground; flora for the ·following reasons: 
1) Soil moisture .is 0 usually the most'im:E?ortant factor controlling 
plant adaption to a site, when other minimums· are meto 
2) The most critical .period for soil moi$ture demand appears to · 
be in the early seedling stage o 
3) Groups of hardwoods are practical~ natural, statistical 
expressions of total, site factors affecting physiological · 
minimums or maximums; or, .species frequency .and comniercial 
bole. length· and form are mirror images of what the total 
environment may express o · 
4) Hardwoods used to assay a site should- be common species that 
will occur, throughout broad geologic; physiographi.a, and· 
climatic · pro,vinces'. .-
5) Hardwoods should be reliable indica~ors bec~use; (a) most . 
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are climax pl'an,tei', . (b) they are less subject to rapid change · 
• r • •• • -
than grourid fl9ra that are reac;lily affected' by fire, cutting 
and grazing, (c) they usually reflect an age or minimum 
expression ·of 50 to 15o+ years; and th~y are 'usually 
conspicuous and readily identi.fied by foresters and otherso 
He als·o developed a llwedge ... chart" for Coastal Plain soils to, 
illustrate the 'order of plant group ah?Itges 'with ·increasing or decreas-
ing water reservoir capacity'. This was developed to suggest the 
correlation between 'soil 'profile cond,itions, . soil moisture· availal:iiUty, 
and plant frequency expressionso · He also relat.ed: the, above potential · 
silvicultural to'ol investments .. and th.e 'implied cost. retu:rri ratios for· 
given land cl'asse'So 
The use of g:touncL vegetation itidioators did · not show any pr<i>mise, _ 
in E;ast Queensland .(82) partly ,because of the 'difficulfy in deterlldn.in,g 
the original composition with any .accuracy~. The degree of ·persistence 
under varying .canopy densit;ies was not constant for all .species'. The 
use -of ground vegetation :in :classification ,was restri-cted to Banksia -
robur Cav. _ and Hakea gibbosa -Cavo-·~ ,which were· indicators of we.t sites.: 
Similarly .he~vy heath undergrowth or Banksia serratifolia:-·k-night. 
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indicates.a ground water padzol. 
The.regression ·approach has been.used much more than that involving 
ground· vegetation probably because the soii variables measured are 
reasonably cons,tant whereas the ground vegeta.Uori. is. likely to be 
disturbed by management practices (76). 
. . 
Use of in.dicEtto·r, types in the classific?tion of· plant able open-
larid, as an aid in ·selection of proper species· of ttees for planting,· 
requires · a fundamentally different 'method· of ·approach· than the orie, 
ordinarily used in. the application ·of .forest' (site) type classificat:ion. 
Within a ·given cli.maUc region dry sites will have a characteris.tically 
different· ground vegetation than wet sites. However, suc;:h large 
di.fferences in site can as readily be '.identified with topography. or -
with easily identified soil .. characteristics as with ground .vegetation 
type in most cases. Certain .ground vegetation types are associated 
with relatively fertile forest.soil conditions, whereas ,other types 
of ground veget'ation are assoc:J_.ated with relatively unfertite coti'di tions. 
As stic'tt, the ground vegetation types !ire treatment.types atid are not· 
directly related to· the inherent ·quality of a .site or presence or 
absence of certain species of plants. The ground vegetation un.der ., 
stands of -timber may- afford .an, indication of .the intensity of composition 
between memb.ers of the forest colllltl.unity -for soil moisture, nutrients,, 
and light; in stiah instances, ground. vege tat:lori types are indicators of 
treatemnt :,or condi tiori.s ._ in· the .upper part · of the soi1 mass and not 
iridicato.rs of the basic and -inherent growth·· capadt:y of-. land. (18). 
In general, if a class'ification .:of forest sites is desired, it 
should be based upon. fundamental and permanent features. of site' 
namely soil and .relat:tv.e topographic. position ·of the soil mass~ 
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Char acteristic of the soil mass, the sub-stratum, and topography, which 
ar e r elated to the availability and total volume of water present for 
use by forests, should be the primary criteria in any classification 
of site. Markedly different chemical char act e r istics of soil may be a 
secondary criteria of classification (18) . 
Site Index 
Site index (S . I . ) is the measure of all effective factors of site, 
climatic, biotic, physiographic, as well as edaphic. By definition, it 
is the average height of dominant and codominant trees at 50 years of 
age from established curves . Site index may be estimated for trees of 
any age . 
Because any one of the above mentioned factors of site may be 
limit i ng , soil-site index relationships are difficult to ascert ain . 
Ot her factors contributing to soil index errors include growth-
mathematical relationships which result in errors of unknown magnitude 
regarding the form of the curve and distrance between curves . With 
younger stands on better sites than those supporting old growth, 
average si t e index curves will be warped upwards at younger ages and 
downward at older ages . Conversely, on poorer sites, the opposite 
may occur . Genetically-inherited characteristics of trees may also 
i nfluence the apparent site index and appear to confound t he fac tors 
of s i te . 
Site index alone is, at best, a measure of site-potent ial for a 
specific geographic or genetic strain of a species . Actual productivity 
of land should couple sit e index with measurements of volume, basal 
ar ea or cubic feet of growth . Use of basal ar ea and growth , l i kewise , 
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is fallible since very little forest land has optimum stockingo It is 
for all · of the reasons outlined that we turn to the soil for helpful 
information ·in indicating site potential (100). 
Direct Measurement 
Tree site 'index method is probably the most common tool used to 
evaluate site ·quality. It may be e~ressed in terms of total height· 
of trees of the dominant crown canopy at an index age (50 years for 
many species). When site quality ise~ressed in terms of height of 
trees at a given age, it is called site index. Some workers have 
criticized the use of site index as a measure of productivity for a 
number of reasons such as errors made in extrapolation, and in the site 
index curve themselves, effect of weather during the early years after 
planting or natural regener'ation, variation in growth patterns between 
races and also between genotypes within races. In spite of these 
objections site index remains iri constant use as a measure of site 
productivity because of its_ general independence. of. stocking (76). 
For this method plots containing 100 to 300· trees have to be 
establishedo Diameter breast ·height of the average· dominant tree is 
determined using the b.asal .a:tea .method.. Furthermore, a curve of total 
height over diameter breas.t .. he_ight .mus.t be· constructed. Six or more 
dominant trees· mus.t be bored to obtain an estimate of stand _age •. Data 
;l.n conjunction with standard site index curves are then used· to arrive · 
at the site index value (58). 
Indirect or Soil..;.Site Method and Short Cut Methods 
The soil-site method of evaluating the growth potential of forest 
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land has gained in use the past decade and ·replaces· to a rather large 
extent~ the older tr.ee-site index methodo This shift in use of procedure 
is to be expected when one'considers the difference in'the time and 
effot't needed· to make the two kinds of evaluations o. 
The principal use for the indirect or soil method was. originally 
proposed for land not supporting stands of suitable age t. stocking or 
species for direct .site determination, examples'of this are cut-over or 
abandbned fi.elds ~ very young stands, uneven-aged or partialiy-stocked 
stands~· or even land which p:r.esently supports' other tree species o 
In the case of soil-site evaluation all that is usually needed is 
several soil borings around.the sampling site arid some evaluations of 
soil texture~ consistency~ depths of horizons., and subsotl· properties · 
that are employed in the original work. However. 9 field tests with the 
soil method of estimating site potential show that it is 'just as 
p:redse as the direct method .and .requires only about .1/jrd 0£ the· time 
needed to measure total height and ages accurately .and then obtain site · 
index for curves or · tables o 
' Many who use the 'direct method of .:s.ite.-.. det:e:nnin;,ttion do. not fully 
recognize the sources and magnitude of er'rors or ina.ccuraci'es involved 
the:reina Common inaccuracies· in measurement of total heights of trees 
with any Abney level. are due. to : (21) 
1) Base line not -properly .measured .or·not as .long .or longer 
than the height of the tree Q 
2) Abney is not· in adjustment; 
3) Tip of tree· and its base are difficult to see because of· 
under story.or'density of the'stando 
4) Total age of a tree cannot be ob'tairied accurately becaus.e 
a) Tree centre is not .encountered 
b) Ring counts may be corifused by false rings when _a 
c.ore is taken with an increment borer or 
c) whe.n age is taken at .4 o 5 ft the time ::required for 
the · tree to ,reach that height may· be . estimated o 
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Tests of the :relation ·between site index as.estimated for the soil 
and t1tee site.index for stands 10-30 yea1ts of age have indicated that 
site c·1.u:ves for loblolly and shortleaf pines gi.ve over estimates for 
young stand· (21) o 
All.t.hat·soil..:.site measurements provide ·are estimates of what•the 
equbralent tree,-site index s.hould be •. These estimates certainl->7 are 
subject· to sampling errors s er:irors aris.iri·g from the lack of perfect 
correlation between'soil'and tree site ind.icesi) and.to human errorso 
The first two of these sources introduce at.least some .error into-any 
estimate but are not as c:ritica.l · as the thii'do Before ,an effe.ctiv:e job 
of soii-site evaluation can be .done .the evaluator must be well trained 
and .experiericedo 
Shor·t ,~:ut method p:roceduir:es. a:rce quite simpleo- One of these 
requires the establishment .of- a .l/:5th acre plot .at the· sampling pointo 
Within this plot three to six of the largest trees in terms· of doboho. 
lo1Jate_d and ranked' by size from .largest :to. samlles_to The. evidenroe . 
obtained. in the course of the 'statistical analysis of data shows that a 
strict ranking is not' necessary (19) o 
One method of provid:ing iriformaition ·more quickly and conveniently 
is to· relate the site· ind.ex .of .several species· to one another (species· 
compad.son) o If the site index can be determined .for one species-, 
either from tree or by soil'"".s_ite methods~· the site indices of the 
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other species can also be es~imated (37)o 
A~icordi.ng to Doolittle (37) one of the preliminary results of soil-
site research in the western white pine type is reported by Copeland 
(26) where the relation.ship of the s:lte index .(Solo) of western white 
pine (Pirius manticola Dougl) is compared with the· sid,e indices of 
western larch . .(Larix ocddenta.lis Nut:toJ~ Douglas fir (Ps·eudotsuga 
menziesii, (Mirb) Franco) and gx::ari.d fir (Abies grandis (DougL) LindL) s 
The Southeastern Forest expe·riment statiqns ~ annua,l report .for 
1954 included a chart. relating to the ·site indices of s1;,veral species 
iri. the southern Appalachianso Site indices of 10 species. common in. 
the southern Appalachian Region were correlated by Doolittle (38) o The· 
relationships were shown in· the following regre~sion ·equations~ 
1) Scarlet~ black" northern red~ and chestnut oak = 
60251 ·+ lLOOl (shortleaf and ·pitch pine) 
2) Scarlet~ black, northern red~ and ches·tnut oak = 
2·7o 642 .+ O. 586 (yellow poplar) 
3) White oak = 00929 (Scarlet~ black 11 northern red\ and 
chestnut oak) - LOSS 
4) White pine = 340 968 + O~ 630 (yellow pop_lar) 
5) Yellow poplar = L540 .(shortleaf and pitch pin~)' 
""240629 
6) · White pine = 13,900 + L029 (shortl,eaf and pitch pine) o 
7) Virginia pine = 120 746 + 0 0 932 (shortleaf and pitch pine) 0 
It was suggested that those who. wish to use the-s'6iJ:.'-sited method 
fo:i estimating land quality· would benefit: by testing both methods of 
tree vs soil measurements (22ID 23) o 
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Principal Soil Properties Related to Forest Growth 
The productivity of soil for forest growth is conditioned by the 
quantity and quality of growing ·space for tree roots o Soil properties . 
that may be classed under these two categories may have direct effects 
on· growthi both di.:re,~t and indirect· effects (interaction), or only 
indirect effects o. 
The soil facto.rs are (20) ~ 
(a) Depth of suI'face soil (A horizon),, depth to lea~t 
permeable layer~ or depth to mottlingo These 
meastrres of quari:tity of growing space imply effective 
root depth for trees (small· roots) o The relationship 
of ·growth to these measurements is generally. curvilinearc . 
The net effects of increments of depth are great ·when 
depth is lowo The effects of increasing depth on· 
growth decrease beyond·a c.ertain.pointo 
(b) Total depth of -Soil~ and soil material functions as a 
measure of quantity of growing space in .the case of 
immature or poorly differentiated soii profiles o 
(c) Physical nature of the sub soil~ least permeable 
layer or substratum as it. trifluences water movement, 
wate·r availability to root aeration and mechanical 
hi.ndrance to rooto This factor may be exhibited with 
either "a" or "b" above .. with signi:(icant effects or • 
inteirat;tions with tree growth~ Physical prop'erties 
of the 'sub .soil that may be directly correlated with 
forest growth include texture@ pore space dieitribution, 
imbibitional water values, water holding tapacity, 
and changes of volume with moisture content 
(shrinkage ·and swelling)o 
(d) Physi.cal · properties of the surface soil~ notably pore 
sparc.e distribution and texture may under certain 
condi.tioris influence wate-r infiltration and storage 
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which is especially important to.tree growth in setrii-arid 
regions or when precipitation is errattc~ 
(e) Organic matter in the.form of·either·in.coi'porated or. 
unin~orporated humus influences the moisture regime 
of soils as well as their· structure and porosity to 
airo It serves as a direct source of energy for soil. 
organisms and as a reservoir of nitrogen and other 
essential plant n.utrientSo ln excessive amounts of 
organic matter may reflect poor drainage and be 
assodated with low productiv.ityo 
(f) Chemical characteristics imrolving nutrient supply may 
be a limiting fac-tor in forest growth on deep~ excessive-
ly drained· silicioti.s sands in humid climates o In such 
cases~ the fertility factor is usually confounded with 
adverse physical soil propetti.es and low water· tableo 
Factors other than soil may also affect tree growth, such as: (20) 
(a) Climate and length of day~ These two factors· are 
confounded for tree species that have a wide latitudinal 
:rangeo The relatively rapid .growth of certain species 
of trees in northern latitudes can be. attributed in 
part to !<:mg· days dudng the frostf,ree periqd which 
offsets the short.growing seasonQ Climate, expressed 
as inches of rainfallJ number of frost. free days per 
year~ or defined.indriectly by latitude and longitude, 
has been· found to be. correlated with: growth of forests 
independent of soil factorso 
(b) Aspect· and Exposure~ In regions or areas 'of marked 
reI:te~ ~ · aspect of land ( compass direction ·that -a 
slope faces), and exposure (susceptibility of land 
surface to be drying .winds) greatly affect the local· 
climate·, as it· is characterized by precipitation and 
temperature~ wind movement (direction and rate), and 
ev,aporationo Northerly facing slopes {NW, N, and NE) 
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a:re cooler and more moist than southerly facing' slopes O 
(c) Topography and water tableo The relating .of· topographic 
position of land to forest productivity is primarily 
ind::l.recto Relative topographic position-and distance 
from the soil surface to. the water table both ;influence·· 
water supply to the.soil.and tree roots~ This mo:tsture 
supply~ modified by climate and soil properties may 
range from excessive to insufficiento . 
( d) Surface ·Geology~ · The permeability to water of -tocks, 
..,,· ' 
rock formation~ or unconsolidated· geologic material 
may influence land productivity independent of the 
soil if the latter is shallow (20) o 
In forestryi broadly· speaking, soil moisture occupies a position 
of prime iinportf.mce as a .coritrallable factor in growtho Soii moistu~e 
is. often ·one of the most critical.· factors .of the edaphic complexo 
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Water is important as· a constituent ·of living protoplasm, a reagent in 
chemical reactions' a medium in which reaction occurs' and a solvento 
It is also very important in the .maintenance of leaf turgidityo Wilted 
or partially wilted leaves are inef:feo,tive photosynthetic mechanismso 
Claims have been made for many years that -all the soil'moisture in the 
:range from field capacity to wilting .pe:raEmtage ·was· equally-available 
to trees o_ rrhere are many: observations® however which indicate that 
physfological processes are profoundly influenced by drying. of the soil 
and .that very real effects· on metabolism and_ growtn of plants are· 
manifested some time before the soil reaches the wilting percentage 
(62) 0 
In coarse· textured soils the moisture tensi'on chan-ges are 
relatively small· from field capacity almost down to .the wilting 
percerit:ageo At the latter point the tension changes rather precipitous-
ly to permanen't wilting percentageo Moisture tension, ·moisture· content 
curves for finer.,-textural grades of soils do not· exhibit such a sharp 
break. and indicate that water is ·withheld from plants with appreciably 
greater energy over the lower pa:rt of the available range-_ than. the 
upper part o - In terms of energy relationships the water in such soils · 
becomes .gradually less available as the· moisture content dec:rease.s from 
field capacity to wilting ,percentage (62) o 
When the effects of light intensity on photosynthetic effi.ciency 
of pine and hardwood seedlings were studied it ·was found that 'photo-
synthesis of pine increased progressively with light intensity up to the 
highest light'intensitief:\o Hardwoods however; reached a maximum at 
one-third or less of full sunlight o In addition 1  it was shown that the 
hardwood had ari inherent capacity for greater quantititive production 
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of photosynthateo Furthermore, with decreasing soil moisture· content 
the photosynthetic rate of pine decreased at a .higher moisture content 
than did the rate of the hardwoods (62). 
Wilti:p.g coeffiderit can be obtained by dividing the "~oisture 
equivalent!' (MoE.) by the- factor L84. This common'factor may not'be 
applicable ·to a'il soils. The moisture· equiyalent 'is the best single 
value determination for interpreting the moif;l:ture properties of soils 
. ' 
(99) ~ 
The results reported by Peele- and Beale (75) showed that the field 
capacities -of South Carolina soils can be predicted from ·the mois,ture 
equivalent by the equationi 
Y = 2a62 +0.865 X 
in which 
Y = the field capacity 
X = the moisture equivalent. 
The· regression -of wilting percentages 'by the plant .method on . 
percent of moisture, when"soil is subjected to 15 atmosphere pressure 
· over a cellophane membrane was. expressed by. the equation.g 
Y = ,Oo99 + 0.97 X 
y = wilting percentage 
X = %·of moisture-at•lS atmosphere. 
Retention •storage of water i.s affected by texture. Lassen -et al· 
(63) ·pointed out'that fine sand has a're'!;entien s'!;prage capacity of 
o. S" in. depth of water per foot of· soiL For clay this capacity was· 
4o 5". Organic, matter increased the storage by .adding to the surface· 
area in the soil. 
On the iao~tal plain soils i.t is often ei.ther a question of having 
not eriough water or too muc.h. Lack of w~ter may be. due -to 'light 
impervious clay or hardpan near the surface or excessive by drained 
sands· (19) o 
Forest growth is bette·r on gtayling fine sand than on grayling 
medium sand, Moisture release (curves constructed for samples frol!l 
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these two types of soils and for pure sand.fractions separated from 
samples showed that fine sand retained 10% water arid the medium sand 
soil icetained 7% water by weight at field capacity, while both soils 
retained equal amounts, 2.5% of water~ at 15 atm te11siono Of the pure 
sand fractions~ very fine sand retained substantially more water at low 
tens.ions .than did the larger· fractions amounting to more than .five times 
the amount of readily available water o The fine sand soil type 
contained six times the amount ·of very fine sand· fraction than did the 
medium sand soil type~ 12% VSo 2% by weighto Thus~ much of the 
difference in water retention between the.two examples is attributed 
to the very fine sand fraction~ probably also accounting for much of the 
difference in tree growth (109) o 
Soil moisture may. also signific:antly affect the · rate and suite of 
cations exchanged from the soil to the plant roots; since. plant growth 
is affected by the availability o.f cations as well as by internal water 
requirements~ the amount of cations exchanged increased sharply as the 
soil moisture increasedo The increase in cation exchange at· saturation, 
when based upon· that exchanged at the moisture equivalent~· was· seven 
fold for Lakelandi five for Rustan:1 two for Richland, th:ree for Crowley, 
but only a Oo2 f9ld increase for Sharkey~ Houston, and Gila serieso 
The percentage· decrease in cation exchange at. the wilting percentage, 
when based upon· the exchange at the moisture equivalent :was 50, 65, 
85 and 72 for Lakeland,, Rustan, Richlandi and Crowley~ respectively, 
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but only 14 9 19 and 25% for Sharkey, Houston,. a1;1.d Gila respectivelyo 
The percentage of calcium and magnesiumincreased in the suite of 
cations 0 while that of potassium and sodium decreased cor,respondirigly 
as the soi1 moisture inl\Jreasedo The CagKratio increased from 60 to 
266 over the moisture range 0 wilting percentage to saturation for the 
Houston series~ 10 to 60 for the Richland series~ but only 7 to 10 for 
the Lakeland series a The cation exchange moisture relationships were 
explained on the basis of the relative abundance and continuity of the 
water films within the pore system of the soil that may effectiyely 
serve as a medium for the diffusion· of cations· through the soil (11) a 
Total site evaluation is an attempt to classify all the variables 
that affect site and plant species·requirementso Hodgkins (55) adds 
"when one understands t:hat a given site index for a g:(.ven species may 
occur on more than one site; he has taken a long step towards under-
standing the concept of total site classificationa In total site 
classification~ site index is relegated to the status of one of many 
attributes of the site~ and is no longer the basis .for classification. 
This does not constitute a de .. emphasis of the site index~ but rather a. 
recognition that other attributes of the site are also importanto The 
use of total site classification implies that. research on .forestland 
and management of forestland, will be done with due regard for all of 
the significant .attributes of the various-site classes. Thus total 
site classification becomes most fundamental to an advanced and 
interisive brand of forestryo" 
Studies of the characteristics of native vegetation and of· soils 
in relation to .their environment have developed more. or less 
concurrently in this count:cyo The study of vegetation has been 
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dominated to, a considerable degree by the philosophy of Clements (88) 
on the existance' of discrete plant· communities and the convergence of . 
plant succes'si,on to a well defined climax type in response to. cliiriateo 
Others, modified this: concept somewhat by distinguishing among climate, 
edaphic~ topographic~ biotic and other factors resulting in tlie 'so ' 
called "polyclimax concept as opposed to tlie monocli'max of Clements o '' 
The difference between the two. concepts is perhaps mostly a difference ' 
in ,semantics, since Clem.en ts essentially ac::counteci far 'these deviations 
from climat:tc climax witfr his elaborate system of preclimax, post 
climax~ disclimax types, etco (103)0 
The study of soil genesis and morphology developed.in,a manner 
similar to that .of the .study of structure, succession and c:).assification 
in plant ecology. , Study of soil classification initially began in 
Russia i.n the late 19th century with· the work of Dokt,tchoev (93) o He· 
emphasized climate as perhaps the major factor influencing soil 
developmen't although he recognized the effects of other factors such 
as parent material 9' topography and vegetationo, The concept of zonal, 
azorial and intrazonal soil bad reference to variation' in soil 
development with respect to general 'climate much as Clements climax, 
preclimax and post' climax for vegatation (3l}o It is pe:r;hap~ 
si.gnificant th1;1t the work of both clements and Dokuchoev started in the 
cherno.zem prairie regions,· of the U oS oAo and Russiao 
The. basic idea and approach to the study of soil genesis and. 
classification were 'considerably clarified by the work of Jenny (1941)~ 
He theorized that soil ii:i functionally related· to five independent: soil 
formi,ng factors by the· following equatfong 
where 
s i= f (cli .r, .pr, o, t) 
s == soil properties' 
cl = .the over·an ''climate· 
p = initial ·state of soil 1;1ysteni Leo·· 
parent _mate-rial at time zero . 
0::;: organic matte_r'or .. the0,.bi·otic-factor 
t = time· 
y topographic effects 
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The five factors :may interact ·with 'each ·other but''are·. independent: 
in t;he sense 'that one cou:J.d .be varied without. changing the· others~ 
While the conc:'ept ·was. not .ent~reiy . a new . one·. (2 7), it dic;l provid'e a 
. . . 
concise basis, for quantit'ive study of soil development by Jenny's own. 
admissfon the equation will prohably .never he completely solvedo 
Jenny's equation implies the continuum conc:':'ept with · respect to' 
soils, although he does not "use the term continuum explicitly (58).o 
He ,and. others have · nqted · that ,vegetation . could· be: '.expressed in . a simiiar 
way .i~e. V = f (cl!) r!) p, -o, t) and here used the concept· in studying 
the relationship of vegetation and soils ·in >Space and timeo The 
arbitrary nat~re 'of soil classification seems to .be accepted (90)o 
The correlatioi:,. 'procedure.is.aiso represented·by the functional 
approach to. the study of. both.soils and ·vegetation using ·the equation 
S ·or :V = f (cl!)· r, p~ o 9 t)' already· defiri.ed 9 Jenny .(57} Crocker. 
(27) 9 Major (70). These ·:authors advocated· the studying .of the· effect 
of ·one in:dependent variable on 'the dependent '(S or V) or holding all. 
other iri.depen~eiit variables- constant ari.d .allowing. the one ·of .interes·t . 
to vary!) thus defining a functional relationsl;dp or simple regression 
between -.,the dependent ancL independent j,ariables ~ .. Klemedsen (61) carr.ied 
out a study of th-.is sort by holding all fact.ors constant ·except slope 
arid aspect and thereby. defining a topographico The major difficulty 
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in this approach is the limited occurence of sit'l,lations which allow 
sev~ral factors to be held constant or nearly so (57), 
Major (70) states that since soils and vegetation develop in 
response to the same independent variables it may be conqluded. that 
there are no universal correlations between their properties, that 
one is not determined by the ot:her 11 but that they d~velop consistently. 
In response to this statenientCrocker (27) maintains, quite logically 
it seems that if they both develop in response to the same factors these 
obviously must be correlated corr.elations between. them, b'Ut no un:i,.versal 
correlation w~,uld be expected due to great possibil:i,.ties for variation 
in factors and time, 
Regression methods are those used to det~rmi,ne j:he best functional 
relation among the variables while correlation methods are used to 
measure the degree to which the different variables ~re associated. 
The resulting measure of correlation is usually called corr«?lation 
coefficient, 
The conditions for validity of r«?gression analysis· ai;-e best 
expressed in t~rms of .the model~ 
Y =aC + Bx+(:;, 
where 
y = dependent variable 
x = deviation X-x 
o(_'Y B = are parameters 
€_= the variable part of Y. 
In soil-site index regression studies Unearity, if not already 
present, is achieved by means of mathematically transfo:i;ming the· 
curvilinear regression to a linear form. The condition of random and 
independent d;iscrepancies is not met, since this can be achieved 
completely only through the replication and randomi~ation procedures 
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of the careful experimental design' (55) 0 The :seil,.;,si,te,index 
regressions studies have not employed experi:menta:1 design·'of course, but 
have· depended upon· simple field surveys for thei,r · data~ Pubiished 
soil-site index n~gressions studies revealed that the investigators 
involved have apparently been learning by experience of these hazards 
in the. regression 'techniques a Earlie];' ·studies' did cover large and 
ecologically complex areas~ but .later studies have been based upon 
samller and more nearly uniform area.so 
The use of simple:1 partial .or multiple correlations aoefficierits. 
to express the relationship between soils and vegetation has been 
advocated or used. by· many res.earchers as· for example, Cook (1960), 
Steward and Keller. (1936), Greig Smith. (1964Lj Median (1960), Geist · 
(1966) . and Box .(1961) (36) o 
The necessity of holding all independent variables constant except 
one. can be avoided to s,ome :extent by the ,use of multiple ·regressiono· 
In this method the effects of several variables and the covariance 
between them can be taken 'into .account simultaneously· (36), This 
technique has been .used to predict .the growth of plants from measure-
ment of:site cha:racteris'tias (Coile:. 1938,. Median 5 1960, Clalry!i 1966, 
and Geist; 1966) a 
Stepwise multiple regression analysis ·.is usefl,11 in determining 
the amount. of variatien ·that can. be accounted for a set of in,dependent 
variables and. the relative imp0rtance· of these variable_s • However, 
caution must be exercised in in.terpreting the equaticm. Major (1966) 
pointed out· that equations are · only of· predictive 'value. They· cannot 
be used with safety on data of a different nature 'than the original 
data from which· they are derived, nor can biological conclusions be 
derived.from eitb,er magnitude or signs of iridividu!=il cc;,ef'ficients iri 
the equationo 
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Foresters ca11 profitably study experiences in crop responses ·in. 
agr-iculture to obta,iri leads on· factors that might· be ~aningful in terms 
of tree growth arid. their statistical and graphical means- of handling 
the. dat.ao . 
Br.ay. (8) in· discussing cor1;ela-tion of crop responses .to fex:tilizer 
additions,· proposes· a theoretical' concept. for a situation where two· 
diffe·rent nutrient _elements are inadequate. He suggestS that· yieid,. 
expressed ··percent.age-wise, will be the product 'of. the sufficiency of 
A times ·the sufficiency of ·B. He suggests .,the concept. may work. for 
available potassium,- phosphorus, and magriesiump As regards nitrogen~ 
he suggests plan t.;.;t~s~ue tests ··are probably . the. solution.:_ He belieyes 
the 11yieid concept would not apply to.nit;rate nitrogen an:d water;" 
and he doubts whether genera+ -correlations cart -be found ·betweel(l \ 
exchangeable ·~alcium arid yield in a 1'ndrmal 11 carbona:te-free soiL' 
Bray's yield 'concept, 'as a product of ·sufficiency of se:veral ·specific 
nutrients, might apply to growth or yield in· certain 'forest species, as , 
long· as. the unit of yield ·was in terms of cords, board feet, ·or cubic 
feet, but. it is almost a foregone coriclus'ion 'that ·it would not apply td 
site index~ The·- first three are volumetric expressi"ons based on tliree , 
dimensionso The-last- (site 'index) is 'a one_;dimensi6nal.e:x:pression-
based ori height of the average dominant and codomiria,nt trees· in feet, · 
and a· product of sufficiency approach :to the nutrient .problem would 
no doubt produce excessive' penalities against even moderate deficiencies 
of phosphorus·, potassium; magnesium· and· calcium" 
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Smith arid Cook. (9.2) have- obtained .high correlation, of percentage of 
foll yield of wheat and available phosphorus as determined by the Bray . 
absorbed phosphorus method,. using a 1: 50 extractive ratio. Correlation 
coefficients. "r" ranged from o •. 454 .for Spurw.ay reserve phosphorus test, 
to 0.534 for Spurway's test for active phosphorus, to 0.660 for Bray 
absorbed phosphorus test. Ulrich (98) has elaborated Bray's concept. 
He refers to a cri ticai zone as a separating line between zones of 
luxury consumption and poverty adj.ustment.. Foliar·· analysis is cited 
as a means of detecUng the relative nutritional status'of certain 
plants, especially in orange,. cherry, and apple.· 
Close correlations of specific soi1 tests with each other are 
apparently much easier tci es ta.blish than is the ca:se o:f crop yield 
and soi1 tests. At least the former appears to yield considerably 
higher correlation coefficients •. Chandler (14). shows a very. close 
correlation between exchange .capacity plot~ed over ·loss on ignition -
the former being about twice the latter when both are expressed as 
percents. Lunt (67) showed good correlation of volume weight and 
percent of organic matter •. 
Coile (21) demonstrated the well-,known correlation of percent of 
silt and clay and moisture equivalent. According to Stoeckeler (92), 
Kellogg found there is a clos·e corr.elation of base exchange capacity of 
specific horizons (A2 and B2} with the percent· of clay· in a soil in the 
Miami series. 
Southern Pines 
The rapid development of forest management .in the southern United 
States during the past three decades has marked an important milestcme 
D LIMIT OF NATURAL RANGE 
~41~ REGION OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE 
Figure 3, Range of Shortleaf Pine, Showing.the Limit 
. of its Natural Range and its R.egion of ·Majop 
Importance, 
Source (46) 
! . 
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~ in American forestry. Much of this progress has been directed towards. 
the southern pines •. A series -of regression ,studies have; beeri made 
throughout the southeast . for the purpose· of reiatitig height· growth and 
site indices'to. environmental factors for the .four 'major species 'of. 
southern pines:· 
L Long .. leaf Pin us :ealustris .Mill 
2. Slash·. Pin tis .elliottii Engelm 
3. Lob lolly Pinus .. taeda·L~ 
4. Short leaf Pin us echinata Mill 
Shortleaf pineil is one of the four pin~ ·species commonly, referred to as 
southern yellow pineq It .comprises about ,1/4 of the. total volt1me of 
pine timber in the .south,. :which is shown: in ,Figure .3. Its bc;,tanical 
range extends. from New Jersey to Texas .and Oklahoma,.in some·22 states~ 
Shortleaf .. pine is commercially· important in the ·Piedmont ,regiqn ·of . 
Virginiat North Carolina,. S.outh .Carolina~ and Georgi'a; iri. the northern · 
portions of Alabama and Mississippi; ·along the western foothills · of -the 
Appalachian 'Mountains in Tennessee~: Kentucky an_d ·west'-Virginia; and· 
in.eastern.Texas; southeastern Oklahoma, and .. northwestern Louisiana~ 
In recent years, shortleaf· pine has become an important 'planting species 
in southern Indiana~ Illinois and Missouri (46). 
In the United State$ where most of the site 'index correlation · 
studies have been made, .the emphasis h~s been. on ~the phys_ical properties 
of the sofl. profile, rather .than .the .chemical ( 76) • · Soil properties · 
whic~ may .. be' significantly correlated with forest .growth- in one region, 
may not· be significant .in .another .region b.ecause .of ·differences; in 
tree species, climate, .length of .growing season; length of day· or 
action 'of :other limiting factors (17). 
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In a study of soils with highly differentiated profiles, derived 
from sedimentary rocks of triassic age, in the lower Piedmont plateau 
of North Carolina, Co:ile .(20) found that·· the site-index of shortleaf 
/ 
pine was related to the texture and depth of the soil profile, Higher 
site indices were found where the texture vs, depth index of the soil 
was .on thej' average between· 4 and· 6, On the average, this would 
represent ia soil with 13" of A horizon and a B horizon containing 60% 
silt and clay, Site index of shortleaf pine.on these soils was 80 
fee to 
Turner (96) studies the growth· of loblolly· and shortleaf pines as 
influenced by soil properties on 222 plots in 22 soil types.of the 
coastal plain region of Southern Arkansas,· However, soil, measurements 
were·· confined to. thickness of soil horizons in the. profile, mechanical· 
composition and acidity\ The various site classes were classified 
qualitatively as follows~ 
L Superior Sites:· S, I, 96 to ll5 located in flood plains 
of small streamso Fine sandy loam or silt loam soils 
without marked profile develop'ment and with· good internal · 
drainage, 
iL Intermediate Sites, S, L 76 to 95, Distinct profile 
development surfaces soil.shallower than for super:j.or 
sites, Some series areimperfectlydrained, 
iiL Inferior siteso S, L 56 to 75, Shallow surface soil 
associated with previous accelerated erosion on slopes 
from 5 to 20% and shallow surface soils on flat topography. 
Both of the above conditions of shallow surface soil were 
ordinarily associated with sub-soil. having a relatively 
high claY content, Some soil profile with excessive 
internal drainage belong to this group, 
Frequent fires in loblolly and shortleaf pine stands of the 
Piedmont plateau reduce height growth of the tr:ees (92), · On the basis 
of soil and true measurements an unburned versus frequently burned 
stands of. lob lolly and shortleaf pines in the Carolinas and· Georgia; 
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it was found that burning lowered the apparent site index~- Statistical· 
results showed that the.effects of depth of the surface soil (xl) and 
physical properties of the sub .... soil' (x9) were not influenced by 
geographic location or burning~ but .the eqµation co:nstant or level of· 
the :pagress:ion was significantly reduced by recurrent fires: 
SaLaL (burned) == 74 • .SO: ± 3al - 75-: L39x9 
xl 
S.L 8 (burned) = (57012 ± 3.1) - 45 - l.OOx9 
where 
L = Loblolly pine 
s = Shrirtleaf pine 
x 1 =depth.of surface soil 
x9 -= physical properties of s\,lb ·soil·· 
An intensive study was made by Coile (20) with regard to the 
relation between soii features and the .site index_. of ;l.obl6.lly and. 
shortleaf·pines in the lawer Piedmont plateau of North Carolina. 
The study consisted of 53 plots in loblolly pine, 75 plots in shortlea,f 
pine and 23 plots :i,.n mixed stands ·of -the two species. Nine soil .. 
variables .were· tested and the data was first classified and analyzed 
by three topographic position 'classes (1) ridges~ (2) middle.slo'pes 
and (3) lower slopes and bottoms a Four soil ·variables, .all significant· 
,.., 
at· the 1% level were ·found. to be correlated with the site index and 
the following regression equations were devel9ped: 
s; Lt = 38. 7J, - 71 + 40.27 x2 - 6058~4 - 1.17x9 
xl 
.SO·. L.s. = 80a-6} .... 44 - 2. 50x2 - 1. 08 .... l.19x9 · 
xl 
Although soil variables x 2 and x4 were statistically significant 
estimates of site · ;index using the above. equfitions did not differ 
appreciably from the following equations~ 
So LL= .100004 - l2. - L39: x9 
xl 
77 0 32 - 45 
-xr 
where· 
S.I?L = site index of loblolly pine 
SoI•s = site index of shortleaf pine 
xl = Thickness of the A horizon 
X2 = Ratio of si.lt + clay to the M.E. 
Second·ppwer of 2 X4 = X' (x) 2 2 
x = I.W. value of the B horizon. 9 
of the B horizon. 
On the basis.of stand and soil observations in 217 areas of even 
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aged lob1611y pine· over 20 years of age in the Coastal Plain regions of 
South Carolina,· Georgia,·· Florida and. Alabama, Metz . (20) found the 
following soil and topographic features to be significantly correlated 
with height growth of· the lqblolly pine~ 
L · Product of depth of A horizon· and L W .. 
value of the B horiz.ono 
2. Product of depth of ·A horizon -and the silt content 
of the B horizon. 
3. Product of depth of A horizon and the clay content of 
the B horizono 
4 •. Degree of. surface drainage that is w~ll, imperfectly, or 
poorly·drained. 
The net -effect of increasing the· imbititional water value, silt content 
and depth to B horizon was positive with respect to height growth, 
Height growth was increased with decreasing surface drainage. 
log (total height) = c - 6.97/age + (0~000420 (I.W. of B)+ 
0.000021 ·(silt of B) - 0.000077 (clay of B} (depth of A) 
where c = 2.0605 -for well drained soil , 
c = 2. 0729 for imperfectly drained soil 
c = 2.0887 for poorly drained soil 
According. to Coile (20) Gaiser reported the reiationship between site 
index of· 1obl6lly pine· and soil characteristics and drainage of the 
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Coastal Plain region of Virginia, NOrth Carolina and the N. E. part of 
South Carolina. The· following variables were all significant at the 
1% level and were found .to affect the site index: .. 
L · Depth in inches of soil from the surface to. the least 
permeable sub la.ye rs O 
2. · I. W. water value of the sub soil. 
The 0 equations were: 
log (S. I.) - L 692 + Oo 110 (log depth t log I. W.) for good 
drained soil. 
log (S.L) = L 715 + 0.110 (log depth+ log I.W.) for poorly 
drained. soil with plastic sub. soils. 
log (S.L) = 1.983 - O. 772 
depth 
poorly drained· soil with friable. 
sub soil. 
According to. Coile (20) the effect of soil. prope:r"ties and· other factors'. 
on the growth of natural.slash pine stands over 20 years of age was 
studied by Kri'udsen 0 Soil and stand measurements were made on 231 · 
plots·in South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama. Twenty 
independent .variables were tested as to their effects on height 
growth. The soil variables were imbibi tion water values of the B 
horiz,on~ moisture equivalent of the B horiz.on,. depth of A horizon, 
mechanical composition of the A and B hprizon, acidity (pH of the A2 
4Z 
and B horizons) and depth to mottlings. The only soil property found. 
to be corre1at.ed with site index. of slash pine was · the nature property 
of the sub soil"as reflected in its 'imbioittonwater value·'as .foll9Ws:· 
log (S.I.) = 1.89153 + 0.0024423 ·(LW •. + 0.0071144 .(T) ) 
where I. W. =. imbil;>-itional water value of ·the B horizon 
T. = +l for round trees -.1 for turpentiried:trees. 
· The height growth of long. leaf. .pine · (P. palustri Mill). as 
influenced by· soil. propelities arid otner factors was· studied· 'by-Ralston 
(77) • Soil and ·mensurations.! data, .wer·e .. analyzed -from 303' plots .in .. 
well.:.stocked. even· aged 'stands .of this· type in .the Car.olinas-, •.Georgia. 
and Fl.orida; The ~quation for eeitimating height growth· of 11'5 plots 
on imperfectly and poorly drained soil w,as: " 
2 log (total height)·· =.·L886 .... 11.20 ·x1 + 136~0· ~1 -+ o,.00244 ·x2 -
= 1 
age 
x2 = . moisture equivalent• of · the sub soil 'in percent 
x3 = depth in ·mottling in inches-
X4 - stand density: in number of stocked mila.cres' 
XS = +1 for plots. in -the Carolina and. -1-for Georgia and. 
Florida 
Analysis -of data .from 188 plots ori. weli-,dra.ined soiis -u1:1ing the. 
same independent .vari:ables that -were tested for th~ imperfectly and·· 
poorly drained soiis with the exception of· depth to mott-ling resulted 
in, the' following· growth- equation: . 
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log (total height).= L9:1J - 11.11.:x1 + 13~:.o~xf +··.0·.00118 x2 
whe·re x1 , x2 and x5 were the same .as ',menti:oned prev1ously 
= number of stocked milacres· 
= +1 for- turpentine .trees and .... 1. for "round·· trees.· 
= +1-for stand turpentine~ ;i.ti the/north .·or r6un!i · in. 
and ·-1 for stan,d that is round -in 'the no"I'th· :o·r turpentined 
in tlie sou: th • 
Well.:adrained soils supporting .longleaf .pine ten4 .to h,ave, .rather 
uniformly deep surface so.ils. Here the only ,soil, facto.r related t6 · 
growth was .. the physical natqre of the ·sub soil, measured as the moisture 
equivalent~ Sub soils for 147 plots snowed that their .values ·were so 
highly concentrated that ·either could be used for estimating, y 
(silt + clay of B horizon) = 2o34 (M.E •. of B horizon). 
A revision of the earlier work· of Coile. (20) .on th~· growth of 
pines· in, tlie ·. Piedmont plateau region was . made by Coile and· Schumacher. 
{22). · Orie-hundred and sixty· additional plots were measured in this 
physi.'6graphic region from North Carolina to Alabama~ 
The - final regression equation ·for estimating .site index. of 
even.:.aged lob lolly and· shortleaf .pines in .the Piedmont. region: 
where 
log (S. I.\ = .2 •. 0188 .-, 0. 399 - 0 •. 00843 x9· ..... 0·~0198 · 
Xl Xg 
log (S.I.}S - 1.-8878- ...... 0 •. 1580 - 0 •. 00859.,x9 -. .. 0,.0-408·-+·0 .• 0053 (L) 
Xl X9 
x1 = depth of sfrrface soil 
L = +1 if the North and Lis 
-1 if the South. 
x =· imbititional water 9 . 
· · value of the B 
horizon· 
The field tests -of tree...,site 'index .compared' -with .s.o-ii.;.site· index -
methods indicated - .there was no difference be.tween ·these two ~thods. 
An interesting application of -the relation. -be.tween·- soil. profile 
features and site index· of loblolly and shortleaf pines was- -made for 
correcting exis.ting ai te curves. __ In the lower age classes, that ~s, . 
stancls ·,under fifty years .of .age,. using total .height and· ages of trees 
iti the dominant ·.canopy :in conj.iinction with: .converiti-onal site class 
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curves for tq.,e specieso The sit_e -index .estimates .for yol.lng stan:ds (10 
to -30 yea'rs old). were found to -he much higher than -site estimates for 
older stands on .the same .type .of. soiL-'· This led to a conclusion that 
existing site 01.1-rves for :southern pines over estimate, site index 
quality in young- age c).asses.~ A correlation .factor for existing -sit:e 
· CU]?Ves· of . the two Specie.S was developed hav:in.'g .the equation: _ 
where 
log~ 
y 
-- - b fl ~ 1 ) 
- 1 -~- -
. - (A 50) 
"j = aortection fa.c~ot to be applied to exist:l.ng .curves ---
-:y · 
lf = S. I. estimated from cu'rv.es 
y.= S.I. estimated from soil' 
1 = reciprocal . of age _ 
A 
An inte~1;1ive study of the growth of shortleaf pine plantations· in -
relation .to diffe·rence in· soil· properties was made ii::i ~ small area of 
Missouri by D::l.~gle,.and·:surns (35).; 'They :found that'site 'qua.tity tor 
shortleaf pine was.strongly related to- the; th;Lck.ne'ss ?£ th;e surface 
horizon, and the percentage of c+ay of_ tlii~ layer; Sit~ quality as 
measured by height _,growth ·was much better -on soil$. tvith deep A 
horizon · rich · in __ clay , than --- _on· those with shallow A horizon ··containing 
little clay or organic matter~ The pH of the _A horizon was inver~ely 
related to site quality, Sites with high organic matter and high pH 
were poorest, Available moisture iri the upper 3" was not correlated 
significantly with site 'quality, No constant reiationship of soil 
colour to site quality could be established, 
Methods were developed ,for estimating site quality-of land for 
loblolly and shortleaf pines 'in the Piedmont: region based on soil 
characteds'tics alone by Coile .and Schumacher· (21}. Soil properties 
that were significantly correlated with height growth were: 
= 
= 
depth of the surface soil in inches 
imbibitional water value of the sub soil 
for 16blolly pine. = (S.L)L = ~100 ~04 
for shortleaf pine = (S. I.) 8 = 77. 32 
L loblolly pine 
S = shortleaf pine 
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Coile and· Schiimacher (21) obtained data on stands of both specie.s, 
Le, loblolly and 'shortleaf-pine~ and the soils that produced them in 
other parts of the Riedmont .region of North. Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia and Alabama~- - Soil factors tested were: 
1 where x1 .== depth of A horizon in 'inche$. 
xl 
= imbibitional water- value. of the B horizon 
Main factors tested were .burning (B) and geographic location (L). 
Analysis showed for loblolly pine, depth of surface soil (x1) and 
imbibi tional water value of the sub soil (x9 ) both to be highly 
significant but neither geographic location (L) nor the. effects of 
bu.ming (B) were of any .significance. 
Final ·,regression equation for estimating site index 
log (S.L)1 = 2.0188 - 0.399 - 0.00843 (x9) ... 0.0198 
x1. x9 
For shortleaf pine the depth of surface.soil (x -) and physical 
. 1 
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properties of' the subsoil, expressed as. iriibibftional water value (x9), 
were h:i,.gh but sigxiif:f,cant. 
log (S.I.)S = 1.8878 - 0~1580 - 0.00859 (x9) +·0.0053 (L) 
xl 
The correlation between.the growth of planted slashpine and soil 
productiyity throughout Florida was.studied by Barnes and ·Ralston (6). · 
Depth ·to a fine-textured horizon and depth to a mottled. hortzon· 
were highly sfgnificarit. Additional 'relationshi_ps were deyeloped 
which. showed how estimates of site quality cari be used, to pr~dict 
future yields of --cordwood for various · ages · an4. spacings. 
Hodgkins '(53) studied and tested the application of soil..;site 
index. tables of longlea.f, .slash and loblolly pine stands in Baldwi;n,:· 
Escambia. arid Monroe count:'i~s in southwestern Alabama. The soil-site :_ 
index. tables of long leaf, slash and 'loblolly pine ·stands of ·highest 
util~ty were designed for relatively small· geographic .. areas with uniform 
climates . and dis tincti v:e ·soil . conditions q Su.ch tables can be of 
considerable value on many. area.a 'where it is not' possible ·to obtain· 
reliable sit~ "indices. 
Zahner .(108) attempted to obtain basic -data fr9m which a method. 
for eval.uatiti'g site quality for lobl61ly and sh:ortleaf · pine could be 
estimated on .upland· and terrace soils in Southern Arkansas and ·northern· 
Louisiana.··. Through regression analysis site -index was related to s!!)iL 
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and . topographic variables. Soil factors that help to regulate soil 
moisture and soil aeration we·:te highly correlated with .site index~ On 
mature upland. soil with well-,diff~rentiated horizons, both ,loblolly-
and short leaf pines were iri.f luenced similarly o As the · thic~ness of the 
surface so.i1 was -increased up to a depth of 18'' 1;1it!e -quality also 
increasedo ·site· quality decreased somewhat for deeper .surface so~l. 
Anoth.er soil variable significantly correlated was: clay, cont~iit of; ·the 
stibsoilo On immature soil with poor horizon ·development 16b],o1ly pine 
site index ·was associated with three faetors; l~ silt content of the 
surface soil, .2. silt+ c],.ay content of _the sub. soil; and· 3. surface 
drainage •. 
Row· (82) .predicted the height growth of slash pine planations .. on -
old_ field sites in the . sand hills of North and South .Carolina.-
Statistical analysis demonst·rated that height. of :slash pine can be. 
estimated for ·their age and, two soil. variables: · (1). depth to .a. fine 
textured. horizon, (2) thi.ckness .. of the A hori·zon.·: 
log height,= L987 - 5.941- l + ·0.008963 (thickness of A1) 
age 
- 0.000004245 (depth to fine texture). 
McGee (72) studied the relationshtp between .soil properties and 
site i:ridex of slash pine in: the ·middle-Coastal Plain of Georgia~ The 
soil properties found to be highly correlated with height ·growth were 
(1) the-· thickness of the A1 ,.horizon arid (2) depth to a fine textured 
horizon; Site quality was increased as • the• thickne$s .of ·the i\ horizon· 
inc,reased. Optimum growth was., found on sites having a 28-30" depth to 
a fine textured horizon. 
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Log height' :;:: 2.0058 .... 5.5907 (!) + 0.005968 (thickness of 
age · the· A1 horizox,.) 
- 0.1445 ( ! ) + 0.001831 (depth to firte 
A1 · texture horizon) 
- 0.000032 (depth to fine ,texture/ 
Pegg (76) studied <the relationship between 'site 'ind.ex of slash pine 
and so'il variables in East Queenland. The soil groups studied were: 
I. Well drained areas. 
a. red earth residuals 
b. lateritic podzolics 
Co regosols · 
d. miscellaneous soil'Series 
II. Poorly drained areas. 
a. ground water podzols 
b. podzolic gleys 
Co gleys . 
d. humic and humic gleys 
Variables which were tested included the· following:. 
xl. 
x2 
x3 
X4 
x 
:;:: height in feet of tne original tree vegetation 
5 
x6 
x7 
= depth in inches to the horizon of finest 
= depth in inches t6 the horizon .of •fmes,t 
= topographic.position 
= thickness in ,inches of the A1 horizon. 
= clay colors 
= average annual.rainfall~ 
texture 
_t6 liard pan 
Other independent variables which were tried without success were depth 
to a layer of dense concretions, percentage concretion in the layer, 
species composition of ,the tree vegetation, colors of horizon other than 
clay and total P2o5 • He developed a regression equation for each one 
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of the soil groups mentioned above. 
Similar types of work have .beeri dot1e wHh other .forest 'tree 
sped.es, by many research workers.· In brief this work is as ·follows: · 
l •. · Red pine (Pinus resinosa .Ait).. Haig:1 (1929~ Hicock et al, 
(1931): Heiberg; (1941), White and Wood; (1958); Mader and· 
Owen: 
2. Jack Pine, (Pinus banksiana)., Arne'man~ H. F. 
3. Quacking Aspen (Pinus tremuloides}, Stoeckeler, .(1948), 
Kittredge (1938). 
4. :Slack .locust. (Robinia ,pseudoacacia) 
BlaGk walnut .(Juglans. nigta L) Roberts, (1939} & Auteri (1945). 
5. Oak (Quercus spp). Lunt, (1939), Einspahrand McComb (1951) 
Youngberg arid Scholz (1949) Locke (1941) 
Cryseland Arend (1953); Doolittle (1957) 
Trimble and Weitzman (1958): c·arm.ean (196·1) 
Della :.... Biarica & Olson (196,!) • 
6. Yellow poplar· (Liriodendron. tl.ilip;Lfe'ra· L). Auten.(1937 & 1945) 
.. Della-Bianca & Olson 
Douglas 'Fir .(Pseudotsuga .· texifoli9). 
,' (1961) 
Tryon~ Beers & 
Meritt (1960) 
Gesse1 (1949) Hill et al, · 
(1948): Tarrant .(1949); · 
Sch1ots ;, .Lyod and 
Deardorff (1956): Cannean 
- ' ' (1954). 
8. Pond,erosa·Pine (Pinus ponder.osa) Holtby (1960); Zinke, C0x, 
· MaConpel & . 
Matthew (1960) 
Livingston 
(1949). 
9. White Pine (Pinus 'strobus)Harold Young, (1954); Copeland (1958). · 
10. Redceda.r .(J:uniperus ·virginiana), Ledford (1951}. 
11. Pond Pine (Pinus scrotina) Hofmann· (1949), Zahner (1951). 
12. Sand pine (Pinus clausa chapm) Barnes (1951). 
CHAPTER II! 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Oklahoma is specially favorable for the study, of vegetation since 
it is a border state between the temperate north and the warm temper'.'"'· 
ature south and between ·the ar:t.d west and the .humid east (28). It : 
.. 
comprises .an· area· of approximately 70 ,.000 square. miles~ The highest 
poi~t in the state, about. 4,500 feet above sea level, .. ,is"in the Black 
Mesa area, in the northwestern corner. .of Cimarron County, •. From this ' 
point . the · altituqe · decreases eastward and southward, to a minimum level 
of somewhat less .than .350: .feet in .the _.extreme sou.theaste:n1.· corner of 
the state (7). The climate, of Oklahoma -is .of. the· contin~ntal type, 
with ·pronounced seasonal·. and ,geographic ranges-.i.n. both temperature. and 
percipitation.· Western sections .of -the state ·are. cooler and drier; 
in 'the ~ast showers are '.more .frequent because '.of .the, hd.-gheT· frequency 
of moisture in the atmosphere, •. ·· The annual pre·cip-itation varies from 
more· than -50" in the northeastern .patt .of Mc.Curtain County., in the 
extreme· southeastern ·part of _the state to only: .slightly more 'than· 
17" in Texas and Cimarron COl..lnties, both in the Panhandle. · Snowfall 
also varies g.reatly; with averages ranging from less than 311 in the 
extreme sou:tl,J.eastern ,section to. more than 20!'. ·in the extreme M'es'tern 
part of CimarroI). County. The meart,annual temperature,ranges 'from 63.9°F 
at Idabel, iri the extreme southeastern .corner of the state, to 
0 •. 53 F at Boise City, .. in .the .w.e:stern part .of .the Panhc;llldle.· 
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Temperature of l00°F or nigher may be expected in Oklahoma 
from June to September, while ma:ltima of 90°F or higher are of record in 
January, February and Novembero While killing frosts or freezing 
temperatures have occurred as late as May 1st in all 'parts of the state, 
they are not to be expected in the southern section ,later than the 
first week in April~ and not later than April 15 .... 20 in ·the north. The 
average length of the growing season varies. from 180 days in the western 
part of Cimarron County to 240 days 'in the extreme southeast. Oklahoma 
has wide variation ,in precipitation and heavy to almost torrential rains 
occasionally occur. Falls of more than IO" over 24 hours, are. recorded 
at· a number of stations in scattered localities. On an average 75% of 
the annual· parcipitation occurs dudng the growing season, March to 
October, inclusive. Rains are most gene1;al and abundant during the 
spring and early summer. In late summer and early fall there are more 
local and often uncertain rains in the western part of the state. 
Howeverll general rains frequently began again during September and 
October, thus conditioning the soil for the seedling and germinat:ion .of 
winter grains (7). ·. Climatic conditions in Oklahoma in, brief is 
presented iri Table L 
The·three sections of the state listed have unique topographic 
features which influence tlie development: of natural vegetation: 
,L Panhandle~ 
2. Western Oklahoma. 
3~ Eastern Oklahoma. (Part of S.E; Oklahoma contains the 'Gulf 
Coastal Plain) •. 
Residual native vegetation is grasslands in· t;he western part and 
forest in the eastern portion (28)p Figure 4. 
TABLE I 
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN OKLAHOMA 
I. Oklahoma: average precipitation at selected stations 
Least rainfall Most rainfall 
Station Month Inches Month Inches 
Altus Jan. 0.7 May 3.5 
Boise City Jan. 0.3 June 2.6 
Idabel Sept. 2.5 May 5.4 
Miami Feb. 1.5 June 5.7 
Okla. City Feb. 1.1 May 4.8 
Woodward Jan, 0 . 7 May 3.5 
From Morris (1953) 
II. Oklahoma: average temperatures at selected stations 
Avera~e Low Average Hi~h 
Station Month Temp. Month Temp. 
Altus Jan. 40.7 July 84.1 
Boise City Jan. 33.5 July 77 ,2 
Idabel Jan. 44.0 July 82.4 
Miami Jan. 36.0 July 81.4 
Okla, City Jan. 37.6 July 80,6 
Woodward Jan. 36.1 July 82.4 
From Morris (1953) 
III. Precipitation (Inches) 
At o.c. O.Cm% 
A. Ea,stern, 41 Spring, 10.31 13 
B. Central, 35 Summer, 9.20 33 
c. Western, 26 Autumn, 8.06 29 
D, Panhandle, 19 Winter, 4.10 25 
IV, Tempreature (Frost-free season) 
A. Southeast, 250 days 
B. Central, 223 days 
C. Northwest, 180 days 
V, Killing Frost, 0. c. 
A, Last in spring, March 30 (as of 1956) 
B. First in fall, November 6 (as of 1956) 
VI. Wind 
A, January, February - North 
B. Other months - Squth 
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Total annu,al 
rainfall 
25.4 
16.8 
44.2 
43.2 
31.1 
25.0 
Avera~e 
Annua.:j. 
62.8 
54.4 
63.7 
59.6 
59.4 
59.4 
P-E ratios 
90 
80 
60 
40 
0 MIXED GRASS 
f.<J TALL GRASS 
~~~nK'J'o///?Y~ (Y / /1 w.~ ,~ ~ rk1 f~>'~~U~·cl-=X\il.&atn44" I t'.Z:J OAK-HIC 
~ OAK-PINE 
D CROSS Tl MBER 
OKLAHOMA 
SC.AU· amtTL •ts 34" 
.... ,,.. 
Figure 4. Natural Vegetation and Annual Precipitation of Oklahoma 
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The area studied is located in.the extreme southeastern corner.of 
Oklahoma.in the civinity of Broken Bow in.McCµrtain County, shown in 
Figure 2. It is bordered on the east by Arkansas, on the soutli by 
Texas, on the west by Choctaw and Pushmataha .counties, arid on the north 
by Pushmataha ·Leflore Counties. 
McCurtain County has .a warm humid· climate. In winter the temper,.. 
attires are generally mild,. there heing. orily occasioi;i.al short periods 
of severe cold and almost no snow. Jn summer some -0.ays. are uncomfoft.,. 
aoly hot and there are many warm nights •... Prec,ipi.tat:lon generally 
exceeds the losses by evaporation and plant use,. resulting in a moist 
subsoil and additions to the· ground water, Several years of average or 
above average rainfall may be followed by several dry years during which 
soil moisture is deficient. · The arinual prec'ipitation has· ranged :from 
28,72 to 73.371'. Average annual precipitation is 46" and about'60% of 
the total annual precipitation 'occurs in the months: of· December through 
May. January has the lowest average temp.eratu.re arid July and August 
have the highest, The av.erage :annual temperature at Idabel is about · 
64.4°F, which is about 3.8°F above the average fo.r-the state. The 
average number of days. between .the last killing frost in the spring and 
the first killing frost in the fall, for the i;,eriod of record is about. 
229 days. The-last killing frost generally. occurs late in March, but 
has ranged from March 7 to April 19. The ·first fr.ost in the fall 
usually occurs iri the latt¢r .part o:f November, but has ranged from 
October 8 to November 23. This data is shown in .Tables II]; and IV. 
The Red River is a perennial stream with .a wide~ relatively 
shallow channel having a low gradient and a .large .sediment' load~ The 
. low gradient arid a large sediment· load have resulted in intricate 
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TABLE II 
GENERALIZED SECTION OF ROCKS EXPOSED IN 
SOUTHERN MC CURTAIN COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
Formation 
Alluvium 
Terrace 
deposits 
Thickness 
(feet) 
0 - 80 
0 - 40 
Lithol_ogy and water-bearing properties 
Gravel, sand, silt, and clay on the present and old flood 
plains of the Red and Little Rivers and their 
tributaries. Yields hard water to domestic and stock 
wells; probably capable of yielding several hundred 
gallons of water per minute in some localities. 
Unconsolidated gravel, sand, silt, and clay occurring in 
large and small deposits over southern McCurtain 
County; probably remnants of formerly more extensive 
deposits; found mostly on higher ground. Generally 
too highly dissected and drained of ground water to 
yield more than enough for domestic or stock use . 
UNCONFORMITY 
Ozan and 
Brownstown 
formations, 
undifferen-
iated 
UNCONFORMITY 
Tokio 
formation 
.-,.,., 
0 - 595 
Soft chalky marls and limestones with interbedded 
calcareous clays~ Yield only enough ground water for 
domestic use. 
Gray cross-bedded sand, .interbedded with gray and dark-
gray shale. Transmissibility generally low, owing to 
clay and silt in formation. ·Probably yields less than 
20 gpm. u, V1 
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TABLE II~ Continued 
Formation 
Woodbine 
formation 
UNCONFORMITY 
Thickness 
(feet) 
0 - 355 
(Includes 
Kiamichi 
formation of 
Fredericksburg 
group) 0 - 235 
Goodland 25 - 130 
limestone 
UNCONFORMITY 
Paluxy 
sand 0 - 900 
Lithology and waterbearing properties 
Upper member mostly gray to brown cross-bedded quartz 
sand and sandy gravel. Lower member principally cross-
bedded dark tuffac~ous sand, red clay, and gravel 
lentils. The formation is not a productive aquifer; 
most wells yield only sufficient water for domestic or· 
stock use. Quality is poor. 
Gray fossiliferous limestones and caleareous dark-blue 
shale: thins eastward. Contains relatively small 
amounts of water of poor quality in solution openings 
and cracks in the limestones. · 
Thin-bedded dense _limestone at the top; soft chalky and 
massive limestone in lower part. Entire formation 
fossiliferous. Does not yield much water to wells. 
-Water is of poor quality 
Mostly quartz sand with some interbedded clay and a few 
shaly limestone lentils. Contains large amounts of 
ground water. Maximum reported yield about 260 gpm 
from a municipal well at Valliant. Probably could 
supply sufficient water for irrigation in some areas. Vl 
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De Queen 
limestone 
Holly Creek 
formation 
UNCONFORMITY 
TABLE II~ Continued 
Thickness 
(feet) 
0 - 190 
Lithology and water-bearing properties 
Water is saline southwest of Idabel and east of Idabel 
south of Little River. 
Glayey limestone, blue-gray;gray,th:i,ns werstward. Contains 
a small amount of wa'ter along bedding planes; wells 
in it have small yields, which are quickly exhausted. 
Gravel, mostly interbedded with silt and clay; thins 
0 - 1,070 westward. Yields little ground water to wells, 
generally only eno_ugh for home and stock use. 
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lf"EAR JANUARY ·. 
z 
0 
H 
E-< 
< ~ E-< 
H ::, 
fl-, 8 
H ~ 
u < 
µl p.. 
~ µl p.. Q 
.,.__ 
tl.956 1.63 -2 ,66. 
ti. 957 4.91 0 .€2 
·-·· 
l1958 2,93 -1.36 
1959 0~63 -3.66 
1960 4.13 - .16 
1961 0.86 -3.43 
1962 3.56 - .49 
1%3 1.47 -2.58 
'1964 1.05 -3.00 
1965 6.01 1.-96 
1966 2.44 -1.61 
1967 .39 -3.66 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE MONTHLY TOTAL PRECIPITATION AND DEPARTURE FROM 
LONG TERM MEANS AT 1DABEL,MCCURTAIN COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL 
z z z z 
0 0 0 0 
H H H H 
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C) < C) < C) < C) µl p.. ~ p.. µl p.. µl ~ µl µl ~ µl ~ 
fl-, Q fl-, Q p.. Q p.. 
6. 71 2. 95 · 2.08 -2.06 3.55 -1. 71 2.62 
4.68 0.92 8.32 4.18 14~34 9.28 12.41 
1.04 -2. 72 6.26 2.12 7.03 1.97 6.80 
' 
4.67 0.91 2.99 -1.15 2.79 -2.27 4.7B 
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3.97 .17 8 .30 4.11 10.68 5.45 3.36 
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2.73 -1.07 2.30 -1.89 8.12 2.89 11.49 
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TABLE III - Continued 
YEAR JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
z z z z 
0 0 0 0 
H H H H 
E--i E-< E-< E--i 
<C! g:J <C! g:J <C! µJ <C! g:J E--i E--i E-< ~ E-< 
H ::::> H :::::> H :::::> H :::::> 
P-, E--i P-, ~ {1., E--i P-, f-1 H ~ H H ~ H ~ 
(.) <C! 0 <C! 0 <C! 0 <C! 
g:J P-, g:J P-, i:.i::I P-, g:J P-, µl µJ ~ µl µJ 
P-, Q P-, A P-, Q P-, Q 
1956 1.36 -2.03 2.22 -0.11 0.29 -2.92 1.67 -1.37 
1957 0.66 -2. 73 1.82 - .51 7.11 3.90 3.93 O.B9 
1958~ 6.62 3.23 5.41 3.08 4.87 1.66 3.21 .17 
1959 13.14 9.75 1.55 - .78 2.16 -1.07 5.82 2.78 
1960 7.17 3.78 3.52 1.19 3.00 - .21 4.52 1.48 
-1961 7.33 3.94 2.92 0.59 3.72 0.51 2.82 - 122 
,1962 0.97 -2.82 2.98 0.56 7.82 4.57 4.£4 1.47 
:1963 5.73 L94 .3. 32 -0.90 .11 -3.14 1.94 -1.23 
1964 .67 -3.12 5.55 3.13 7.21 3.96 : .19 -2.98 
1965 1.63 -2.16 2.18 - .24 6.5 312·5 1. 76 -1.41 
1966 2.81 -0.98 5.17 2 .75 3.31 .06 2.72 - .45 
1967" 3.84 .05 .57· -1.85 4.42 1.17 6 .o _ 2.83 
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4.56 0.83 2.67 -1.08 
7.99 4.26 2.65 -1.30 
7.28 3.55 0.92 -2.83 
2.98 -0.75 5.42 1.67 
2.84 -0.89 8.33 4.58 
7.02 3.29 2. 94, - .81 
3.13 - • 83 1.27 -2.51 
2 .41 -1.55 2.33 -1.45 
2.-63 -1.33 1.11 -2.67 
. ,4 -3.22 1.17 -2.61 
~61 -3.35 3.80 .02 
1.46 -2.50 5.31 1.53 
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73.79 26.86 
55.0 8.47 
52.34 5.81 
50.83 4.33 
47 .74 1.21 
47.47 - 0.2 
33.36 -14.13 
46. 35 - 1.14 
35.99 -11. 5-0 
40.31 - 7.18 
51.48 3.99 
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1956 4L5 -2.9 
1957 42.5 -L9 
1958 4L9 -2.5 
1959 42.5 -1.9 
1-g50 43.1 -1.3 
1961 4.0. 5 -3.9 
1962 - -
1963 36.0 -8.1 
1964 44. 7 0.6 
1965 46.2 2.1 
1966 39.2 -4.9 
1967 45.9 1.8 
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TABLE IV 
AVERAGE MONTHLY TEMPERATURES IN DEGREES F AND DEPARTURE FROM 
LONG TERM MEANS AT IDABEL, MC CURTAIN COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY 
~.:r µ.:J § § p::; (-~ 
::::, µ.:J ::::, µ:J ::::, ~ ::::, µ:J E-t p::; ' E-t p::; E-< E-< p::; 
<,:; ::::, <,:; ::::, <,:; ::::, ~ ::::, p::; E-t p::; E-< p::; E-< E-< 
µj p::; µ:J p::; µ:J p::; µj p::; p... <,:; p... <,:; p... <:(! p... <,:; 
::.:: p... ::.::. p... ::.:: p... ::.:: p... 
µ.:J µ:J µ'.I: µ:J µj µ:J µ:J µj 
B Q E-t Q &< Q E:,-t Q 
49.2 L6 54.9 0.3 62,5 -0,B 74.1 4.0 
53.3 5;7 51.3 -3.3 62.0 -1.3 71.0 0.9 
; 
41.4 -6,2 49,2 -5.4 61.1 -2.2 70.8 0.7 
46,9 
-D.7 53.7 -0.9 61.9 -1.4 73.5 3.4 
41.6 -6,0 44.9 -9.7 64.8 1.5 68.6 cc1.5 
46.8 -0,8 58.D 3.4 60.1 -3.2 69.2 -0.9 
52.D 4.6 51.4 -2.6 60. -9 -2.3 73.3 3.0 
43.3 -4.1 59.2 5.2 66.5 3. 3 72.2 1.9 
43.9 -3.5 54.6 0.6 65 ,-g 2.7 72 .5 2.2 
LJ-7.0 -0.4 45.9 -8.1 68.3 5.1 71. 9 1.6 
44.2 -3.2 55.4 1.4 63.1 - .1 69.0 -1.3 
45_5 
-1.9 62.3 8.3 66.5 3.3 69.3 -1.0 
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::::, 
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&-< 
79.3 
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'l7. 3 
75.2 
79.1 
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::::, 
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. p... 
-µj 
0 
0.7 
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TABLE IV~ Continued 
!YEAR JULY . AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::> ~ ::::> ~ ::::> ~ E-< E-< E-< E-< ~ ::::> <t: ::::> <t: 0 <e: ::::> E-t pc:; E-t pc:; E-t pc:; E-t 
µ.:J ~ µ.:J p::; µ.:J pc:; µ.:J pc:; P-, P-, < P-, < Jl., < ::,,::: P-, ::,,::: ~ ::,,::: ii. ::,,::: P-, 
µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J µ.:J 
];-, Q E-< A f-i A E--i Q 
tl.9~6 85o5 3.2 84.5 2.1 76.6 0.9 6802 2.8 
11.957 84.1 1.8 8:1. .4 -1.0 72.8 -2.9 60.2 -5.2 
11.958 82.0 -0.3 81.8 -0.6 76.6 0.9 64.2 -1.2 
11.959 79.5 -,2.8 80,8 -1.6 75.6 -0.1 64.8 -0.6 
tl.960 80.3 -2.0 80.3 .-2.1 76.5 0.8 66.3 0.9 
1961 78.7 -3.6 78.5 -3.9 74.7 -1.0 154.7 -0.7 
962 8L3 -1.0 82.1 -0.2 75.1 -0 . .6 67.3 2.0 
1963 80.8 -1.5 82.1 -0.2 75.8 0.1 70.9 5.6 
1964 84.3 2.0 83~1 0.8 74.3 -1.4 62.9 -2.4 
1965 82.8 0.5 80.7 -1.6 75.7 - 63.3 -2.0 
1966 82.7 0.4 77.9 -4.4 - - 64. .4 -3.9 
; 
1967 78.3 -4.0 78.9 -3.1+ 71.5 -4.2 64 • .5 - .8 
NOVEMBER DECEMBER 
µ:j ~ pc:; 
::::> ~ ::::> ~ E-< E-< 
~ ::::> <t: ::::> E-t pc:; E-t 
µ.:J pc:; µ=! pc:; 
P-, < P-, < ;:;;:: P-, ;:;;:: P-, 
µ.:J µ=! µ.:J µ.:J 
E-t A E-t A 
50.5 -2.2 49.8 4.5 
51.3 -1.4 49.9 4.6 
55.1 2~4 42.3 -3.0 
47.8 -4.9 48.1 2.8 
55.6 2.9 41.1 -4.2 
- - - -
52.4 -0.2 45.4 -0.1 
57.8 5.2 38.3 -7.1 
57.6 5.0 46.0 0.5 
59.9 7.3 48.7 3.2 
58.3 5.7 43.5 -2.0 
52.6 - 45.7 0.2 
ANNUAL 
µ.:J pc:; 
::::> µ.:J 
E-t p::; 
·~ 
::::> 
E-t 
µ.:J p::; 
P-, < ;;.:: P-, 
µ.:J µ.:J 
E-t A 
64.7 1.2 
63.1 -0.4 
62.:l. -1.4 
62. 7 -0.8 
61. 7 -1. 8 
- -
- -
63.6 0.2 
64.0 0.6 
64.0 0 ._6 
- -
63.3 - .1 
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stream meanders over a wide alluvial plain. Ox-bo11:r' l~loe,~ a:rtd' marshy 
areas are numerous·' and the, river may- annually flood, tlirousands of· acres. 
Little River is a pereQ,nial stream with steep mud banks, a sand and 
gravel stream bed, and heavy timber on the 'bott6ml,;l.nds. Other 
perenuial streams are the Mountain Fork River, Glover, Yashau arid 
Lukfata Creeks, which flow into the Little River from the north, and 
Norwood, .McKinney, Waterhole, and Clear Creel<;s, which flow into the 
Red River. 
Southam McCurtain County is in the ·dissected Gulf Coastal Plain. 
The north boundary of the Province :Ls the north edge .of the outcrop 
of the Trinity grpup. of rocks. Thf:\ northern part of southern McCurtain 
County is characterized by a rolling topography developed by differ-
ential erosion of the sands and clays of the Tdnity group and overlying 
terrace gravels. In' the· Southern· part of the area:, from about the 
latitude of the Little River, south to the alluvium and terrace deposits 
of the Red River, the general dip of the rocks is southward, locally 
interrupted by gentle folding. The altemation of resistant and weak 
strata produces a "stairstep" topography. The limestone arid other 
resistant beds form northward-facing escarpments and geritl,e slopes to 
the south. Local relief in most places does not exceed 100 feet and 
generally is much less. Little River crosses about midway of southern 
McCt.1rtain County flowing eastward, arid Glover Creek and Mountain' 
Fork River flow into it from the north. 
Red River, flowing southe.ast froms the south boundary of the 
county. Alluvial plains on these streams range in width from less 
than a quarter of a mile to about five miles. A high 
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terrace d~posit, ranging in width from half· a mile to about fo1,1r miles, 
and .about. ,20 miles long, borders the north edge of the , Red River , 
aliuyium in the southeastern part of the area. 
The bedrock. exposed in southern McCurtain County consists of 
sedimentary rocks of the Comanche.· age· and 'the Gulf series· of the 
Cretaceous'system. The oldest.formation is.the Holly. Creek, which is· 
overlain by the De Queen Times ton~ and Paluxy, sarid, all of the Trinity· 
group. These outcrop in . the northern i:,art of s6uthe'rn McCurtain County. 
'· Above. them, from oldest to yotinges·t, are the Fredericksburg and Washita 
g~oqps, which outcrop as east-west bands south .of the lat;Ltude of the 
Little River. The Trinity, Frede:rickspurg and Washita groups cop.stitute 
'the . Comanche . series · of rocks in> this co1,1n ty~ The· Gulf series, overlying 
the Comanche,, consists of the Woodbine formation at the ,base followed 
by the Tokio formation. The ozan and 'Brownstone .for~t:i.on, , 
undifferentiate4,: outcx:op ,in a .snia;Ll .area .in the southeastern part of 
tlie coU:n ty. 
The· regional structure ,.of the . Cretaceous 'rocks' in McCurtain 'County 
is, a southward dipping homociine, .the max:f.mum,-4ip o.f .which· 'is abe ... t 100 
feet per mile. The Comanche .series is separa.t~d from .the underlying 
rocks by a profpund unaonfii:mity-. ·- T-hey .are s.epar.ated from -the- adjacent. 
upper cretaceo,is (Gulf) rocks .by an angular unconforlflit.y whose plain. 
truncates all the several .formations, of lower Cretaceous (Comanche) age, 
the .youngest in·Oklahoma and the old~st in Arkansas. Generalized 
section of rocks exposed ip. '.So\lthern ·~McCurt,ain Courity is furnished in, 
Table II. 
In McCurtain County the.upper part of tlie,Coman:che.series ·is 
represented by the Washita group.. The· erosion that: caused the eastward . 
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thinning of the Washita marks the end Qf the Comanche epoch. Th"e 
contact between the Washita and the · overlying Woodbine formation ·marks 
a plane of unconfoJ:'Illity. · The local differences in thickness of the 
Washita group doubtless· are partly due to .unevennes.s of the e,:oded 
sti:rface, even though that E!Urface may have approximated a 'peneplain. 
The differences ;may be· due partly .• to · the irifl;ueQ.ce of m:l,nor folding 
during the period of erosic;,n. The quartz veins·in their rocks 
appa.rantly were covered as late· as :Woodbiri.e time. So~ si'(:es ·in. 
northern McCur.tain County have a. covering of ·vein.:.quartz, of pebbles 
poe1sibly derived from the _Ouachita ·Mountains .• · ~rosion has· worn down . 
and removed the sediments to create the preseri.t topography. Durin,g 
this period of erosion the quartz veins we;-e :uncovered, and they 
supplied much quartz to :make up the matrix .of the terra,ce gravels which 
ar.e w:l,.despread throughout southetn ·McCurta:1.ri County- (29). 
Oklahoma's forested Coast.al Plain is a part of the broad Gulf 
CoaEJtal :Plain of the u~s .A. The Coastal Plain is the .major physio-
graphic problem -of -:the so.uth half .of -McCurtain Cou11,ty. The ·Ouac;hita 
Highlands tower over it to the north. The plain ;ri~es from 350 f~et 
in the southeast ·corner of McCurtain to over 700 feet in its western 
extremity. Local relief is seldom greater than 50 feet~ but -the 1:1andy 
areas are much dissected and short, steep slopes are common.. S1,1rface 
drain&ge is toward the Red River to the south. MFLjor streams have· 
rather low ~radiants and consequently occµpy fairly wiqe bottoms. ~mall 
stream .courses are sliort and narrow. 
The weakly consolidated sediments· of the forested Coastal Plain are · 
generally c~sidered to have been deposited as a series of marine 
terraces with a gentle. inclination to. the :south.. Sands and saqdy clays 
~·KIRVIN-CUTHBERT-BOWIE· 
~ BOWIE-CADDO-BOSWELL, 
. ~.· . MILLER-YAHOLA-TELLER 
'' ' 
Figure 5 .. Forested Coastal Plain Soils of McCurtain.and 
· Other Ne.ighbouring Counties, 
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are dominant in the forested .part; however, there are beds of limestone, 
marls, and clays in· the central part that support only- tall grasses. 
Successive layers were deposit~d in· a receding sea, leaving expos1,1res 
as narrow east-west belts.. These belts parallel fo.rmer. beach lines 
that developed as the sea. regressed ari.d moved outward toward1;1 the · 
present Gulf. 
The Gulf Coastal Plain land surface was formed during several 
periods of submergence since Cretaceous time. Mater~al was carried 
down.by regional drainage from the <>lder mainland on the north arid 
was deposited as horbontal beds of clay1;1 and s~ds in th.e former 
shallow· coastal waters~ Successive uplifts exposed these marine beds 
and erosion ·has lc,mg -s-i,n~e -dissected ·and ttansfig~red the terrain. From 
this land . form has developed the gently rolling hilJ,.s of the uplands 
and the flat terraces along major streams. The forested Coastal Plain 
soils are red-yellow-podzoli,cs. · They are strongly leached and strongly 
acid. · Intensity of leaching lessens from east to west~ and the sandy 
soils of the western part- have much in common with the cross timbers 
(43) soils to the west. 
In the U.S.A., the red-yellow-podzolic soils have been formed from 
granites~ gneisis ~ schis~s, sand .stones, shales, limestones and various 
unconsolidated sediments. All of these parent materials contain 
appreciable quantities of quartz or its equivalent in the sand and s_ilt 
fractions' and most of them are relatively .low in calcium (87). 
Analysis of th_e clay of fine red and yellow podzolic ,soils in<;licated 
60-90% Kaolinite, 10-20% hydrous.mica, 8-15% free iron oxides (1). 
Analysis of the Coastal Plain and adj acerit ,soils region of 
southeastern United States indicated that the clay. fractic,m c;>f their 
soils of this· region •. Kaolin:1,.te, while dominant in· a few more highly 
weathere.d soils, is present iri lesser amounts than had been generally 
thought in soil$ of rather wide· occurrence in the region (23). 
For eastern Oklahoma'Duck and Fletcher described the.following 
vegetation ·types (28). 
1. Tall .grass praire 
Dominants: Little bluestem (Andr.opogan'scoparius), 
Big bluestem (Andropogan gerardi), 
Indiangras.s 
Swi tchgrass ·· 
2. Post 'oak-black jack· 
Dominants : Post oak . · 
(Sorghastrum nutans), 
.(Pani'cum virgatum). 
.(Qtiercus stellata) 
Blackjack . (Quercus marilandica) 
Black hickory (Carya texana) • 
3. Oak hickory. 
Domin,ants: · Black oak . . (Querct.Js .velutina) 
Spani$h oak (Quercus falcata) 
Mockernut hickory (Ga!lya tomentosa). 
4 •. Oak pine 
Dominants: Shortleaf .p;i.ne . . . (Pinus echinata). 
5. Lob lolly pine hardwood 
Lob loll'>7 pine 
Water oak 
Spanish Oc!j.k 
Mockernti.t hickory 
(Pinus taeda) 
(Quercus nigra) 
(Quercus falcata). 
(Ca:ry:a tomentosa) 
6. There are several forest communities in the bottomland 
including oak-maple, redgum-oak, elm-ash'"'hackberry, 
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'cottonwood, willow ... salt cedar and bald cypress. 
Field Procedure 
Site Selection 
The plots were located' irrespective of soil series or phase, 
slope poSit,ion orSspect in a zone of similar topography and climatic 
condition. One-tent:h acre plots were selected because of the extreme 
variability in site quality and rapid change in soil ch;uacteristics 
over a. small area. 
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A portion of the plots St'Udied by Wilson (113) on upland topography 
were used.in this study. Also included were a few plots at toe ... slope· 
or intermittent stream terrace-,border positions~ flots we;re chosen as 
long as they had a black gum~white oak or higher order plant 
assoc;i.ation.· 
Vegetation Taliy 
All plants on the plot over 4.5 feet iri height were tallied. 
Those plants over 3.6" in diameter at breast 'height (d,b.h.)·were 
tallied by species; vigor.cl.ass and crown class. Regenerat;on of 0.5 
to 4.5 feet: in height was· tallied by species 'on eight 0.001 acr~ sub 
plots.located 20.feet fr.om the plot centre, at 45 deg~ee intervals 
clockwise from north. 
Plant frequency was rated for each species as predominant .if 
several plants occured in. each of the .four ql,ladrants of a plot~ A 
comiilon frequency rating requirecl a tally of at least one plant. in each 
of three quadrants of a plot. When stems occured. iri only one or two 
quadrants .the species was given a scattered, freq1.fency rating. · 
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The. actual site index of ~ach plot was determined! b::r e'J!l:t!tapolation 
after plotting mean values of height over age for three sampled pine 
trees per plot. ori adjus.t:ed. shortleaf .pine site inde~ curved by Co'ile 
and Schumachef (47). Age was estimated from in.crement borings made at 
six inches · above ground_ level. Annual rings were · counted and one year 
was - added for · total age.· 
Morphological Studies 
One representative soil profile in each plot was ... stµdied· •.. Soil, 
samples were collected by horizons~ . P:rior to sampling~· each soil 
profile was de$cribed using standard classification n6~nclature. 
Laboratory. Procedures 
The soii samples wh:Lch were .colleqted- .in ·:thE{ -field- .w.eie brought to 
the laboratpry, air dt'ied, ground to pass a 2 mm.sieve, and stored for 
ana-+yses ,- J?hys ical analy;sis .consis.ted, -Of '.determination Of the ; particle .. 
size d:i,s tribution ·_and' moisture release -characteri~ tics.. The chemical 
analysis- c6nsieited of ,the .deternrl;nation :of -cation .exchange capacity and 
exchangeable bases,- soil :pli,· nitrogen., ~d-availa,ble nutr,ients,~ 
Pratic1e size -di,.s.trihution was ,determined by using a Bouyoucos 
hydrometer (30). 
Moia1:ure contei;i.ts .on- a ,dry weight .basis were .determiµed at' tensions 
I 
of 1/3, · 1, and .15 atmosphere! ... The .difference betw.een·.t:he· two values of 
orie-,.thil:'d atm and ) .. 5 :.atm,- was.,-used- :as. readily ,~vailab,le, moist1,1re holding 
capacity ( 7 8) • 
The :pH of soil ·sampies .. was .. dete:rndned·-on,,.a .soil-.distille~ water 
paste and on · a 1:.1 -mixture of s.qi1 .and ·.1 norm.a,1 ~Cl. The readings 
we'):'e taken on a l3eckmari pH meter. 
The cation exchange capacity was determined by the standard · 
methods (15, 79), The NH40AC · 1eachl:lte was used for the determination 
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of exchangeable 'cations. Exchangeable hydrogen .was determined by bariuni 
chloride triethanolamine of Mehlich according to Chapman arid Parker 
(15). Exchangeable calcium, magnesium, potassiunr and sodium were 
determined with a Beckman Model DU flame spectrophotometer. 
Nitrogen in. soil samples was determined following the method of 
modified micro Kjeldahl procedure (15, 79). 
Available phosphorus was determined by a method· ef Bray and Kurtz 
(9). 
Available potassium was determined by analysis of the ammonium 
acetate extract with Du .flame spectrophotometer with an oxy:-hydrogen 
and photomultiplier (73). 
Statistical Analysis 
Regression 'Studies were .undert;akeq to study the relationship of 
site index of shortleaf pine.to.soil properties by following the 
stepwise multiple regression procedure. 
Simple linear co'rtelationstudies were also undertaken to measure 
the degree of association amongst soil properties, and forest tree 
specie~, and between soil properties arid forest 'tree species. 
The statistical analysis Le. regression and correlation data was 
run through 7040 FORTRAN Computer w:i,th BMD02R, and BMD03D program 
respectively. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A munber of climatic elements in addition to precipitation are 
important in determining the distribution of vegetation, soil surface 
features, and land utilization. They include temperature, evaporation, 
insolation (sunshine), cloudiness and fog. Those of greatest signifi-
cance are precipitation evaporation and temperature. 
Climate plays a great part in soil genesis. The major differences 
between soils are due to the effect of climate operating through soil 
. forming processes. This is partly due to the fact that direct influ-
ence of climate on soil formation and partly to the fact that soils are 
strongly influenced by vegetation which in turn is related to 
climate ( 7), 
Morphology 
Twelve plots were selected for specific plant groups for this 
investigation. The ratios of plots by different soil series is shown 
in Figure 6. Location of soil profiles is summarized in Table V, The 
soils included in this study represent four soil types, namely Bowie 
fine sandy loam, Goldsboro loam, Herndon loam and Myatt silt loam. 
The profile in each plot is studied and described as follows: 
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<~ BOWIE FlNE SANDY LOAM 
··CJ GOLDSBORO LOAM 
.~ HERNDON LOAM 
[}j):;·~ MYATT SILT. LOA~ 
··, . . 
· Figure 6. ,D.1,ffel•ent Soil Types in Study Ariea •. · 
... : .. ....... 1· ' ... , ·. f. .• : . . 
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S. No. Plot Number 
1 66-S-367 
2 66-S-371 
3 66-S-375 
4 66-S-387 
5 66-S-392 
6 67-S-805 
7 66-S-358 
8 66-S-379 
9 07-S-808 
10 66-S-350 
TABLE V 
SHOWING LOCATION, CLASSIFICATION AND SOIL TYPE OF SOIL PROFILES 
Location 
S. E. Corner Sec. 6, T6S, R27E 
( S • E , CFI 15 6) 
110 yds. N.W. of S.E. corner 
Section 31; T5S, R27E. 
600 ft. South of N.W. corner 
· Section 14, T6S, R25E along 
Highway 70. · 
NnE, corner SE\ Section 24 
T6S, R26E. 
N.E. corner Sec 23, T6S, 
R26E. 
200 ft. East, 300 ft. South 
N.W. corner NE\ Sec. 30, 
T6S, R27E. 
C.F.I. 157 110 yds. N.W. of 
Sec. 1, T6S, R26E. 
S.W. corner, SW\ Sec. 8, 
T6S, R27E. 
S.W. Corner SE\ SE\ Sec. 13, 
T6S, R25E. 
N.W. corner Section 33, T4S, 
R27E. 
Classification 
Ultic paleudalf, coarse-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Typic paleudalf, fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Typic paleudalf, fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Ultic paleudalf, fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Typic paleudalf, coarse-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
· Ultic paleudalf, fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Aquultic paleudalf, coarse-
loamy, mixed, thermic. 
Aquultic paleudalf, coarse-
loamy, mix~d, thermic. 
Ultic paleudalf, fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Ultic Hapludalf,. fine-loamy, 
mixed, thermic. 
Soil Type. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Bowie fine sandy 
loam. 
Goldsboro loam. 
Go_ldsboro loam . 
Goldsboro loam. 
Herndon loam. 
......, 
w 
S" No" Plot Number 
11 66-S-354 
12 66-S-383 
TABLE V ~ Continued 
Location Classification 
S.E. corner Section 32, Ultic Hapl1=1:dalf, fine-loamy, 
T4S, R27E. mixed, thermic. 
110 yds. N. W, of SoL corner Typic Ochraquults, fine-silty, 
Sec. 29, T6S, R27E. Mixed, thermic. 
- -
Soil Type 
Herndon loam, 
Myatt siltloa.m, 
• I 
--.! 
.p. 
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Plot No. 6 66-S-367 
Classification: Ultic Paleudalf, coarse-loamy, mixed thermic 
Soil type: Bowie fine sandy loam 
Location: SE corner Section 6, T6S, R27E (SE CFI 156) 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, Red and black gum 
Slope: FootsloEe of SE facing 3% gradient 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated sandy clay 
loam, san~y loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Pedon: 
01 
JU 0-4" 
A2 4-12" 
B2lt 12-31" 
B22t 31-43" 
B23t 43-70"+ 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
Decayed forest liter 
Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) loam weak fine 
granular structure; soft, very friable; many roots, 
pH 4.~, clear smooth boundary. 
Yellowish brovm ( lOYR 5 I 4) loam; weak fine granular 
structure; soft, very friable; many roots, pH 4.H; 
clear wavey boundary. 
Strong brown (7,5YR 5/13) loam; weak medium granular 
structure; slightly hard; friable few clay films, 
many roots; pH 4.13; gradual smooth boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) loam, with few fine faint 
brown mottles and few prominent red mottles; weak, 
medium subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; 
few roots; common fine pores; thin continuous clay 
films on ped surfaces and in pores; few fine hard iron 
oxide concretions and few plinthite nodules; gradual 
boundary, 
Prominently mottled brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) red 
(2.5YR 4/13) pale brown (lOYR 6/3) and light brownish 
gray (lOYR 6/2) sandy clay loam; weak medium to coarse 
subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; red mottles 
are brittle nonindurated plinthite comprising 10 to 15 
percent soil volume, thick continuous clay films on 
ped surfaces; pH 4.5, 
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Plot No. 7 66-·S-371 
Classification: Typic Paleudalf, fine-loamy, mixed thermic 
Soil type: Bowie fine sandy loam CFI 153 
Location: 110 yds :m.J of SE corner Section 31, T5S, R27E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, Red and black gum and red maple 
Slope: Footslope of SE facing 3% gradient 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated sandy clay 
loam, sandy loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Pedon: 
01 1/2 -oi• 
Al 
A2 4--14" 
B21t 14-24" 
B22t 24-,.31" 
B23t 31-3cl" 
B24t 3cl-70"+ 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
Decayed forest liter 
Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) loam weak fine 
granular structure; soft, very friable; many roots~ 
pH 4,cl, clear smooth boundary. 
Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) loam; weak fine granular 
structure; soft, very friable; many roots , pH Lr. 8; 
clear wavey boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; weak fine 
subangular blocky structure slightly hard; friable, 
thin continuous clay films many roots; pH 4.cl; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; with many 
coarse distinct yellowish brown mottles; moderate 
medium subangular blocky structure; hard; friable;. 
thick continuous clay films; few roots, many fine 
pores, occasional fine gravel; pH 4.8; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/cl) sandy clay loam with few 
fine, faint gray (lOYR 6/1) and coarse prominent red 
(2o5YR 4/tl) mottles, moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure, hard, friable; common f:i.ne pores; thick 
continuous clay films on ped surfaces and in pores; 
few hard iron oxide concretions and few plinthite 
nodules; pH 4,4; gradual smooth boundary. 
Prominently mottled brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) red 
(2.5YR 4/tl) pale brown (lOYR 6/3) and light brownish 
gray (lOYR 6/2) sandy clay loam;. weak medium to coarse 
subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; red mottles 
are bright nonindurated plinthite comprising 10 to 15 
percent soil volume, thick continuous clay films on 
ped surfaces; pH 4,5, 
Plot No. 8 66-S-375 
Classification: Typic Paleudalf, fine-loamy, mixed thermic 
Soil type: Bowie fine sandy loam 
Location: bOO ft. South of NW corner Section 14, TbS, R25E along 
Highway 70. 
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Vegetatiqn and Use: Mixed pine and hardwood forest, principally sweet 
gum and white oak. 
Slope: Gently sloping 1 to 3 percent gradient; 4~0 ft. elevation. 
Parent Material: Thick beds of unconsolidated marine sediments of 
sandy clay loams, sandy loams and sandy clays. 
Typifying Peden: Bowie fine sandy loam - forested 
Ol l-0'' 
Al . 0-5 11 
A2 5-14" 
(Colors are for moist soil unless noted otherwise) 
Decayed forest liter. 
Dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) moist fine sandy loam; 
weak fine granular structure; soft, very friable; many 
roots; slightly acid; clear wavy boundary. 2 to 7 
inches thick. 
Brown (lOYR 5/3) moist fine sandy loam; weak fine 
granular structure; soft, very friable; many roots; 
medium acid; clear smooth boundary. 4 to 10 inches 
thick. 
B2lt l4-32" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) moist light sandy clay loamj 
weak medium subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; 
fine and medium roots; com.mo~ fine pores; thin continu-
ous clay films on ped surfaces and in pores; very 
strongly acid; gradual wavy boundary. ~ to 20 inches 
thick. 
B22t 32-54" Yellowish brown {lOYR 5/6) moist; sandy clay loam, 
common medium prominent red (2.5YR 5/6) and gray 
(lOYR 6/1) mottles; moderate, medium and fine sub-
angular blocky structure; very hard, friable; few 
roots; common fine pores; thin continuous clay films 
of ped surfaces; 2 percent by volume plinthite or 
plinthite like nodules; occasional hard and soft iron 
oxide concretions; gradual boundary; 12 to 24 inches 
thick. 
B23t 54-70"+ Prominently mottled light gray, red, yellowish brown 
and strong brown sandy clay loam moderate m~dium sub-
angular blocky structure; very hard, friahle; few red 
mottles have brittle interiors when dry; 5 to~ per-
cent plinthite or plinthite like nodules; very 
strongly acid. 
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Plot No. 11 66-S-387 
Classification: Ultic P~leudalf, fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Soj_l type: Bowie fine sandy loam 
Location: NE corner SE 1/4 Section 24, T6S, R26E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
Slope: Footslope of SE facing 3% gradient 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated san~y clay 
loam, sandy loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Pedon: , 
01 1/2 -0" 
Al 0-4" 
A2 4-9" 
B2lt 9-21" 
B22t 21-33" 
A'2 and B22t 
33-38" 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
Decayed forest liter 
Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) loam weak fine 
granular structure; soft, very friable; many roots, 
pH 4.8, clear smooth boundary. 
Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) loam; weak fine granular 
structure; soft, very friable; many roots, pH 4.8; 
clear wavy boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; weak fine 
subangular blocky structure slightly hard; friable; 
thin continuous clay films many roots; pH 4.8; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; with many 
coarse distinct yellowish brown mottles; moderate 
medium subangular blocky structure; hard; friable; 
thick continuous clay films; few roots; many fine 
pores, occasional fine gravel; pH 4.8; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8) sandy clay loam with many 
coarse prominent gray (ioYR 6/1) and red (2,5YR 4/8) 
mottles and few short columnar streaks of light gray 
(lOYR 7 /1); moderate medium subangular blocky struc-~ 
ture; friable; light gray streaks are stripped of clay; 
clay films are present on many peds; few pitted iron 
oxide concretions and red interior plinthite nodules; 
pH 4.8, gradual irregular boundary. 
B23t 38-70"+ Prominently mottled brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) red 
(2.5YR 4/8) pale brown tlOYR b/3) and light brownish 
gray (~OYR 6/2) sandy clay loam; weak medium to coarse 
subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; red mottles 
are bright nonindurated plinthite comprising 10 to 15 
percent woil volume, thick continuous clay films on 
ped surfaces; pH 4.5. 
Plot No. 12 66-S-392 
Classification: Typic Pa.leudalf, coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Soil type: Bowie fine sandy loam 
Location: NE corner Section 23, TbS, R26E 
Slope: Footslope of SE facing 3% gradient· 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated sandy clay 
loam, sandy loam and sandy c:;t.ay. 
Typifying Pedon: 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
01 1/2 -0'' Decayed forest liter 
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Al 0-5" Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) loam weak fine granu-
lar structure; soft, very friable; many roots, pH 4.8, 
clear smooth boundary. 
A2 5-1411 Yellowish bro~ (lOYR 5/4) loam.; weak fine granular 
structure; soft, very friable; many roots, pH 4.8; 
clear wavy boundary. 
B2lt 14-31" Brownish yellow {lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; weak fine 
subangular blocky structure slightly hard; friable; 
thin continuous clay films many roots; pH 4.8; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
B23t 45-60" Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8) sandy clay loam with few 
fine, fa.int gray (lOYR 6/1) and coarse prominent red 
(2.5YR 4/8) mottles, moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure, hard, friable; common fine pores;.thick 
continuous clay films on ped surfaces and in pores; few 
hard iron oxide concretions and few plinthite nodules; 
pH 4.4; gradual smooth boundary. 
B24t 60-70"+ Prominently mottled gray (lOYR 6/1) yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/4) red (2.5YR 4/8) and pale brown (lOYR 6/3) 
sandy clay lo.am; weak medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; ha.rd; friable; red mottles are 
brittle nonindurated plinthite comprising 10 to 15 
percent soil volume; thick continuous clay films on 
ped surfaces. pH 4.4. 
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Plot No. 13 67-S···cl05 
Classification: Ultic Paleudalf, fine-loamy, mixed thermic 
Soil type: Bowie fine sandy loam 
Location: 200 ft. East, 300 ft. South NW corner NE 1/4 Sec. 30, 
T6S, R27E 
Slope: Footslope of SE facing 3% gradient 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated sandy clay 
loam, sandy loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Peden: 
01 1/2 -0" 
Al 
A2 cl-15" 
B2lt 15-36" 
B22t 36·-52" 
B23t 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
Decayed forest liter 
Ver;/ dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) loam weak fine 
granular structure; soft, very friable; many roots, 
pH 4.cl, clear smooth boundary. 
Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) loam; weak fine granular 
structure; soft, very friable; many roots, pH Li, ti; 
clear wavy boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; weak fine 
subangular blocky structure slightly hard; friable; 
thin continuous clay films many roots; pH 4.cl; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) sandy clay loam; with many 
coarse distinct yellowish brown mottles; moderate 
medium subangular ·blocl{Y structure; hard; friable; 
thick continuous clay films; few roots; many fine 
pores, occasional fine gravel; pH 4.b; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR b/t)) sandy clay loam with few 
fine, faint gray (lOYR 6/1) and coarse prominent red 
(2.5YR 4/1:$) mottles, moderate medium. subangular blocky 
structure, p.ard, friable; comm.on fine pores; thick 
continuous clay films on ped surfaces and in pores, 
few hard iron oxide concretions and few plinthite 
nodules ; pH 4. !J.. 
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Plot No. 5 66-8-358 
Classification: Aqualtic Paleudalf, coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Soil type: *Goldsboro loam CFI 157 
Location: 110 yds. NW of SE corner Section l, TbS, R26E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
slope: Nearly level 0-1% slope gradient (Edge of interm stream) 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated silty clay 
loam, loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Peden: 
(Colors are for moist soils) 
Ol 1-0 Decayed forest liter 
Al 0-2" Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) fine sandy loam; 
weak fine granular st~ucture slightly hard; very 
friable; pH 5.8; clear boundary. 
A2 2-5" Brown (lOYR 5/3) fine sandy loam with few thin threads 
of organic strains; weak fine granular structure; 
slightly hard very friable; many roots; pH 5. 8; clear 
boundary. 
Bl 5-16" Yellowish brown {lOYR 5/4) loam with few fine faint 
light brownish gray and dark brown mottles; weak to 
moderate granular structure; hard, friable; pH 5.7; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
B2lt 16-28" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) ;Loam with many medium and 
coarse distinct light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) 
mottles; weak medium and fine subangular blocky 
structure; hard, friable; patchy clay films on ped 
faces and bridging sand grains; few medium and fine 
pores; pH 5.1, gradual boundary. 
B22t 28-52 11 Same as horizon above only texture is clay loam. 
B23t 52-70"+ Prominently mottled of gray (lOYR 6/1) yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/4) and pale brown (lOYR 6/3) silty clay loam, 
weak structure: friable; clay films present on 'broken 
ped faces. pH 4.5. 
* Previously named Caddo silt loam in McCurtain County. Tenetative 
name given by Classification of Series of Southern States. 
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Plot No. 9 66-8-379 
Classification: Aqualtic Paleudalf, coarse-silty, mixed thermio 
Soil type: *Goldsboro loam 
Location: SW corner SW 1/4 Section 8, T6S, R27E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
Slope: Nearly level 0-1% slope gradient (Upper slope near ridge top) 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated silty clay 
loam., loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Pedon: 
01 1-0,. 
Al 0-2" 
A2 2-10" 
Bl 10-26" 
B21t 26-35" 
(Colors are for moist soils) 
Decayed forest liter 
Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) fine sandy loam; 
weak fine granular structure slightly hard; very 
friable; pH 5.8, clear boundary. 
Pale brovm (lOYR 6/3) silt loam with few thin threads 
of organic stains; weak fine granular structure; 
slightly hard very friable; many roots; pH 5.8; clear 
boundary. 
Pale brown (lQYR 6/3) silt loam with few fine faint 
light brownish gray and dark brmm mottles; weak to . 
moderate granular structure; hard, friable; pH 5.7; 
granular structure; hard, friable; pH 5.7; gradual 
smooth b01,1ndary. 
Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) silt loam with many medium 
and coarse distinct light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) 
mottles; weak medium and fine subangular blocky 
structures; hard, friable; patchy clay films on ped 
faces and bridging sand grains; few medium and fine 
pores; pH 5.1, gradual boundary. 
A2'-B2t 35-41'' Light gray (lOYR 7/1) silt loam with many fine and 
medium prominent mottles of light yellowish brown and 
yellowish red; weak. medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; slightJ.y brittle, light gray areas stripped 
of clay; light yellowish brown areas coated and 
bridged with clay; few fine reddish concretions; 
pH 4.6; clear irregular boundary. 
B22t 41-70"+ Prominently mottled of gray {lOYR 6/1) yellowish 
brown (lOYR 5/4) and pale brown (lOYR 6/3) silty clay 
loam, weak structure; friable; clay films present on 
broken ped faces. pH 4,5, 
Plot No. 1.4 67-S-tsOts 
Classification: Ultic Paleudalf, fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Soil type: *Goldsboro loam 
Location: SW corner SE 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 13, T6S, R25E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, red and black gum 
Slope: Nearly level 0-1% slope gradient 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated silty clay 
loam, loam and sandy clay. 
Typifying Pedon: 
(Colors are for moist soils) 
01 1-0" Decayed forest liter 
Al 0-5" Dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) fine silt loam; weak 
fine granular structure slightly hard; very friable; 
.pH 5.5; clear boundary. 
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A2 5-12" Brown (lOYR 5/3) fine sandy loam with few thin threads 
of organic strains; weak fine granular structure; 
slightly hard very friable; many roots; pH 5.e; clear 
boundary. 
B21t 12-34" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) loam with few faint light 
brownish gray and dark brown mottles; weak to moderate 
granular structure; hard, friable; pH 4,5; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
B22t 34-65" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) loam with many medium and 
coarse distinct light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) mottlesj 
weak medium. and fine subangular blocky structure; hard, 
friable; patchy clay films on ped faces and bridging 
sand grains; few medium and fine pores; pH 4.5, 
gradual boundary. 
B23t 65-70"+ Prominently mottled of gray (lOYR 6/1) yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/4) and pale brown (lOYR 6/3) silty clay loam, 
weak structure; friable; clay films present on broken 
ped faces, pH 4.5, 
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Plot No. 2 66-8-350 
Soil Series Classif:j.cation: Ultic Hapludalf, fine-1.oam, mixed thermic 
Soil type: Herndon loam 
Location: NW corner Section 33, T4S, R27E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine - White oak - Red and Black gum 
Slope: Middle of North facing 12% gradients 
Parent Material: Regolith of weathered acid interbedded shales, shist 
and fine grained sandstone. 
Typifying Peden: 
{Colors are for moist conditions) 
01 1/2 -oi• Decayed forest liter 
Al 0-2" Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) loam; weak medium 
granular structure, very friable; many roots; few 
pieces of quartz gravel; pH 5.1; clear boundary. 
A2 2-5" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) loam; weak fine granular 
structure, very friable; many roots; few pieces of 
quartz gravel; pH 5.0; clear wavey boundary. 
Bl 5-14" Strong brown (lOYR 5/6) loam; weak fine subangular 
blocky structure; friable; few roots; few thin patchy 
clay films on ped faces; pH 5,0; gradual boundary. 
B2lt 14-30" Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) clay loam; moderate medium 
subangular blocky structure; firm; thick clay filmij 
on ped surfaces, occasional sandstone fragments; 
pH 4.6; gradual boundary. 
B22t 30-50" Yellowis}i red (5YR 5/8) clay; moderate to weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; firm; thin clay films on 
ped faces; few to common weathered shale fragments 
that have a greasey feel; pH 4.4; gradual boundary. 
C 50-75"+ Mottled red (2,5YR 5/8) strong brown (7,5YR 5/8) white 
white (lOYR 8/2) weathered shale and materials mixed 
with clay loam; pH 4.4. 
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Plot No. 3 66-S-354 
Soil Series Classification: Ultic Hapludalf, fine loam,y, mixed, thermic 
Soil type: Herndon loam 
Location: SE corner Section 32, T4S, R27E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine - White oak - Red and :i31ack gum 
Slope: Middle of North facing 12% gradients 
Parent Material: Regolith of weathered acid interbedded shales, shist 
and fine grained sandstone. 
Typifying Peden: 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
01 1/2 -0" Decayed forest liter 
Al 0-4" Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) sandy ;Loam; weak 
granular structure, very friable; many roots; few 
pieces of quartz gravel; pH 5 .1; c.lear boundary. 
A2 4-10" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) sandy loam; weak fine 
granular structure, very friable; many roots, few 
pieces of quartz gravel; pH 5,0; clear wavey boundary. 
B2lt 10-l'd" Yellowish red (5YR 5/'d) clay loam; moderate medium 
subangular blocky structure; firm; thick clay films 
on ped surfaces, occasional sandstone fragments; 
pH 4.6; gradual boundary. · 
B22t lci-37;' Yellowish red (5YR 5/'d) clay; moderate to weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; firm; thin clay films on 
ped faces; few to common weathered shale fragments 
that have a greasey feel; pH 4.4; gradual boundary. 
B23t 37-52" Red (2.5YR 4/'d) clay loam with many streaks of strong 
brown (7,5YR 5/'d) weak fine blocky structure; a few 
clay films, many thick g~easey shale flakes and hard 
sandstone fragments; pH 4.4; gradual boundary. 
C 52-60"+ Mottled red (2.5YR 5/'d) strong brown (7.5YR 5/'d) white 
(lOYR 'd/2) weathered shale and materials mixed with 
clay loam; pH 4.4. 
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Plot No, 10 66-8-383 
Classification: Typic Ochraquults - fine, silty mixed thermic 
Soil type: Myatt silt loam 
Location: 110 yds. NW of SE corner Section 29, T6S, R27E 
Vegetation: Shortleaf pine, white oak, sweet gum and water oak 
Slope: Low lying concave slope of Oto 1 percent. 
Parent Material: Regolith of thick beds of unconsolidated silty clay 
loam and silt loam. 
'I'ypifyingPedon: 
01 1-0" 
Al 0-5" 
A2q 5-16" 
B2tq · 16-32u 
B22tq 32-65"+ 
(Colors are for moist conditions) 
Partly decomposed forest liter. 
Dark grayish brown ( lOYR Li/ 2) silt loam with thin 
threads of organic stains; weak fine granular struc-
ture; very friable; many fine roots; pH 4.6, abrupt 
smooth boundary. 
Light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) silt loam with many fine 
distinct yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) mottles; weak fine 
granular structure; many fine roots; pH 4.6 gradual 
wavy boundary. 
Gray (lOYR 6/1) silt loam with many coarse distinct 
yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) mottles; weak fine and 
medium subangular blocky structure; friable; patchy 
clay films of peds and in pores; pH 4.9; gradual wavy 
boundary. 
Distinctly mottled gray (lOYR 5/1) and yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/H) heavy loam; weak medium subangular blocky 
structure; friable; clay films along vertical cracks; 
pH 4.9, 
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Bowie :F'ine . Sandy Loam 
Six profiles are studied in this type. It is class5.fied through 
family level as ultic or typic paleudalf coarse or fine loamy mixed 
thermic. It was formerly classif'ied in the red-yellow podzolic great 
soil group. These soils have sandy loam to fine sandy loam "A" hori·~ 
zons and also have yellowish brown fine sandy loam to sandy clay loam 
upper B horizons. All the layers are acidic in nature. These plots 
are situated on upland of the Coastal Plain. Slopes are generally 1 to 
3% but they range from Oto 12%, The regolith consists of thick beds 
of unconsolidated sandy clay loam, sandy loam, sandy clay and in some 
cases the regolith consists of thick beds of unconsolidated marine 
sediments of sandy clay loam, sandy loams and sandy clays. Permeability 
is moderate in the upper part of the B horizon and moderately slow in 
the lower part that contains plinthite, Runoff is slow to medium and 
internal drainage is medium. These are moderately well to well 
drained soils. 
Goldsboro Loam 
Three profiles are studied. It was named formerly as Caddo silt 
loam. It is classified through family level as Aqualtic or Ultic 
paleudalf, coarse loamy, or fine loamy, mixed thermic. This series 
was formerly classified in the red-yellow podzolic great soil' group. 
These soils have grayish brown sandy loam to loam "A" horizon and 
thick yellowish sandy clay loam B horizons, Horizons are acidic in 
nature. These plots are situated on nearLy level to gently sloping sur-
faces. In general slopes range from Oto 5%. The regolith is a thick 
bed of unconsolidated silty clay loam and san~y clay. These plots are 
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moderately well-drained and have moderate permeability. Runoff is slow 
to medium. 
Herndon Loam 
Two.profiles are studied. It is classified through family level 
as Ultic Hapludalf, fine loamy mixed, thermic, Formerly it was classi-· 
fied in the red-yellow podzolic great soil group. These soils have 
loamy "A" horizons and yellowish brown clay loam to clay B horizons 
that contain more than 30% silt, These profiles are acidic in reaction. 
Slope gradient is generally varied from 6 to 12%. The regolith includes 
a weathered, acid interbedded shales, schist and fine grained sand 
stone. Plots are well drained having moderate permeability and medium 
runoff, 
~·'.lyatt Silt Loam 
Myatt soils are classified through family level as ty:pic Ochra-
quults fine loamy, mixed thermic. Previously it was c;lassified in the 
low humic gley great soil group. These soils have grayish brown coarse 
textured "A" horizons and gray moderately fine textured thick mottled 
"B" horizons. Horizons are acidic in reaction. Sites are situated on 
level or nearly level fairly broad stream terraces that are occasionally 
flooded as an upland flats. The regolith consists of thick beds of 
unconsolidated silty clay loam and silt loam. These soils are poorly 
drained having slow permeability and slow to very slow runoff. 
Laboratory Analyses 
The results of the particle size distribution analysis for all 
soil horizons are furnished in Tables XIV to XVI. Average of each soil 
type are furnished in Table VI and comparisons are shown in Figures 
7 to 10. Variations in mechanical analysis, reflect different degrees 
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TABLE VI 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM (average of six profiles) 
Mechanical Moisture Release· 
fori~ Depth Slope Gravel Analysis Characteristics in )er cent 
lc;on in per per Sand Silt Clay 1/3 atm 1 atm 15 atm Available 
inches cent cent per per per water 
cent cent cent 
A1 0-5 4,0 58 33 9 11.06 8.23 5.49 5.58 
A2 5-13 3.7 61 31 9 12.19 10.13 4.66 7.53 
B21t 13-34 5.3 53 28 19 17.04 13.04 7.86 9.18 
B22t 34-48 4.5 49 26 22 18,56 12.09 9.23 9.33 
SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM (average of three profiles) 
A1 0-3 2,2 49 44 7 22.48 13.27 4.49 17.99 
A2 3-10 2.6 47 42 11 20.18 12.64 3.92 16.26 
B 2lt 10-25 2,7 35 49 17 24.84 15.75 5,52 19.32 
Bnt 25-44 2,8 29 47 24 28. 77 19.81 7.88 20.88 
SOIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM (average 6f two profiles) 
A1 0-3 27,06 I 48 42 11 26.71 20.69 9.24 17.47 
A2 3-8 27.44 54 33 14 20,81 17.76 4.90 15.91 
B21t 8-15 13,79 41 40 20 19, 41-+ 16.43 6.30 13.14 
B22t 15-29 8,76 26 32 42 31.48 26,86 14,47 17.01 
SOIL TYPE: MYATT SILT LOAM, 
Ax 0-5 0,5 36 56 8 26,51 18.56 9.39 17112 
A2 5-16 0.4 37 51 12 25.83 17.04 11.08 14.75 
B21t 16-33 0,9 28 53 19 20,15 11.48 13.61 6.54 
B22t 33-36 LO 24 51 25 20.63 20.18 14.29 6.34 
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of geological sorting and mm:phological development, 
In general, Bowie fine sandy loam, Herndon loam, Goldsboro loam 
and Myatt silt loam follow in the order of sand content in their pro--
files. ~rhe spread of this particle size between the maximum and minimum. 
within the profile is greater in Herndon loam. Gravel in large amount 
is found in the Herndon loam as compared to other profiles. Myatt silt 
loam, Gold.sboro loam, Herndon loam and Bowie fine sandy loam follow in 
the decreasing order of silt content. The spread of this particle size 
between the maximum and minimum within the profile is greatest in the 
Herndon loam. Herndon loam, Myatt silt loam, Goldsboro loam and Bowie 
fine sandy loam follow in decreasing order of clay content in their 
profiles. The spread between the maximum and minimum clay content with-
in the profile is greatest in the Herndon loam. 
The general trend in all these profiles ii;; a decrease of sand and 
silt (except Goldsboro) particle and an increase of clay content as the 
depth is increased. This relationship suggests the possibility of 
eluviation of fine clay from A into the B horizons. 
One of the most pertinent problems associated with plant growth 
studies has been that of deciding upon the% of available water required 
for optimum plant growtho Water is required by plants for transpira-
tion, turgidity and metabolic process. Soil moisture also significantly 
affects the rate and suite of cations exchanged from the soil to the 
root, The moisture regime of the soils is influenced by such factors 
as organic matter and the amount of finer materials. Either or both of 
these factors improve the water holding capacity of the soil ( 7 4). The 
relationship between water content and soil water suction is not unique 
and depends on the previous history of water intake or withdrawal. It 
may be argued that moisture conditions will be indkated by soil type, 
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slope and aspect. Slight change in slope 011 nearly level topography 
has much more effect on the profile character than an equal change on 
rolling topography, The most important effect of slope on soil forma-
tion is due to its influence on the moisture condition of the profile. 
Moisture percentage at 1/3 atm, 1 atm, and 15 atm, and available 
moisture percentage for all sail horizons are given in Tables XIV to 
XVI. Averages of the mo:i.stu1•e percentages for each sail series are 
furnished in Table VI and a comparison is shown in Figure'lO. Varia-
tions in release characteristics reflect, in difference content of 
organic matter and fine material contained in soil profiles. 
Goldsboro loam, Herndon loam, Myatt silt loam and Bowie fine 
sandy loam follow in decreasing order of percent available moisture. 
Myatt silt loam, Goldsboro loam, Herndon loam and Bowie fine sandy loam 
follow in the decreasing order of finer material i.e. (silt+ clay). 
Whereas Herndon loam, Myatt silt loam, Goldsboro loam and Bowie fine 
sandy loam follow in the order of content of clay. In percentage of 
nitrogen content they follow in decreasing orde1· of Herndon, Goldsboro, 
Myatt and Bowie. Myatt silt loams are poorly drained and slowly per-
meable soils. Since Goldsboro loam, Herndon loam and Bowie fine sandy 
loam follow in the order of containing finer material in their profiles, 
it is natural for these soil profiles to follow in the same order when 
rating available water. Clay content of Herndon loam is higher in com·-
parison to Goldsboro, but under field conditions Goldsboro loam may 
contain more available moistureo Herndon plots are situated on a slope 
of 12%, Goldsboro loam plots are located on 0-1% slopes. 'l'he total 
water determined from moisture release curve is usually higher for those 
soils high in clay and. organic matter. 
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The results of exchangeable cations determinations for individual 
profiles are shown in Tables XVII to XIX. Average for each soil series 
are furnished in Table VII and illustrated in Figures 11 and 12. 
Bowie exchangeable calcium is dominant in the A horizon and whereas 
exchangeable hydrogen is dominant in the B horizon. The difference may 
be due to the variation in the calcium content of the litter of the 
trees growing on these sites. The calcium content is important in 
influencing pH values. Exchangeable hydrogen is slightly decreased 
in the A2 horizons and again increased in quantity as the depth of the 
profile increases whereas exchangeable calcium followed a constantly 
decreasing trend. Exchangeable magnesium is slightly decreased in the 
A2 horizon and increased in the B horizons. Exchangeable potassium, 
exchangeable sodium are present in small quantities as expected. 
Exchangeable potassium showed an increasing trend and whereas sodium 
showed slightly decreasing trend with depth. Total exchangeable cations 
decreased in A2 horizons but increased in the B horizons. Exchangeable 
hydrogen is also increased in these horizons. Exchangeable bases 
(exclusive hydrogen) are decreased with depth. This type of trend due 
to the clay content and acidity of h9rizon" Overall in entire profile 
the exchangeable cations vary in the order of hydrogen 3,04 ::=-~ 
calcium 2.51,.:::::> magnesium 2.05 _;;;> sodium 0.29 ~ potassium 0.31 
m. e, /100 gm., This is due to the acidic reaction of different:·' 
horizons ( 24). 
In Goldsboro exchangeable calcium and hydrogen (except in one 
profile) are dominant in A & B horizons respectively. The trend of 
exchangeable hydrogen, calcium, magnesium 1:md tc, ;j,l exch~ngeable 
cations are giveri similar to the Bowie fine sand.y loam. Similar 
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reasons can be given in this regard for the entire prp±'ile and the 
exchangeable cations follow in the order of exchangeable hydrogen 2.99 
/>calcium 1.92 _/ magnesium 1.66 .:::> potassium 0.39 __,,> sodium 
0.26 in m,e· /100. gm. 
In Herndon, exchangeable hydrogen is dominant in all the horizons. 
It is slightly decreased in A2 horizon and again increased in the B 
horizon as indicated in other profiles. Exchangeable calcium showed 
decreasing trend,., Other exchangeable bases i.e., magnesium, potassi'llm, 
sodium showed decreasing trend as the depth is increased. Total 
exchangeable cations and exchangeable bases are decreased in the A2 and 
upper B horizons but again is increased in the lower B horizons. The 
exchangeable cations in the entire profile follow in the order of 
hydrogen 5,97 _> magnesium 3.15 ;:> calcium 2,47 _;;::::,, sodium 0,54 / 
potassium 0.44 in m.e. /100 gm. 
In ~{yatt, exchangeable calcium is dominant only in the A1 horizon 
and hydrogen is dominant in rest of the horizons. Exchangeable hydro-
gen and total exchangeable cations showed increased trend but whereas 
exchangeable calcium and magnesium showed decreasing trend. Exchange-
able cations in the entire profile follow in the order of hydrogen 
5.79 _;>calcium 3.4 _> magnesium 2.72..--> sodium 0.39 
potassium O. 38. 
Myatt silt loam, Herndon loam, Goldsboro loam and Bowie fine sand 
loam follow in the order of decreasing exchapgeable cations. There is 
not much difference between Myatt silt loam and Herndon loam. Herndon, 
Myatt, Goldsboro and Bowie follow in the decreasing order of clay 
content, whereas Herndon, Goldsboro, Myatt and Bowie follow in the 
decreasing order of nitrogen. In general these data indicate that where 
TABLE VII 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM (average of six profiles) 
Horizon Depth . . H pH Exchangeable Cations M .e:.J100 ,gm. 
~aste 
1 :1. KCl H Ca Mg K Na 
A1 0-5 5.35 4.6 2.36 3.03 2,31 0.22 0.29 
A2 5-13 5. 2-0 4.25 1.46 2.25 1.53 0.26 0.35 
B21t 13-34 4~95 3.9 3 ,1+9 2.22 2~08 0.28 0.29 
B22t 34-48 4.70 3.7 4.58 2.22 2.75 0.32 0.26 
SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM (average of three profiles) 
A1 -0-3 5.3 4.5 3.89 3.03 2.80 {). 39 0.33 
A2 3-10 5.3 4.25 2.65 2.37 2.23 0.26 0.35 
B21t 10-25 5.1 4.1 3.49 1. 77 1.47 0.60 0.34 
B22t 25-44 4.9 3.75 4.65 3.00 2.24 0.40 0.27 
SOIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM (average of two profiles) 
A1 0-3 4.95 4.6 6.16 LJ..55 3.76 0.36 0 .-61 
A2 3-8 4.95 4.3 4.99 2.25 2.29 0.34 0.54 
B21t 8-15 4.9 3.95 5.17 1.40 2.50 D. 75 0.54 
B22t 15-29 4.7 3.8 7.59 1. 70 4.02 0.30 0.48 
Total 
8.21 
5.85 
8.36 
'10 .13 
10.44 
7.86 
7 .67 
10.56 
15.44 
10.41 
10.36 
14.09 
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M.e./100 . .§If 
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7.52 
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there is more clay and nitrogen, there more exchangeable cations are 
present, and the presence of more or less e:)l:changeable hydrogen and 
calcium is related to the reaction of the soil horizons. 
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In addition.to the above these profiles indicate in general the 
following trends. Exchangeable calcium is dominant in the .I\ horizon 
(except Herndon loam). This may be due to the variation in the calcium 
content of the litter of the trees growing on the sites. Exchangeable 
bases i.e. (Ca, Mg, K, Na) showed decreasing trend in A2 in B21t and 
again showed slightly increasing trend (except Bowie) in B22t horizon. 
This may be due to the downward movement i.e., eluviation, of colloidal 
content from the A2 horizon. It may be also due to the decrease of 
available moisture in the A2 horizon in comparison with the A1 horizon 
texeept Bowie), Soil moisture may !3,lso significantly affect the rate 
and suite of cations exchanged from the soil to the plant root. The 
variation in the total amount of cati9n exchanged through the moisture 
range may be explained in part on the basis of differences in the pore 
size distribution between soil types tll), There is an increase of 
exchangeable hydrogen in the B2 horizons which may be due to the ac:i,q.fty 
caused by accumulation of leached sesquioxides in these horizons. 
There is a slight increase of exchangeable bases in the lower B hori-
zons (except Bowie). This may be due to accumulation of colloids. 
Results of C.E.C. of each plot is furnished in Tables XVII to XIX. 
Averages of each soil type are given in Table VII and shown in Figure 11. 
Myatt silt loam, Herndon loam, Goldsboro loam and Bowie fine sand.Y 
loam follow in the decreasing order of C.E.C. In clay content they 
follow in order Herndon, Myatt, Goldsboro and Bowie, H~rndon contained 
more clay and nitrogen than Myatt but the Myatt soil has a higher C.E.C, 
This may be due to the presence of a different type of clay in the 
Myatt soil. It is clear~y indicated that C.E.C. of these profiles 
depends on clay content, nitrogen and available moisture. 
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Soil reaction may affect plant development through its influence 
on the availability of certain elements required for gro"Wth. It indi-
cates indirectly a number of soil fertility characteristics. Soil is 
acidic when it lacks the basic plant nutrients such as calcium, mag-
nesium and potassium. Acid soil develops from parent material which 
is low in these nutrients or from which these bases have been leached. 
Phosphorus is changed to relatively insoluble forms in strongly acid 
soils. The activity of desirable soil microorganisms, particularly the 
nitrogen fixers and nitrifiers, is seriously depressed in strongly acid 
soils. A high amount of active hydrogen in normal soils is usually 
a reliable indication of the lack of basic plant nutrients such as 
calcium, magnesium and potassium. The pH is a measure of the resulting 
activity of the hydrogen ions when the soil is mixed with distilled 
water in a 1:1 ratio. Soil reaction data are presented in Tables XX to 
XXII., Averages of each soil type are presented in Table VIII and 
illustrated in Figure 13. 
Nitrogen data are shown in Tables XIX'to XXI. Averages of each soil 
series are furnished in Table VIII.and shown in Figure 13. Plants absovb 
nitrogen as ammonium and nitrate ions. Most of the nitrogen in forest 
soil is bound up in organic tissues. However, since the foilage among 
the different species varies in the amount of calcium and nitrogen it 
contains, the quantities of these elements added to the forest floor 
under different stands varies considerably. Soil organic layers of 
forest soils are valuable diagnostic tools for timber and water shed 
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TABLE VIII 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM (Av~rage of E;,ix profiles) 
HORIZON DEPTH nH NITROGBN AVAILABLE NUTRIENTS 
Kcl Pastf3 PER CENT LBS. PER ACRE 
1:1 Phosphorus Potassium 
A1 0-5 4.6 5.35 0.081 8.83 112 
A2 5-13 4, 25 · 5.20 0.025 5.66 81 
B21t 13-34 3.9 4,95 0.018 4.08 104 
B22t 34-48 3.7 4.70 0.015 4.53 140 
SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM (average of three profiles 
A1 0-3 4.5 5.3 0.069 10.12 83 
A2 3-10 4.25 5.3 0.033 5,65 67 
B21t 10-.25 4.1 5.1 0.022 3.14 90 
B22t 25-44 3.75 4.9 0.020 3. 77 113 
~OIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM (average of two profiles) 
A1 0-3 4.6 4.95 0.189 47 .13' 340 
A2 3-8 4.3 4.95 0.081 31.11 275 
B21t 8-15 3.95 4.9 0.027 12.26 283 
B22t 15-29 3.80 4.7 0.039 3. 77 227 
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management. They are amenable to chang~ by modification of the vege-
tation on the site. Since nitrogen in the soil is closely correlated 
with organic matter content the same relative relationship holds for 
the nitrogen as for organic matter. The quality and nature of organic 
matter occurring at various depths in soils are dependent upon a number 
of environmental factors. The most clearly related factors are probably 
rainfall and type of vegetative cover. 
Results of available phosphorus analyses of individual plots are 
shown in Tables XX to J{:XII. · Average for each i:foil type is given in 
Tabie VITI· and comparison is·1 illustrated in Figure 14. 
Phosphorus is decreased in quantity in all the profiles with 
depth. The organic matter indirectly enhances the availability of this 
element. With depth there is a decrease in pH and probably an increase 
in hydroxides of iron and aluminum. These oxides are colloidal in 
nature and phosphate ions are attracted and held to the surface of the 
particle in the form of a basic iron or aluminum phosphates. Herndon 
loam has more nitrogen and C.E.C. compared to the other profiles. It 
is an almost universal truism that mineral soils with high exchange 
capacity are more fertile than those with low cation exchange capacity, 
Myatt, Goldsboro and Bowie soil follow in an increasing order of 
available phosphorus. 
· · Plant~ .absorb potassium o:t:tly ·in the :f'orm of .the potassium ion. 
This a:1,>sorption takes 'place'.from' the soil solution. It is estimated 
that only· 0.01:% of.,the,·total .p.otassium is in :the exchangeable form. 
Potassium, even.though:plentifuiiri the unavailable.form, must often 
be added to the soil ·.to provide suf:f'icient · amounts· ip.i.the available 
form (10). ' 
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Results of available potassium of individual plots are shown. in 
Tables XX to XXII. Average for each soil type is given in 1:Pable VIII 
and comparison is illustrated in Figure 14. 
Herndon is highest in available potassium followed by Bowie, 
Goldsboro, Myatt. ?-1,yatt is poorly drained type of soil. Wetting and 
drying may be the cause for the lower availability of potassium in this 
soi~. In the remainder of the soil the same causes may be used to 
explain the difference in potassium content as were used to explain 
difference in phospnorus yontent, All of these profiles showed a 
particular trend in having higher content of potassium in A1 but 
decreased in A2 horizons, Again, the quantity is increased in the 
B horizons with the exception of the Myatt soil. 
Site Index of Shortleaf Pine and Soil Properties 
Numerous studie$ have been conducted to test the relationship 
between physical, chemical and biological properties of soil and the 
growth of forests. Site quality is determined by soil properties and 
other features of the site which influence the quality and quantity 
of th.e growing space for tree roots. Success or failure in demon-
strating significant relationships between soil properties and plant 
growth depends largely upon the investigator's ability to select for 
measurement and statistical tests the independent variables that are 
initially limiting o~ most limiting. 
The growth of a tree is an expression or function of a number of 
factors, many of whicn are environmental. The more important factors 
of the environment are; temperature, humidity, rainfall, parent 
material, soil profile development, topography and depth to the water 
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table. Environmental factors act and interact with vegetation through 
time upon the soil material and the final results are best expressed 
by the soil profile itself. This is most obvious in those areas where 
the soil is mature and has been developed in place for a long period 
of time. 
In the first test of significance twenty-one soil variables were 
selected as independent variables and an attempt was made to correlate 
them with the site index of shortleaf pine as shown below. These 
variables are presented in Table XXIII. 
In the second test of significance thirty-six of the most promising 
soil variables were selected and an attempt was made to correlate them 
with site index. These variables are presented in Table XXIV. Also an 
attempt was made to derive suitable regression equations for the site 
index of shortleaf pine versus thirty-six, twenty-one respectively for 
the Coastal Plain soils. 
In this study of regression and correlation between soil properties 
and site index, variables are expressed in two ways; one was to express 
the concentration of a factor, and the second was to multiply this 
concentration of a factor by inches of the horizon possessing the 
concentration, this resulted in giving a weight of the fSsctor present 
in a particular horizon or group of horizons. 
Twenty-one soil variables in the first set are as follows: 
1) depth., 2) slope, 3) gravel, 4) sand, 5) silt, b) clay, 
7) ex.hydrogen, 8) ex.calcium, 9) ex.magnesium, 10) ex.potassium, 
11) ex.sodium, 12) C.E.C., 13) moist 1/3 atm, 14) moist 1 atm, 
15) moist 15 atm., 16) available moisture, 17) % nitrogen, 
l~) available phosphorus, 19) available potassium, 20) pH (1:1 paste), 
21) pH ( KCl) • 
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Thirty-six soil variables in the second set a.re as follows: 
1) depth A,' '2) depth (A+B), 3) texture of top soil, 4) Sand A x 
Depth A), 5) (silt Ax depth A), 6) (clay Ax depth A), 7) (nitrogen 
Ax depth A), cl) (silt+ clay of B) x (depth A), 9) (silt Bx depth A), 
(£ield capacity of B) 
10) (clay Bx depth A), 11) gravel in A, 12) sand in A, 13) clay in A, 
14) (silt+ clay) A 15) pH in A, 16) nitrogen% in A, 17) nitrogen 
% (A+B), lei) available phospnorus in A, 19) available potassium in A , 
20) C.E.C. in A, 21) ex,(calcium + magnesium) in A , 22) ex.hydrogen 
in A, 23) gravel in B, 24) Sand in B, 25) clay in B, 26) (silt+ clay) 
in B, 27) avail phosphorus B, 28) available potassium in B, 29) C.E.C. 
in B, 30) ex (calcium+ magnesium) in B, 31) ex.hydrogen in B, 
32) (silt + clay) in B, 33) (dlt + clay) in B, 34) (silt + clay) in B, 
(field capacity of B) depth B · ., Depth A 
35) soil series, 36) parent material. 
Before discussing site index and soil variables, it is necessary 
to know about the correlation coefficient of these soil properties 
indicating the relationship between and among soil factors. Two 
additional soil variables i.e. (silt and clay}, total exchangeable 
bases were added to'the first test of significance and two soil 
variables i.e. soil series, parent material were omitted in the second 
test of significance for correlation studies. Results of the correla-
tion coefficients of soil properties and significant values are pre-
sented in Tables X and XI correlations are 'discussed at appropriate 
places. 
Previously it was mentioned that the site index was nothing more 
than a definition which stated that the average height of dominant 
and co-dominant trees at 50 years of age. Site index of shortleaf pine 
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is calculated for each plot and presented ;tn Table IX. At the same time 
site index curves are illustrated in Figures 15 to .18. 
Site index was found to vary from /JO to 106 with an average of 
94.83 ft. for Bowie, 92 to 104 with an average of 97.60 ft. for Golds-
boro, 79 to IJ7 with an average of /j3 ft. for Herndon and 102 ft. for 
M"yatt. The mean site index was 94. Three better and three inferior 
plots in Bowie, two better and one inferior plots in Goldsboro, two 
inferior type plots in Herndon loam and one better type in Myatt silt 
loam were found in this area when mean site index was taken into con-
sideration. Half of these plots contained better site indices and half 
of them contained inferior site indices. 
11he depth of the surface soil 1s a measure of the soi~ variable 
for occupancy by small roots. In general, the smaller roots (0.04 to 
0.4") are concentrated in the layer of hwnus (A1 horizon). An in-
creasing thickness of the A1 horizon is related to an increase in site 
quality. The thicker A1 horizon contains a higher total supply of 
organic matter and mineral elements. The higher total supply of 
organic matter also ;tmproves the water holding capacity. Small roots 
are more heavily concentrated in the A horizon than in the sub soil. 
A deeper soil horizon permits a greater and more effective root system 
to develop, and as a result growth above the ground is more rapid. 
Depth of the surface soil or depth to the fine textured sail depth to 
least permeable layer or depth to mottling reflect on quantity of grow-
ing space which implies effective root depth for trees. The effects of 
increasing the soil depth on growth decreases beyond a certain poi.nt, 
An attempt was made in this study to evaluate the effect of the thick-
ness of the A1 , A2 , B2lt' and B22t individually and in combination 
versus site index. 
S .No. Plot 
Number 
1 plot no. 
6 (367) . 
2 plot no. 
7 ($71) 
3 plot no. 
8 (375 
4 plot no. 
11 (387) 
5 plot no~ 
12 (392) 
6 plot no. 
13 (805) 
7 plot no. 
5 (358) 
8 plot no. 
9 (379) 
9 plot no. 
14 (808) 
10 plot no. 
2 (350) 
11 plot no. 
3 (354) 
12 plot no.· 
10 (383) 
TABLE IX 
SITE INDEX OF SHORTL~AF PINE 
IN SELECTED PLOTS 
Soil Type Height Average Age of 
bf Trees He_ight Trees 
Bowie fine 92 39 
sandy loam 92 92 35 
Bowie fine· 79 47 
sandy loam 84 8.1.5 48 
Bowie fine 
sandy loam. 
--
73.3 
--
Bowie fine· 
. sandy loam -- 95,0 --
Bowi~ fine 92 36. 
sandy loam 101 39 
97 96.6 42 
Bowie fine 85 42 
sandy loam 94 45 
80 86.3 37 
Goldsboro 96 41 
loam 98 41 
92 95,3 42 
Goldsboro 
loam -- 79.6 --
Goldsboro 88 38 
lmim. 81 35 
80 83.0 37 
Herndon 
loam -- 74.6 --
Herndon 87 48 
loam 89 50 
82 86.0 48 
Maytt siit 
loam -- 88.7 --
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Aver.age Site 
Age Index 
37 106 
--. 
47.5 84 
-
42.0 80 
-
51,0 95 
-
39.Q 108 
--
41.3 96 
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TABLE X 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AMONG SOIL PROPERTIES 
(Significant values only) 
s. No. Variable Variable 
1 Depth Gravel 
2 Depth Sand 
3 Depth Moisture 1/3 atm 
4 Depth Moisture 1 atm 
5 Depth Available water 
6 Depth Nitrogen 
7 Depth Available phosphorus 
8 Depth Available potassium 
9 Slope Silt + clay 
10 Slope Bx. inagnesiuni 
11 Slop$ Moisture 15 atm 
12 Slope Nitrogen 
13 Slope Available phosphorus 
14 Slope pH Paste 1:1 
15 Slope pH KCl 
16 Gravel Sand 
17 Gravel Ex. Potassium 
18 Gra,vel Total ex. cations 
19 Gravel Slope 
20 Gravel c. E. c. 
21 Gravel Moisture 1 atm 
22 Gravel Nitrogen 
23 Gravel Available Phosphorus 
24 G;r,avel Available potassium 
25 Sand Total ex. Cations 
26 Sand Nitrogen 
27 Sand Available Phosphorus 
28 Sand Available potassium 
29 Silt Clay 
30 Silt Silt ;t clay ~· 
31 Silt Ex. hydrogen 
32 Silt Ex. calcium 
33 Silt Ex. potassium 
34 Silt Slope 
35 Silt C.E.C. 
36 Silt Moisture 1/3 atm 
37 Silt Moisture 1 atm 
38 Silt Moisture 15 atm 
39 Silt Available water 
40 Silt pH Paste 1:1 
*Significant at .05 level 
td,signif;i.cant at . 01 level 
'4 I; 
-0. 55912-'o': 
-.0. 54205.'0': 
-0. 331891: 
-0 1403041, 
-0, 379991:(: 
-0, 370651:1: 
-0. 38328l'p': 
-0, 5950310•: 
0 ,35594M: 
-0 .4938'.).lh': 
0. 29772•'' 
-0 • 419771n': 
-0. ~2886l': 
-0. 368761d: 
-0. 5604410': 
0. 69805l°o{ 
0. 279511: 
0. 48411,h': 
0. 38406iH: 
0.31376•'' 
0. 380552,b', 
0. 409, 011:;': 
0. 51451 l°n': 
0. 77517,b': 
0. 5027110•: 
0 .61365lh': 
0. 830481:1; 
o. Bl 953,h': 
-0. 74553,'n'; 
-0. 5 83671d: 
-0. 99529M; 
-0. 4319Ql'd: 
-0. 35233•'' 
-0. 567831:.': 
-0. 542311d': 
-0. 78838;'p', 
-0. 778121:l': 
-0,49374;'0': 
-0 .610370l'd: 
0. 51486-h': 
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TABLE X - Continued 
s. No. Variable Variable 
41 Silt pH KCl 
42 Clay Ex. hydrogen 
4-3 Clay Slope 
4-4- Clay Moisture 1/3 atm 
45 Clay Moisture 1 atm 
46 Clay Moisture 1S atm 
4-7 Clay · Available water 
48 Silt & Clay Ex. 1iydrogen 
49 Silt & Clay Ex. calcium 
50 Silt & Clay Ex potassium 
51 Silt & Clay Slope 
52 Silt & Clay c. E. Ci 
5$ Silt & Clay Moistu;re 1/3 atm 
54 Silt & Clay Moistur~ 1 atm 
55 Silt & Clay Moisture 15 atm 
56 Silt & Clay Nitrogen 
57 Silt &. Clay pH paste 
58 Silt & Clay pH )<Cl 
59 Ex.Hydrogen E.x. c3.J,cium 
60 Ex.Hydrogen Ex. potassium 
61 Ex.Hydrogen Slope 
62 Ex.Hydrogen c. E. c. 
63 Ex.Hydrogen Moisture 1/3 atm 
64 Ex.Hydrogen Moisture 1 atm 
65 Ex.Hydrogen Moisture 15 atm 
66 Ex.Hydrogen Available water 
67 Ex.Hydrogen pH paste 
68 Ex.Hydrogen pH l<C1 
69 Ex.Calcium Slope 
70 Ex.Calcium c. E. c. 
71 Ex.Calcium Moisture 1/3 atm 
72 Ex.Calcium Moisture 1 atm 
73 ~x.Calciµm Moif;iture 15 atm 
74 Ex.Calcium pH paste 
75 Ex.Calcium pH KCl 
76 Ex.Magnesium Ex. patassium 
77 Ex.Magnesium Slope 
78 Ex.Magnesium c. E. c. 
79 Ex.Magnesium Nitrogen 
80 Ex.Magnesium Available ·phosphorus 
81 Ex.Magnesium pf[ K,~1 
82 Ex.Potassium Slope 
*Significant at .05 level 
M,significant at . 01 level 
113 
/>At., 
0. 46884-fb': 
0. 73372M: 
0. 28602-~ 
0. 60150,h': 
0 '450211h': 
0. 663161h" 
0. 6164-4-i,,': 
0. 5$1231h', 
0. 529361H, 
0.35081f1'i 
0 .4-98871':.'; 
0. 575071; 
0. 4-4355,h', 
0. 612621'd; 
0. 663161.;'j 
-0. 33871'; 
-0 .4-60311h'; 
O. 54-744l'd', 
0.436611',1: 
0, 342411, 
0. 55377,h': 
0. 544081~1. 
0. 79123,h', 
0. 781191h': 
0. 50063,h'; 
0. 61015-.•,i•, 
-0. 523981h'; 
-0, 486881q': 
-
0. 4 7 5491',i, 
0. 53746*1, 
0. 435(35,'d; 
Q. 536681'0'; 
0. 5 00781" 1'• 
-0.448911°'· 
-0. 44954-.h': 
0 .48024*1'• 
0. 378381':I', 
0, 300371~ 
0. 475531h'; 
0. 340021', 
0. 46289-~ 
0. 6920QM, 
TABLE X - Continued 
S, No" 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
;101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
Variable 
Ex. potq.ssium 
Ex. potassiul)l 
Ex. potassium 
Ex. potassium 
Ex. potassium 
Ex, potassium 
Ex. pota,ssium 
Ex. Na 
Tota,l e~. cations 
Total ex. catiops 
Total ex. cations 
Slope 
Slope 
Slop€) 
Slope 
Slope 
Slope 
Slope 
C. E. (;. 
C. E. C. 
C, E. C. 
C. E. C. 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moistu'.l'.'e 1 atm 
Moisture :L atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moisture 15 atm 
Moisture 15 atm 
117 Nitrogen 
118 Nitrogen 
119 Nit~ogen 
120 Available phos. 
121 Available phos. 
122 pH paste 1:1 
"Significant at .05 lev~l 
**S1gp1f1cant ~t .01 level 
Variable 
C. E. C. 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moisture 15 atm 
Nitrogen 
Available phosphorus 
Available potassium 
Nil 
Nitrogen 
Avai4-able phosphorus 
Available pot~ssium 
C. E. C. 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moisture 15 atm 
Available water 
Nitrogen 
Available potassium 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
;Moist;ure 1 atm 
Moisture 1!:i atm 
Available potassium 
Moisture 1 atm 
Moisture 15 atm 
Available Wq.ter 
Available potassium 
pH paste 1:1 
pH KCl 
Moisture 15 atm 
Available water 
Available potassium 
pH paste 1:1 
pH KCl 
pH paste 1:1 
pH KCl 
Available Phosphorus 
Available potassium 
pH , 
Availatle potassium 
pH KCl 
pH KCl 
0. 72435,'dc 
0, 334551, 
0,42529~':.'{ 
O. 30773;': 
0. 29923•'' 
0, 29457,•, 
0, 4432410•, 
0. ~4355,': 
0. 440591, 
p. 44328,b': 
0789002·h': 
0. 51350,b': 
0. 531431:1, 
O. 55953id, 
0. 28413;'; 
0, 32086•'' 
0. 45993,h': 
0. 49723;'{;': 
0, 63205,H, 
0 .62694•'d; 
0, 43290io': 
0. 89692,'n': 
0, 36965•'0 ': 
0. 89655id: 
0. 30563•'' 
-0. 50022,'d: 
·-. 0375841n': 
0. 49g34,h': 
0. 77245,':1: 
0. 452341:1: 
-0. 50407;'n', 
-0. 364121:.': 
-0.44732,h', 
-0. 45033,h': 
0. 82295,b': 
0. 59291in': 
0, 45651,"1: 
0. 79225,b': 
0. 34011,': 
O. 864,96id: 
114 
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TABLE XI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AMONG SOIL PROPERTIES (2nd Set) 
(Significant Values only) 
S, No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1;). 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Variable 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A hori~on 
Depth of~ horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A horizon 
Depth of A hori~on 
Depth (A+B) 
Depth (A+B) 
Depth (A+B) 
Texture of Top Soil 
Texture of Top Soil 
Texture of Top Soil 
Texture of Top Soil 
TexturB of Top Soil 
Sand Ax Depth A 
Sand Ax Depth A 
Sand Ax Depth A 
Sand Ax Depth A 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Silt "Ax Depth A 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
*Significant at .05 level 
**Significant at 0.01 level 
Variable •• A., 
Sand Ax Depth A o.72318** 
Silt Ax Depth A 0.78880** 
(Siltuf Claytrof BxDept~.A tl. 79197** 
Field Capacity of B 
Silt Bx Depth A 
Clay Bx De:pth A 
Gravel in A 
pH of A 
Available Kin A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in A 
Cqravel in B 
Available Pin B 
Available Kin B 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in B 
(Silt+ Clay) of B 
I Depth of A 
C.E.C. of A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in B 
Silt Ax Depth A 
Clay Ax Depth A 
Silt Bx D6)pth B 
Sand in A 
Silt+ Clay in A 
Clay in A 
C.E.C. in A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in A 
(Silt+ Clay) of B 
Depth 6f A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
(Silt+, Clay)of BxDepth A 
Field Capacity of B ' 
Silt Bx Depth A 
Sand in A 
(Silt+ Clay) in A 
pH of A 
(Silt+Clay}_ of BxDepth A 
Field Capacity of B 
Silt in Bx Depth A 
0 .68710~·: 
o. 6955o~·i 
--0. 6;). 778;': 
'-0 .683121· 
0. 739551.1. 
0. 68833~': 
0, 630231· 
,O, 61185;': 
.. o. 584321· 
'-0. 622371· 
'-0. 838551d: 
'-0. 5$630~·-
-0. 534511: 
c.Q. 77373~h': 
0. 60946~·. 
0.618161· 
0. 60797}': 
-0. 772431.1, 
0. 772511:1: 
'-0, 723681,1, 
'-0. 71819~h~ 
'-0. 60306:', 
~o. 305371, 
0, 79308~h': 
0, 625761d', 
0. 94380)H, 
~o. 101511, 
0. 71829;'n~ 
0. 76142;h': 
0. 64122;': 
0. 755951:1. 
S. No. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
TABLE XI - Continued 
Variable 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
Clay in Ax Depth A 
Variable 
Sand in A 
Clay in A 
(Silt+Clay) in A 
pli of A 
Nitrogen Ax Depth.A pH of A 
Nitr.ogen A x Depth A Nit:r:>ogen in A 
N,i.trogen Ax Depth A Nitrogen in (A+B) 
Nit:r:o~en A x Depth A (Silt+Clay) o~ B 
Depth a· 
(Silt+Clay)of BxDepA H f A 
· Field Capacity' 11 B · P O 
{Silt+Clay)of Bx~epA A .1 bl Kin A Field Capacity B · · vai a 13 
(Silt+Cli;iy)of BxDepA A .1 bl K i"n B 
. Field Capacity B Val a e 
(Silt+Clay)o;f BxDepA E (C M· ) • B 
Fielq Capacity~ x. a+ .g in 
(Silt+Clay)of BxDepA (Silt+Clay) in B 
Field Capacity B · Fi~ld Capacity B 
(S~lt+Clay)o: BxD~pA (Silt+Clay) in B, 
Fleld Capac;:ity B Depth A 
Silt Bx Depth A 
Silt B x De~th A. 
Silt Bx Depth A 
Silt B x Depth A 
Silt B x Depth A 
Gravel .i,n A 
Gravel 
Gravel in A 
Gravel in A 
Gravel in A 
Gravel in A. 
Gravel in A 
Gravel in A 
Grave.:).. in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
Sand in A 
(Silt+Clay) in A 
pH of A 
Sand in a 
(Silt+Clay) in B 
Nitrogen in A 
Nitrogen in (A+B) 
Availabl,e pin A 
Ex. (Ca+Mlg) in A 
Gravel in B 
Ava.ilab],e pin B 
Availq.ble Kin B 
Ex, (CatM,g) in B 
(Silt+Clay) in B 
Depth A' 
Clay in A 
(Silt+Clp.y) in A 
pH of A 
Sand in B 
(Silt+Clay) in B 
(Silt+Clay) in B 
Depth A 
*Significant at 0.05 level 
,';*s:ignificant at O ,.01 level 
116 
"A..., 
-0. 74037;'b'; 
0 .63072,'; 
0. 73594,b'; 
0, 75730,'o'c 
-0. 61269;', 
0, 63458,'; 
0. 67692)'; 
I 0, 66505,'; 
-0. 50999,'; 
-0. 550511, 
-0, 626761, 
-0, 607081, 
-0, 87209;b'; 
0. 77407,';;'; 
-0, 731591'* 
0. 74334,h'; 
-0, 71143,Hc 
-0. 66133;'; 
0.66522;'; 
0, 92771,Hc 
0. 92101,°'* 
0. 93166*;'; 
0, 64408;'c 
0, 89855,h'c 
0 ,82061,b'; 
0, 8711SMc 
0. 54200,·, 
0.76172** 
-0. 728521d, 
-0. 99930*1, 
0. 59038;'; 
Q.81561*~ 
-o. 819431,;\ 
-0. 58343;';1, 
TABLE XI - Continu,ed 
s. No. Variable 
, 
69 Clay in A 
70 Clay in A 
71 (Silt+Clay) in A 
72 (Silt+Clp.y) in A 
73 (SilttClay) in A 
74 (Silt+C;Lay) iri A 
75 Nitrogen in A 
76 Nitrogen in A 
77 Nitrogen in A· 
78 Nitrogen in A 
79 Nitrogen in A 
80 Nitrogen in A 
81 
.• 
Nitrogen in A 
82 Nit:rogen (A+B) 
83 Nitrogen (A+B) 
84 Nitrogen (A+:a) 
85 Nitrogen (A+;B) 
86 Nitrogen (A+;B) 
87 Available p in A 
88 Available p in A 
89 Available p in A 
90 Availab+e p in A 
91 Available K in A 
92 Available K in A 
93 Avq.iJ,.able K in A 
94 C.E,C, in A 
95 C.E.C. in A 
96 C.E.C. in A 
97 C.E.C. in A 
98 C,E,C, in A 
99 C.E.C. in A 
100 Ex. ( Ca+Mg) in A 
101 Ex. (Ca+Mg) in A 
102 Ex. (Ca+Mg) in A 
103 Ex. (CaHig) in A 
:':significance at O. 05 level 
**Significance at 0.01 level 
Variable 
( Sil t+CLay) in A 
(;.E.C. in A 
pH of A 
Sand in B 
(Silt+Clay) in B 
( Sil t+Cla;t: in B 
Dept4 B 
Nitrogen in (A+B) 
Available.p in A 
Ex. (Ca+ng) in A 
Gravel in B 
Avi:i.ilable p in B 
Availabl.e K i11 B 
(Silt+C+a;t:) in B 
·neptfl.A 
Availi:ible p 111 A 
Gravel in :S 
Avcj.Pable p in B 
Avail1fbLe l;< in B 
(SiltrtClai) in B 
· Depth A ' I 
Gravel in 13 
Avi:3.iJ.cj.l;)le :p in B 
Available K ip B 
( $ ilt+Cla;y:) in B 
··Depth A I 
Ex, (Ca+Mg) in A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in B 
(Silt+Cla;y:) in B 
Depth A 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) ,i,n A 
Sand in B 
(Silt+Clay) iµ B 
E~. (C:a+Mg) in B 
(Silt+Cla;y:) in B 
Depi!h B 
( Sil t+Cla;y:) of B 
Depth A 
Available p in B 
Available l< in B 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in B 
($ilt+Cla;y:) in B 
'Depth A 
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" Al? 
0. 70684:': 
0. 515711. 
-0. 59639l': 
-0, 82091}'..': 
0. 82461•':;': 
0. 58956l': 
0.98123H 
0,94716l'd, 
0. 58958l~ 
0.83547:b'. 
0. 80708:b': 
0. 87124M· 
0. 728821:-J: 
0. 83249lh~ 
0. 82309:h': 
0. 75284:h': 
0. 82438-ld, 
0. 70492•'• 
0. 89317'1,i', 
0. 88322,b', 
0. 77530M, 
0. 77591l':-J, 
0. 74572,'o', 
0 ,665611: 
O I 73554:b! 
0. 75614-ld 
-0.647091, 
0. 649021: 
0, 54173:': 
I 0. 54255:': 
0, 76631-ld 
0.591841: 
0. 64821;': 
0.86785,hl 
0. 73315:h' 
TABLE XI -- CONTI~UED 
' 
s. No. Variable. 
,, 
104 Gravel in B 
105 Gravel in B 
106 Sand ip B 
107 Sand in B 
108 Clay in B 
109 Clay in B 
110 (Silt+Clc1y) in B 
111 AvaiJ.,able p in B 
112 Avail~ble p in B. 
113 Availc1ble K in B 
.. 
114 C1 E.C. in B 
115 E~. (Ca+~~) in B 
*Significant at 0.05 level 
:'::';significant at O. 01 level 
Variable 
Available p in B 
Available K in B 
(Silt+Clq.y) in B 
(Silt+Clai) in B 
•
1 
.·bepth B I 
C.E.C, in B 
E~. (Ca+M1g) in B 
( Sil t+Cla:t) in B 
D~pth B I 
Ayail.able K in B 
(Silt+Cla:i;) in B 
Depth A 
( Sil t+Cla:t) 
. bepth A 
in B 
(S~J_t+Clay) in B 
(Silt+Clai) in B 
Depth A 
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~ ;,; 
I 
0.86021~h'. 
0. 71596l'o', 
-0, 9998Ql'd 
-0. 75790:'d 
0. 589041: 
0. 64481l': 
0, 757381:1 
0, '71498lh' 
0. 651241: 
0. 641361: 
0, 740121:1 
0,692131: 
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Depth was negatively c0rrelated with othe:f soil pioperties l:i.ke 
gravel, sa~d, available moisture, nitrogen, available pµosphorus and 
available potassium. Depth (A+B) was negatively c9rrelated with 
exchangeable (calcium+ magnesium) in the A1 and C.E.C. in the A. 
There was a weak positive correlation found between site index and the 
No A1 horizon but a negative correlation was found with A2 and B2lt' 
correlation was found for the site vs B22t and also when all the 
horizons were combined. Depth A and (A+B) were tested separately for 
correlation with site index. Though no correlat~on was found betyreen 
them, Figures 19 & 20 indicate some positive correlation with an 
increase. Site index begun to fall when the depth of the A i.ncreased 
moTe than 13;' and depth of (A+B) increased more than 60". Similar re-
sults of no correlation with depth has been reported by others (34, 4, 
100). 
The gravel content of the soil undoubtedly affects site index 
under some conditions on lower slopes, which usually have fairly deep 
soils. According to Coile (20) the content of stones in a soil if it 
rises above 20% by volume, results in reduction in the site index value. 
On upper slopes particularly those of limited soil depth, a high stone 
content appears to reduce the value of the site inde:ic. 
Gravel percentage was correlated with other properties like slope, 
sand, exchangeablepotassium, total exchangeable cations, C.E.C., 
moisture at 1/3 atm., % nitrogen,available phosphorus and avi:l,ilable 
potassium. 
A negative correlation was found between site index and gravel in 
the A1 , A2 , B2lt and B22t horizons. When all the horiz9ns were combined 
this effect was m.asked. Again gravel in the A and in the B horizons 
120 
were tested separ1;ttely with thirty-six soil va:clables but no signifi-
cant relation was found. These results were ffUpported by Doolittle 
(37), However, an increase in gravel causes a decrease in site index 
as shown by the data reported in Figure 21. Young tl06) reported the 
white pine site index was decreased as gravel% in the A increased, 
Sand was correlated with total exchangeable cations, nitrogen%, 
available phosphorus, available potassium and gravel. Sand in the A 
was positively correlated with sand in the B, pH of the A and nega-
tively correlated with clay in the A, (silt+ clay) in the Band 
(silt+ clay) in the B/depth A, The percentage of each horizon was 
tested individually, A positive oarrelatiop was found between site 
index and B21t and B22t horizons. When all the horizons were combined 
no relation occurred. Sand in the A, sand in the Band (Sand Ax 
depth A) were tested separately. Positive correlation was found be-
tween% sand in the A and site index, as shown in Figures 22 to 24. 
Similar results of positive corre:)..a.tion was reported by Zahner (lOti) 
and Pawluk ( 74). Their reasons being that small roots will grow when--
ever conditions of temperature, aeration, moist1.+re and fertility are 
favorable. The small roots tend to be concentrated in the upper part 
of the mineral soil and as well as in the H layers o~ the Ao horizon. 
These zones afford maximum aeration and are the first to benefit by the 
average light rain. Sandy loam surface soil is genera:).ly a well 
aerat.ed environment for growth of pine ro9ti,3 , but may be limited by 
reduced metabolic activities in the roots and by reduced absorption of 
water and mine:rals as a result of the low oXJrgen and high co2 environ-
ment often found in poorly aerated soils. 
Silt was positively correlated with pH and negatively correlated 
with slope, clay, (silt+ clay), calcium, potassium, C.E.C. 
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and available water. Silt percentage versus site :l:nde:it was tested in 
each horizon and a combination of all these horizons. Silt% was also 
tested as% silt in the A1 , (silt in AX depth A), (silt in Bx depth 
A) versus site index. No correlation was found with any of the soil 
variables. Figure 25, 
The clay fraction of ~he soil is the most active textural class 
with respect to availability of soil moisture and soil nutrients. 
Consequently, soils with f;lmall or moderate amount of clay, site quality 
is likely to be related directly to clay content. However, soils with 
high clay content might show an increased relationship of clay% to 
site quality, because of unfavorable physical properties associated 
with large amounts of clay. Clay was positively correlated with other 
soil pr9perties like slope, hydrogen, available water and negatively 
correlated with $ilt, Clay in each horizon and in combination was 
tested with site inde:x;. A positive correlation was found in the A1 and 
A2 horizons, which is i:qagreement with Turner (96) who worked with 
pine growth in Arkansas. This was not correlated when all the horizons 
were combined. Clay in A, clay in B, (clay Ax depth A), (clay in Bx 
depth A), were tested with site index. No significant correlation was 
obtained. However Figures 23, 25, 26, 30 indicate that the% clay 
shows a positive trend to a certain amount and then the site index 
began to decrease. 
The colloidal content is widely recognized by soil investigators 
as being a very important factor influencing moisture holding capacity, 
cation exchange, absorption and general soil tilth. (silt+ clay) in 
the A, was significantly correlated with other soil properties like 
(silt+ clay) in the B, (silt+ clay) in B, texture of top soil, 
deptlJ, B 
130 
(sand Ax depth A), silt Bx depth A) and clay in the A, It was negs,-··· 
tively correlated with pH of the A, sand in A and sand in the B. 
Whereas (silt+ clay) in the B was correlated with Jsilt.±__.£1-1:Y in B, 
depth B 
(sand BX Depth A), (silt+ clay) in A, C.E.C. in A, C.E.C. in B, 
gravel in B, b1,1t (silt+ clay in B was negatively correlated with sand 
A and clay B. 
No significant correlation was found between site index and (silt 
+ clay) in A and (silt+ clay in B. Site index was increased slightly 
with an increase of (silt+ clay) in A and Band then the site index is 
dropped off as shown in Figures 23 & 24. 
It is generally considered that moisture is one of the most 
limiting factors in forest tree growth and soil moisture is correlated 
with soil texture. In this study an attempt was made to correlate site 
index with texture of the top soil. Texture of the top soil was sig-· 
nificantly correlated with other properties of soil like (silt Ax 
depth A), (clay Ax depth A), (silt Bx depth A), (silt+ clay) in A 
and inversely correlated with sand. Site indices, corresponding to 
three surface soil textures namely sandy ;Loam, loam and silt loam, 
whose average site index was 94, 93 and 102 respectively showed no 
positive significant correlation. 
Water relations in soil occupy a position of outstanding imper-
ta.nee because of their influence on the various physical chemical and 
biological properties of soils. Water serves as a solvent and medium 
of transport for plant ;nutrients and supplies an essential need of all 
living organisms. Even the richest soils as Judged by mineral nutrient 
content fail to support forests unless the minimum water requirements 
are satisfied. The primary factors determining soil water relations 
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are climate, topography, nature of the soil an(l v~geta~~on. The mois-
,•. ·.: · .... ·:.. . . 
ture regime of' the soil is influenced by such.factors as an increase 
in organic matter content and the a.mount.of f'ine:r.~terial either or 
both of these fa.cto~s improve the waterholding c~paq~ty' of.the soil. 
Available water in this study was correlated with other soil 
properties like clay, C.E.c., moisture at 1/3 t;1.1ini.ospherie {a:t;m..) 
moisture at l atm, moisture at i5 atm and ·alope. · Moistu:re percentage 
at 1/3, land 15 atm were tested in. ea.ch horizonand.Jn ~ombihation. 
Available moisture was inversely signi:f'icantly.cor:t-el~ted.with s~te 
index. This tn>e of relationship .was. also· strongly ':i.pdiC'l,tea as shown 
in Figul;'eS 27 & 28. iAn increase of ave.iJ,.a.'1:>le 'nio:i;stv.te' l?l the A horizon 
and in the (A + B) hor:tzon up to .3o' and 45% ca11e1ed·a.n fncrea.13e of site 
' ' 
. . . . · .... ·. ·. _· .. 
index 94 to l02 respe~tively and then it drbpped o~f. when the moisture 
is increa,sed as shown i~ Figures 27 & 21j. An. in-v~rse .;elati~~ hetween 
' ' 
site quality e.nq tpe total. available moisture. was Qbt~i~ed for the B 
norizon as ·ind;i.cated in Figilres 27, 21j, .40 •. · · Si,~l~ typ~ 9~: results 
: : 
were obtained· bt. Qoi1:e (17) ,and:G~iser···l 40), 
The chel11ioal com;·osition of the soi~ is i~fluended: by the parent 
; ; . . . . .. , :.· 
material, biological activity, c'lima.~e, topograph;and'time. pH was 
positively correlated with slope, silt, nitroge:q..~'im4 riee;a.tively 
correlated with {Silt + clay), calcium, moist 1/3 ~tm.·, moisture 1 e.tm. 
and moisture at 15 a:t;m. · Soi+ reaction of each h,orizon yas tested with 
site index but no relation was found between tllem.~ Sim:!,lar "typ.e of 
. . . ' . . . 
results were rE:ported by_ Hicock l 51), McGee (72), Trimble l 95), Knudsen 
' ' {20) and Zahner (lOts). The better site indices in gene;re.;i. occurred on 
soils where the pH was e.bo"V'e 5 as shovm in F'igure 32, f.tlthough this is 
not a significant 9-ifference •. 
J-34 
C. E. C. was indirectly relatep. to total repla~;e4bl.e c;ations, organ1;c 
matter and concentration of clay. It has been shown that a decr~ase 
in base saturation may reflect a decrease in soil f~rttlity, therefore, 
it would opviously affect the growth potential of a tree site. (74,106). 
C.E.C. was correlated with available water, gravel, silt, (silt+ clay), 
hydrogen, calcium, magnesium, potassium, a~d slope. C.E.C. of the A 
horizon was correlated with (calcium+ magnesium) in the A, (calcium+ 
magnesium.) in the B, (silt + clay) in the B, clay in the A. 
(silt+ clay)·in the B; (silt+ clay) in the Band was inversely related 
depth B · depth A 
to depth (A+ B) and (sand Ax depth A), C.E,C. of each horizon and 
combination of horizons was tested with site index but no relation was 
found, A signifipant c<;>rrelation was found between the site index and 
C.E,C. of tµe A horizon. Organic matter and clay are important for 
holding moist'Ure and available nutrients there a higher C.-E.C. ip the 
surface soil influences site index; similar type of results were ob-
tained by Youngberg (106) and Pawluk (74). 
Hydrogen, calcium, magnesium, pptassium and sodium content of each 
horizc;m and in combination were tested with i;;ite index but no signifi-
., . ., 
cant correlation was found between any of these variables with site 
index. · Excb,angeable (ci:tlcium. + magnesium) in the A, (calcium + mag-
nesiµm) in B were tested hµt no significant relation was obtained. 
Similar type of results between exchangeable calcium, magnesium and 
site index were obtained by Tarrapt .(94) with Douglas fir site quality. 
Probably the nutriemt supply of these soils may not be a limiting 
factor in tree growth. Hydrogen in the A, exchangeable hydrogen in 
the B were tested with site index bui;, no significant cor:relation was 
fpund between them. These data were supported by Pawluk t74) who 
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worked with growth of Jack pine. 
Nitrogen is one of the important elements essential for normal 
plant growth and reproduction. Nitrogen content of the soil was posi-
tively correlated with available phosphorus, available potassium, pH, 
gravel, sand, exchangeable magnesium, exchangeable potassium and 
exchangeable cations, but negatively correlated with depth, slope, 
(silt + olay). 
Nitrogen was tested in each horizon and also as a nitrogen ind.ex 
i.e. (nitrogen % in A x depth A) with site index as shown by Figures 
53, 54 and 60. These findings may indicate that increasing nitrogen 
percentage in the A may reflect and have an affect on other soil 
factors which may cause unfavorable conditions for growth, These soils 
are acidic in µature and the addition of nitrogen through the litter 
may cause more acidic conditions which m~y have an affect on tree 
growth, Similar results were reported by Madison (69) and Pawluk (74) 
who worked with Red and Jaok pine respective,ly. Several other re-
searchers (20), (33), (3~), have reported a negative correlation be-
tween organic matter and site index. 
The pines appear to make smaller demands on the mineral nutrient 
capital of soil than to any other trees. There appears to be a tend.-
ency for all species to absorb relatively large amounts of calcium .• 
The uptake of this element usually exceeds that of magnesium, potas-
sium, phosphorus. 
Available phosphorus was correlated with other soil propel;'ties 
like available potassium, gravel, sand, magnesium potassium and total 
exchangeable cations. It was negatively correlated with depth and 
slope. Available pho~phorus in the A was correlated with gravel in B, 
available potasshun in B, {:;d_;tt + cla!) ili1 ]3 9 
depth A 
% in A. 
Significant correlation at the 05 level was found between site 
index and the available phosphorus in the A as shown in Figures 23, 30 
and 42. Pawluk (eO) 0b~ained a significant relation between phosphorus 
in the A2 and site index of Jack pine. 
Available potassium was correlated with other soil properties 
including g+avel, sand, total exchangeable cations, C.E.C., moisture 
at 1/3 atm, nitrogen, phosphorus, slope and inversely related to depth 
and pH. Available potassium significance was tested like phosphorus. 
A correlation was fou11-d between availab+e potassium and site index as 
shown by Figures 35, 36 and 40. 
The relation between (silt+ clay)% of B horizon on site index 
depth of A 
was also tested by statistical methods. The reasoning being that the 
development of the fine textured soil depth index is based on the 
belief that $ite quality is a function of the amount and quality of 
the growing space for tree roots in the soil. In the case of soils 
which have highly differentiated profiles with respect to texture, 
structure and consistence, the depth of the surface soil and certain 
physical properties of the subsoil become pertinent factors in deter-· 
mining the volume and quality of growing space for tree roots. 
Texture-depth indices less than 2 or greater than 8 indicate poor 
sites. Highest site indices are found where the texture depth index 
of the soil is between 4 and 6. This would represent a soil with 12" 
of A horizon and E horizon containing 60% (silt+ clay) (20). This 
variable was correl~ted with other soil variables l~ke depth A, 
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Figure 36" The Rela.tion of Site Index to Available Potassium. 
(sand A x depth A), (silt ,1- clay) of Ji x depth A :i.n the A~ 
field capacity of B 
a.nd nitrogen for each horizon. Available :phosphorus In the A~ avai1ab1E: 
:potassium in the A, C.E.C. in the A, (calcium + magnesium) in the A, 
available phosphorus in the B, available potassium in the Band 
(calcium+ magnesium) in B. 
An attempt was made to evaluate the relation between the texture~-
depth index and. site index. Though no significant correlation was 
found between them, Figure 29 indicates that the higher site indices 
105 & lOb were found when the texture-depth indices were between 4 & 6 
respectively, which is concurrent with the above findings. 
Water absorption, retention, movement and availability depends on 
subsoil and are important factors affecting the growth of tree roots. 
These properties also infl1,1ence soil aeration or gas exchange ·between 
the atmosphere and the air space within the soil. No relation was 
obtained between the (silt+ clay) in B soil Yariable and site index. 
field capacity of B 
The depth of the surface soil was a measure of the soil available for 
occupancy by small roots. Many investigators have shown that the 
depth of the surface soil influences the site index for the southern 
pines, especially loblolly and shortleaf pine ( 51:l). 'l'hJ.s variable 
i!:!_i1,_t + clay) in Bx (depth A) was correlated with (calcium+ mag·-
field capacity of B 
nesium) in the B, (silt + clay) in the B, (silt + cla:v) in the B. 
field capacity of the B depth A 
It was negatively correlated with available potassium in the A & in B. 
This independent variable was positively correlated with site index .. 
A clear li.near relationship or a positive correlation between this 
variable with growth of tree was obtained as shown in Figures 20 and 
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Depth of B is also as important ae depth oi' A horf~©n, As the t.ree 
becomes J,arger the character of the subsoil may exert greater influepce 
on its growth. The amount of finer material, i.e., the (silt+ clay) 
f11action i.n the soil is directly correlated with wa.terholding capacity 
and water availapility. The effect of (silt+ clay) content is more 
pronounced in the more sandy soils; apparently a content of 8 to 10% 
(silt+ clay) is adequate for growth of slash pine (p), Having a 
larger amount of (silt+ clay) in the B horizon adversely ~ffects tree 
growth for want of aeration and drainage. An inyers~ relation was 
found between this.variable (silt+ cla;i,) in Band site index as shown 
d,epth 6f B 
in Figures 37 & 44. 
The effect of.topographic differences.on growth is of primary 
importance and appear$ to be therelationship of soil and, topographic 
characteristics which affect water movement and stor~ge. Land is 
usually classifie~ by its exposure or it is partitioned into ridges, 
slop'?s and bottom lands. Ridges and upper slopes 1,1re drier and 
generally poorer sites than gentle slopes and tenraces. Lower slopes 
have a greater potential supply of water than upper slopes with the 
same precipitation. 
Slope was correlated with other soil prqperties like (~ilt + clay), 
pH, gr~vel, clay, hydrogen, calcium, magnesium, potassiµm and nega-
tively correl~ted with nitrogen, available phosphorus, ~tc. Slope% 
was tested statistically for each plot against site index, Slope was 
negatively correlated with site index, i.e,, an increase of slope% 
resulted in a decreasing site index value. The highest site index was 
foimd when the slope was 1% and the lowest site index was found when 
the slope was 12%. A linear relationship is shown in Figure 40 and 
15.3 
other Figures 38 & 39 clearly show~ negative corvelation. Such re-
sults have been supported by numerous workers (35, 36, 40, 95, 108). 
An attempt was made tocprrelate soil parent material and sc;>il 
serie13 wi"t;h site ind~:x: but no ~ignificant correlatiqn was obtf+ined. 
'rwe:,;ity-one·soil varia.bles were ~electe~ and an attempt was made 
to correla~e them by formulating re$ress~on or predict~ng equation~ 
with .site index. ·These twenty~one varial'llea were divid~d into two 
. . . ' 
separate sets, one con'!;aining eleven variables and anc;>ther f.ilet con-
taining twe.J.ve ve.riables~ These two sets of variables were tes~ed for 
~~ch horizon ie. A1 , A2, B21t and B22t and regression equations were 
derived. This was done to isolate promising soil properties whtch may 
be respo1+si ple for desirable shortleaf' pine growth. All of' -t;he par·-
ticulars connected with the regression equations are presented in Tables 
XXV to XXVII. Five soil properties in the A1 , five in the A2 , ten in 
the B21t and four in the B22t.wel"E:' c;iorrela.ted by thir;; procedure. The 
most promising were depth, slppe, gravel, clay, sand and so4,ium with the 
second set of variables and three spil propei,ties in the A1 , three in 
the A2, four in the B21t and one in the B22t. The m~~t promising of 
these were availaple water, phosph·orus, nitrogen and available pot as-
sium. All of the four hqrfzons were combined for the first set of va.ri-
ables and rup by the stepwise multiple regression procedure, and two 
strong soil properties, slope and calcium were ~solated fol!' the final 
:r,un. Similarly three soil properties, i.e., slope, available water, 
and potassium of B horizons were isolated in the ~econd set for f'tn~l 
run. These five properties , i.e. , two fx,om the first set and three from 
the second set w~re combined an:d·r~run.with the stepwise multiple re-
gression procedur~ in order to obtain.a pr~~ioting equation for Coastal 
Plain soil.s of 01<,.lahoma as follows; 
Site Index i.e. Y.=,l06.l6403- 0.829'."(9 (slope percentage) - 0.38993 
(S.P.) (available moistm.·e)l\·* = 0,029U9 (potassium)* 
Available moisture was signifiGant at the 01 level, whereas available 
potassium was significant at 05 level of si~~ificance. 
In the second instance thirty-six of the mo~t promising an¢l 
' . 
suitable variables were selected. None of these var+ables were 
included in the twenty-one variables tested above. All the 36 
variables were split into three sets each containing 12 variables. 
Particulars in rega!!d to details are presented in Taole 28. An 
attempt was made to correlate each set of variables against site index 
of shortleafpine through stepw~se multiple regression. In the first 
set two soil variables, i.e. (nitrogen in Ax depth A) were negatively 
correlated at the 01 level and (silt + clay) of B x depth A) were 
field capacity of B 
significant ~t the 05 level. In the seco~d set nitrogen in the A was 
significant at the 01 level. Phosphorus in the A was significant at 
the 05 level although a significant relationship was not s).'lown · a 
trend between sand in the A and site index and between 
C.E.C. and ~ite index was obtained. In the final set potassium in the 
B horizon significantly correlated at the 05 level. The variable, 
(silt+ clay) of B, was not significantly corrE)lated with site index 
depth B 
however, a negative trend was observed. 
All of these eight variables as reported above were combined and 
rerun by stepwise multiple reg;r-ession in order to correlate them with 
site index and to derive a regression equation as shown below; 
155 
Site Index, 
(S.P.) 
i.e. Y = 81.03079 + 0.17751 ,lsilj: .. ~,-~J~J.1~!-J!.Jl . Jt: depth A 
. field capacity qf B 
+ 0.20162 (sa~d in A) - 437.86739 (nitr~gen in A) 
+ 0.65072 (phosphorus in A horizon) 
+ 2.70938 (C.E.C. of A) 
- 3.17156 (silt + clay) of .A ... , 
depth B 
Finally.two suitable and promising pred:l,ct~ng equatiop.s were 
derived for dete;rmination of ~ite ip.dexof shortlefl.f pine grown ip 
Coastal Plain soils of southeast Oklaho~. Each of these tw9 equations 
can be utilized at the convenience of the forester or ~oil spientist. 
Jiqwever, the second equation appears to be promising and may be a 
better p:redicti ve equation• ·. 
1) Site Index i.e.y = 106.16403 - 0.82979 (x1 ) 
(S.P.) - 0.3~993 ~x2 )**-0.029H9 _(x3)~ 
where 
2) Site Index i,e.Y = 
(S~P,) 
x1 = s;l.ope p~rcentage · 
x2 = availa~le mois~ure in A~ horizqn 
x3 = available potassium in ·:B horizons 
BL03079 + o.1775:!- (x1 ) + 0.20162 
- 437 .86739 (x3) + 0!6507a (x4) . 
+ 2.70938 (x5 ) - 3.17156 (x6 ) 
where 
x1= (silt+ clay) of Bx depth of A horizon 
field capacity 1q:t' B 
x2= sand% in A horizon 
x3 =nitrogen% in A hprizon 
x4 = available phosph9rus in A hortzon 
x 5 = C.E.C. of A horizqn 
x = (silt + clay)of B horizon 
6
· d.epth of B ' 
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Distribu'tiion a.nd l"req_uency of Forest '.t':ree~ · 
Since very early ti:mes it ha.1:1 been recogµtzed that there is a 
close relationship between vegetation and climate. Tht!! close identi-
fication of climate and vegetation i~ the consequence of thousands of 
centuries of plant differentiation ~nd adaptation. Since plants flirst 
appeared upon the earth, they have been subjected to the influence of 
climate. Through the elimination of non-adapted species and throµgh 
the f:r;-equent origin of new formEJ. (mutant) mal).Y different iypes of 
plant1;1 have beQome adapted to widely different cl~m.ati<:? conclitions. 
Locally the climax nla.,V not ex:l..st at all because of ec\aphic (soil) Qon-
ditions or because fire has destroyed the dominant vegetation ~nd it 
has not had sufficient time to become reestablished. Un~er such con-
ditions it may appear as though the vegetative qli,\ma:ic has been reached, 
but the only.true climax is the clime.ti~ climax. Edaphic,.bi9tic, fire 
and all otherllso called"·clima;ices are capable off partial or complete 
explanatio~ on the basis of the climatic climax (7). 
Every plant is a product of the conditions 1,l.nde;n WQich it grows 
and is therefore a mea~ure of an environment. lt indicates in general, 
and often also in a specific manner, what othe:r epecies wou::J.d do if 
grown in the s.ame place. However, plani; communities are more rel;i.able 
;i.ndicators than ind;i.vidual plants. Each plant and GOnununi1;y morE:;?over 
bring together a more or less definite soil a-q.d c:limate (101). :Oecause 
of this adaptation each :inajor climatiq region has a. dominant vegeta-
tion g~o~p made up of several p::J.ant species each o1 which is adjusted 
to the climate of that region ( 7). . Parent me;~erial also a.ffects tree 
growtn within the same climate region. The ~oil type and soil 
phara.cteristics affect the vegetative cover, dtstrib'l,ltion and develop-· 
157 
different forest tree species with dif':f'erent frequencies occur- in the 
same climatic region. 
Chandler (:).4) replied to this question as follows: 
1) The d:l,stribution of the trees may hav~ been accidental 
originally, but once established they have continued to repro-
duce themselves and have made the site more or less favorable, 
depending on the species present. 
2) There may be q.ifferences in the soil chare.cteri1;1tics which 
have not been discovered as yet. 
3) The water conditions as detennined by topography may have 
been influeqtial in determining th~ distr+"bution of tree species. 
. . 
It is also true that edaphic factors also play a majpr role 
although plant association, s¢ed mobility, biotic anq tire factors 
are also important iq explaining the distribution and frequency of 
. . . 
forest tree species. Keeping in view the above factiprs a second study 
was undertaken to investir,ate th~ relation between soil properties and 
freqµency of tree specj.es and a sta.tistiqal study was also ma.de in an. 
effort to determ;l.ne if a correla,tion existed among tree species anq. 
soil p:roperties, 
Twenty-reight tl!ee species a.nd t,hirty-one regeneration seedlings 
were present in study.area •. This study was primarily concern~d with 
the frequency of tree species vs soil properties. Different tree 
species, the;i.r frequency and regeneration seedlings are present,ed in 
Tabl~s XXIX to XXXII and Figu.~es'45, 46. 
. -- . . 
Simple·linear correlation 
studi~s Qftwenty ... two t:ree species ·were un4erti:!,ken $.n order to measure 
the. degree of assoc;le:t!lon a.mo~s them·. ;,sign:l.:f'ipant value"' '.Of j}lis study 
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a~e present~d in Table XII. 
Simple linear correlation studies were also unp.e.rtaken to measure 
the degree of association between soil prope:t-ties and t;ree spec:i.E)s qf 
the following.)significant values are pr~se~ted · i~ Table ::,OCII, 
1. sh,ortleaf' pine, 2. white oak, 3. $OUthern red oak, 4. dogwo,od." 
5. black oak, 6 ~ black gum, 7. red maple, e. b+~ck hickory, 
9. mockernut hicflrnry, +O. blueleech, 11. winged elm, 12. sweet 
. ' 
gt\lll, 13. post oak, 14. :wild·plum, 15. 1:;ree huckleberry, 16. ash, 
17. red mulberry, 18. holly, 19. willow oak, 20. loblolly pine, 
21. watel;' oak, .22. sumac, 23. q.epth in inches, 24. slope per·-
centage, 25. g:ra.vel, 26. sand, 27. 13ilt, 2e. clay, 29; exchange-
able n_yq.rogen, 30. exchangeable clacium, 31. ex~hangeaple mag-
nesium, 32, exchangeable potassium, 33. exchangeable sodium, 
34. ~otal exchangeable bases, 35. C.E.C., 36. moist at l/3 atm~ 
37. moist 1 atm, 38. moist 15 atm, 39. available :water, 
40. nitrogen%~ 41~ available phosphorus, 42. ~vai;l.able pot~.ssium, 
43. pH paste 1:1, 44. pH, KCl .• 
These twenty-eight species which were present in the study area 
···~· - :.,-. 
. . . 
are reported in Tables XXIX and XXX. Shortlea.f pine~ white oak, southern 
red oak, black oak, post oak; dogwood, black gum, red maple, wi:pged 
elm, sweet gum and wild plum were present on all qf the 1~ plots 
present in the study area. 
The most frequent species on B0wie fine si:i,ndy loa.,n in order of' 
decreasing frequency were southern red oak, post oak, red m1:J,ple, winged 
elm, tree huckleberry, shumrnards oak, red mulberry, American elm, 
pe~simmon, deerberry, sumac and hol+Y• Shortlea.f pine, white oak, 
southern :red C'.>ak, red maple, winged elm, sweet gum were prl:!sent in a11 
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of the six Bowie soil plots, whereas redbud was not pr~sent· i:n any of 
them. .American elm, persimmon~ deerber;ry, were pre$1;?nt only in Bowie 
fine sandy loam plots and not on any othe11 type of soil. 
Shortleaf' pine, white oak, southern red oak., dogwood, black gum, 
red maple, sweet gum were.present in all the three plots pf Goldsboro 
lo'a.m. Water oak, bitternut hickory, ·bluebeech, redbud, tree huckle-
berry, American elm, persi:imnon, deel:!berry, were not presept in all of 
these plots. The most frequent species on the Goldsboro loam in order 
of 4ec~easing frequency were sweet gum and red maple. 
Shortleaf", white qak, southern· red oak 1 black oak, dogwood, black 
gq.m, Mockernut hickory were pr.esent iri botp, the plots of Herndon loam. 
Loblo:j.ly pine, water oak, blaclt hickory~ bitternut hickory-, ash, hop-
horn beam, red mulberey, American elm, persimmon, deerberey, 13umac, 
holly were not present :i,.n these plots. The most freqllent·species on 
the Herndo;n lo-.m in ·o:rdE!r of'_ .. d~rea~;l.ng. ;f'r~que:n~y we~e ehortleaf 
pine, white oak, dogwood, mockernut h~ckory, and r,d'bud. 
Out of' the al;love 28 species black hickoey; mockernut hickory, 
blue beech, redbud, tree l).~cikll;!!berry, hopho:rnbee,m, red mulb!!rry, 
American.elm, p~rsimmon, vacc 1:1pp, b,oll.V were not preseJit in Myatt 
silt loa;m. The most frequent species cm the Myatt silt· 1oam i,il order 
of decreasing f~equen9y were loblolly pine, post oak, willow oak, 
water oak, winged elm, white oak. 
Simple Lin~ar Correlation Studies 
Twenty-two soil properties were tested for correlation s~gnifi-
ca.nee with twenty-two tree species, and all tw~ntyreight species were 
tested for correla~ion signitieance among th~ms~lves. Correlation 
XII a.pd XIII. 
There~ was a s:tr:nifiennt cor·:t•elation betw~en sho:rtlee.f :oine a:nd. 
soil properties lH:.(: slope, nitrogen, phosphorus D.nd potassium. A 
signU'icant correle.tion was also found between shortJ.eaf p:l.ne with 
other species like loblolly, vacc spp and vhite oa.l,:. A negative flig·-
nificant correlation ohtained with wild plum, 
No ,Jignifica:rit relation was found between white oak soil 
properties, however, there was a. trend of increasing f'requency with 
increase of nitrogen. /\ sip;n:i.f.ica;nt corre1atj.on wa1::i also f'ounc1 bet.1,reen 
white oak, and with wing.~d elm, holly, but it wa~? negatively slgnif'i-"' 
cantly correlated with bl.;;~ck oak and water oah:. 
'l1here was a. significant cor1,elation found beti:·reen t,outhern red 
oak exchangeable magnesium, but i1. positive trend was shown with 
si.lt, phosphorue. potassitun and. a negative trend was shown with r:mn.a 
and. clay. A signif'icant correlation was a.1f30 found. between· sou-thern 
x·~~d oak wi't;h other sped.es like wing,ed elm, holly, mockernut hicJ;ory, 
No significant correlation was found ei the1• 'betweer1 dogwood a.no. 
oioil :properties and also with other species, 
B:lgnificant co:rrela.tion was found between black oak a.nd pH. '1'his 
,species was also significantly correla.tea. with bluebr::~ech, sumac and 
J)<u•si:m.mon. A. negati,re si.gni.fi.cEtnt correlation was obtained with 
white oak. loblolly pine. 
N<:> eign:t:f:1.cant corr.elation was :f.'onnd between black r;um and i,o:l.1 
:p:ro1,,erties hut trend waa shown w1.th exchangeable hydrogen e.nd ca.lei um, 
l s. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3S 
39 
40 
41 
42 
TABLE XII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AMONG FOREST TREE SPECIES 
(Soil Properties (Slgnificant Values Only) 
Variable Variable 
' 
Shortleaf · Pine Slope 
Shortlec1,f Pine Nitrogen 
Shortl~af .· Pine Available Phosp}1orus 
Short leaf"' Pine Available potassium 
Whitl:;! oak Winged ·elm 
White oak Black qak 
White oak Water oak 
s. Red oak Holly 
s. Red oak Ex. magnesium 
Black oak Beech 
Black oak Sumac 
Black oak pH KCl 
Black gum Sweet. gum 
Black gum Water oak 
Red rnapl~ Available water 
Black 'hickory Beech 
Black hickory Ex, nagnesium 
Black hickory Nitrogen 
MOckernut hickory Beech 
M,ockernut hickory Ash 
Bluebeech. Ex. hydrogen 
Winged elm Loblolly·, Pine 
Winged eJ,m Sweet gum 
Sweet gum Holly 
Sweet gum Willow o,;1k 
Post Oak C.E.C. 
Wild plum Moisture 1/3 atm 
Wild plum Availaj)le water' 
Tree huckle:Oerry Water Oak 
Tree huckleberry pH },(Cl 
Willow Oa}< Lob lolly pine 
Willow oak Sumac 
Water oak Ex. hydrogen 
Water oak Ex. sodium 
Water oak Moisture 1/3 atm 
Water oak Moisture :j.5 atm 
Depth Slope 
Depth Silt 
Depth Nitrogen 
Depth Available phosphorus 
Depth Available potassium 
Slope. N:i,trogen 
*significant at .05 level 
iH~significant at . 01 level 
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II 4, I,/ 
0. 80009;'d' 
O. 747401ni 
0. 70666.'d; 
0. 7068Q;'o', 
0. 92099;':~ 
0, 9531, 
1. 0000;1n<: 
1.oooo;H: 
0. ~9453.'d 
1. 00001d': 
0. 99911;•, 
0.695577• 
o. S7606;'d, 
-0. 991541:1 
0. 638221; 
~o. 9979!/c 
-0. 65296;': 
-0. 6/,J,828;': 
1.00001.1, 
0. 97502;'; 
-0. 993f'; 
-1. 0000;•0-: 
0. 729;'; 
1. oooo;'di 
0, 85490?': 
-0.67809;'c 
0. 60798;': 
0.71741;h' 
1. 00001:;': 
0. 962257' 
1. 0000:•:1, 
1. ooootq', 
-0, 94402;', 
0.679;', 
-0,8177' 
-o. s171, 
0. 78581lh' 
0.63269-': 
0. 77437;';-,', 
0. 70841•'d: 
0. 872041:.', 
0. 90124~b', 
TABLE XII ~ Continued 
Ei:-' No. Var-ia.b1e 
43 Slope 
44 Slope 
45 G1'avel 
46 G:,:>avel 
47 Gravel 
48 Gravel 
49 Gravel 
50 Gri:ivel 
51 Sand 
52 Sand 
53 Sand 
54 Silt 
55 Silt· 
56 Silt 
57 Silt 
58 Silt 
59 Clay 
60 Clay 
61 Clay 
62 Clay 
63 Ex. hydrogen 
64 Ex. hydro$en· 
65 Ex. ~'alcium 
66 Ex. calcium 
67 Ex. c'al~ium 
68 Ex. c:alcium 
69 Ex. calcium 
70 Total ex. bases 
71 Total e:x. bases 
72 'l'qtal e:x. bases 
73 Total e:x. bases 
74 C.E.C. 
75 C.E.C. 
76 C.E.C. 
77 Moisture 1/3 atm 
78 Moisture 1/3 atm 
79 Moisture 1 atm 
80 Nitrogen 
81 Nitrogen 
82 Available phosphorus 
83 pH p'a.ste 1:1 
;';Significant at . 05 level 
;h':significant at . 01 level 
Available phosphorus 
Available potassium 
Sand 
Clay 
Total ex. bases· 
C.E.C, 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Clay 
Total ex. bases 
Available water 
Ex. magnesium 
Total ex. bases 
C.E.C. 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
pH.Paste 1:1 
C.E.C. 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Available water 
Total ex. bases 
pH paste 
Ex. magn~sium 
Total e:x. bases 
C,E.C. 
Moisture 1/3 atin 
Moisture 1 atm 
C,E.C. 
Moist4re 1/;3 atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
pH Paste 1:1 
Moisture 1/3 atm 
Moisture::+ atm 
Moisture 1~ atm 
Moisture 1 atm 
Available tv"iater 
Availa];)le water 
Available p'):losphorus 
Available p'otassium 
Available p·otassium 
pH KCI. , 
0.941531:1, 
0. 9$513;'d, 
-0. 96080;'d: 
-0. 99707;h': 
-0. 701821..': 
...,O,pq7161: 
-0~86766;':;': 
-0. 8104/+;'d: 
0. 9535310•, 
0. 580~8;'; 
0. 74390;';;'; 
0. 51640;': 
0. 680907;': 
0, 7:j. 8 0 2M, 
0. 67478;': 
0. 73513;h': 
0.657961: 
0, 88771;H, 
0, 830721q', 
O. 76031;'d: 
0 ,597731: 
-0. 724'.!. 9;h': 
0. 5555211 
0. 61529;': 
0. 71776-ld, 
0. 5715gt: 
0.659181: 
0. 90457;'::': 
0.66587;', 
0. 82507;'p': 
-0. 57226-l· 
0. 539351: 
0. 33539;b': 
0.63955;': 
0. 92257;h': 
0. 92994;':;', 
0. 797931:1: 
0. 921671p': 
0, 9~343-Jn': 
0. 94033;b': 
0. 64000;': 
'1 
s. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
TABLE XIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AMONG FOREST 'J,'RE;E SPECJES 
(Sign~ficant Values Only) 
'• 
Vadable Variable 
Short;l.eaf j?ine White oak 
Short leaf Pine Wild plum 
Short leaf Pine Loblolly pine 
Short leaf Pine Vacc spp 
White oak Black oak 
White oak Winged elm 
White O§ik Horse mint 
s. Red oa~ Mookernut hickory 
Black oak Beech 
Black oak ~oblolly pine 
Black oak Persimmon 
Black oaJ1: Sumac 
Black gum Wild plum. 
Red ina:ple Wild plum 
Black hickory Beech 
Black hickory Vacc spp 
M,od<ernut hickory Beech 
M.ockernut hickory Hophol,"'nbeam · 
MiOckernut hickory Loblolly pine 
Winged elm Reel.bud 
Winged elm Wild plum 
Winged elm Loblolly pine 
Winged elm Vacc spp 
Winged elm Water oak 
Redbud Wild plum 
Redbud Hol.J.y 
Redbud Vacc spp 
Sweet gu.m Wild plum 
Sweet gµm Ash 
Sweet gum Vacc s9p 
Post oa:k Wild plum 
Post oak Loblolly pine 
Post oak Vacc spp 
Ash Hophornbeam 
Ash Horse mint 
Willow cak Persimmon 
Willow oak Water oak 
Willow oak Sumac 
Lob lolly pine Bitternut hickory 
Persimmon Horse niint 
Water oak Horse mint 
*Significant at 0.05 level 
;'n':Significant at O. 01 level 
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., 
.~,;., 
0. 85710;': 
..,1. 00001d; 
1. OOOO;'o': 
;1.. oooo;H: 
..,Q. ~6309;'; 
0. 92099i': 
-1. ooooto'; 
1. ooomH, 
1. oooo;H, 
... 1. 00001o': 
0. 99587;'; 
0.99911;'; 
-1. 0000,H: 
-1. 00001i1; 
-0. 997951: 
1. oooot:;': 
1. 00001,;•, 
0. 975021;;'; 
-1. 000010-: 
o. ne59;b'; 
-1.ooooM, 
1. 0000;';;'; 
1. oooo;h'; 
1, OOQ01i1: 
..-1. OOOQ1o', 
:1. oooo;h~ 
1. OOOQMt 
1. ooooM; 
0. 95093;'; 
1. oooo;'p', 
1. OOOOto', 
-1 . 0000;';;'; 
-1. OOOOMt 
0. 94281;'; 
1, OOOOitii 
1.0000Mt 
1. OOOQ1p't 
1. OOOOMt 
1. oooo;h'; 
1. oooo;b', 
1. OOOQMt 
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Black gum was also significantly correlated.with $'Weet·. gum.; but a 
negative co:rrel13,tion was obtained "t.rith. wild plum, loblolly, water oak, 
vacc spp. 
A significant correlation was found between :red m~ple and avail-
. . . ' . 
able moisture but it was negatively correlated with wi:l,.d plum and 
loblolly pine. 
A negative significant correlation was found between black 
hickory and exchangeable magnesium, nitrogen~ A negative ~ignificant 
correlation was obtained with blue beech. 
An increasing trend was fauna. between mockernut hickory and 
exchangeable calcium, exchangeable magnesium and moisture at 1/3 a-ym. 
Mockernut hickory was also significantly correl~ted with. loblolly pine 
and vacc spp. 
A negative significant correlation was found between .blue l1eech 
and e;J\changea'ble hydrogen. It was also sign;ificantly co:ir:r:-elated with 
black oak, black hickory, and mockernut hickory. 
No significant correlation was found betweenwine;ed.elmand soil 
prope;rties but a negative trend was observe~ wtth e:x:ehan~e~'ble. potas-
sium. Winged elm was also significantly correlated with recipud, 
loblally pine, water oak, vacc spp, sweet gum, white.oak~ sp-µtherri red 
OB$. but negatively correlated with wild plum, 
Negative trend was found between sweet gum and depth, excha.nge-
able magnesium, available phosphorus. A signific1:1,nt correl~tion was 
also found between sweet gum and holly, wild plum 9 lo'blolly pine, 
vacc spp, blac.k gum, winged elm, willow oa.lt and ash. 
A si1snificant corre;l.at;i.on was found between :i-e~b~q*.a.nd with 
other species like holly, vacc spp, winged elm, but negatiyely 
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correlated with wild plum. 
A negative significant correlation was found between post oak and 
C.E.C. This species was correlated witll wild plum, ·A negative trend 
was observed between post oak'and loblolly pine, vacc spp. 
A significant correlation was found between wi+dplumand 
available moistwe •. Correlation was also found with i,:;hortleaf pine, 
bla,ck hickory, sweet gum, post oak a.nd inversely relatecl with black 
gum, red maple, winged elm, redbud. 
A significant positive correlation was observed 'between tree 
huckleberry and pH, Trend was. observed w;i.th slope~ ·available pot~s-
sium and exchangeable f:!Odium •.. This tree species was. correlatep. with 
oak. 
A positive trepd was fo\llld between a.sh and slope, exchangeable 
calcium, pH, but negative trendwe.s observed with exchangeab;Le potas-
sium. Ash was also significantly correla,ted, with ho:pho:rn beam, per ... 
simmop, mockernuthickory, and sweet gum. 
No correlation was fot!,nd between red mulberry, either w:j.th soil 
prop~rties, nor tree species. 
A significant correlation was fou,nd betw~en·hophorn beam* and 
mockernut hickory, ash, and trend was shown with.Ho:tly, persimmon. 
A positive trend was found between holly and nitrogen, exchange-
able potassium, but a negative trend was shown with silt, Holly sig-
nificantly correlated with white ?ak, southern ;red oak, redb-ud, .sweet 
gum. 
A positive trend was fot1.nd between willow oak and exchangeabl!:! 
potassium and a negative trend with magnesium. A significant corre-
lation was found between willow o.ak and persim,non, water oa.k, 1;?umac 
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loblo.l.ly pine and sweet gum. 
A trend was fo'\.l,nd between loblolly pine and sand, exchangea,ble 
calcium, exchangeable magnesium and a negative trend was found wHh 
exchangeable hydrogen and sodium. It was significantly oorrelate(l 
with water oak~ bitternut hickory, black riicko:ry, winged elm, sweet 
gum, and willow oak~ Loblolly pine was inversely related with black 
oak, black gum, red maple, post oak and mockernut hickory~ 
A negative significant cc,rrelatipn was found between water ol:l,k 
exchangeable hydrogen, and positive trend with pH a~d negative trend 
with exchangeable sodium. Water oak was also correlated with mooker-
nut hicl',:ory, winged elm, tree huckleperry, willow oak, lc.)blolly pine 
and inversely related with white oak, black gum. 
A significant correlation was found between .AmeriGan elro~ ~nd 
black oak, ash, willow oak. 
A significant correlation was found betweenpersillll!lon*and black 
oak, ash, willow oak, 
A significant .correlation was found bet¥een f'requency (r)f vacc 
spp*and other tree speci~s like blaek hickory, ,Jinged elm,· red bud, 
sweet gum, and inversely related with black gum and mock~rnut hickqry, 
A positive trend was foundbet,ween sumac and gravel. and negai;ive 
trend was observed with silt, available phosphorus, e~changeable hydro-
getl. Sumac was also·corre;Lated with b:;Lack oak and wilJ,ow oak. 
Bitternut hickory* was correlated sigp.ificant,ly w:1.1;h the loblolly 
pine, 
Each soilprope:rty and the frequency of th~ species that ea.ch one 
of . these properties that are related are shown as follows.: 
* omitted in the correlation coefficient between soil properties and 
tree species. 
Depth: sweet gum 
Slope: shortleaf pine, wh,ite oak, tree huckleberry-~ ash. 
Gri:tvel: Southern red oak, black oak, sumac. 
Sand: Southern red oak, black oak, loblolly pine. 
Silt: Southern red oak, post oak, holly, sumac. 
Cle.yr Southern red oak, black oak. 
Exchangeable hydrogen: Black gum, blue beech, lo"blolly pine, water 
oak, sumac. 
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Exchangeable calcium: Black gum,mockernut hicko:ry, a~h, willow oak. 
Exchangeable magnesi'um: Southern red oak, black hickory, mockernut 
hickory , sweet gum. · 
Exchangeable potass::i.um:. Black o~k, bluebeech, winged elm, ash, willow 
oak. 
Excnangeable sodium: Bl,U:e beech, tree hl.\ckleber:ry, loblolly pine, 
water oak. 
Total exchangeable cations: Water oak. 
C.E,C.: Black hickory, winged elm, post oak, water oak. 
Available water: Red maple, blue beech, wild pl~. 
Nitrogen: Shortleaf pine, white oak, black hi<:?korr, holly, 
Available phosphorus: Shortleaf pine, southern red oak, sweet gum, 
sumac. 
Available potassium: Shortleaf pine, southern red oak, tree 
huc;tdeberry. 
pH: Black oak, post oak, tree huckleberry, ash, water oak. 
Significant correlation of loblolly pine was found with eleven 
other tree species, water oak with eight, winge~ elm with eight, sweet 
gum with eight, wild plum with seven, vacc !:!PP with seven, mocke:rnut 
hickory with seven, white oak with six, black oak with six, black gum 
with five, willow oak with five, southern red oak with three and 
lastly post oak was correlated with three other tree speci~s as shown 
:no 
in 'rable XIII. 
In conclusion edaphic factors in addition to other ecological 
factors, play signifi~ant role in affecting valuaple tree species 
frequency in this area especially shortleaf pine and whit.e oak, which 
are affected by slope percentage; southern red oak, black oak, post; 
oak, loblolly pine which are affected by te~ture; black gum, loblolly 
pine, water oak, willow oak, sweet gum, post oak, which a.re affeeted by 
exchangeable cations and C.E.C,; red m~ple, bluebeech, wild plum are 
affected by available water; Shortleaf pine, white oak, southern red 
oak, sweet gum, black O!lk, post oak and water oak which are affected 
by ni t:rogen anq. available n~trients. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Foresters as well as Agronomists &nd th~se engaged in soil research 
are interested in appraising the productivity of different classes of 
soil. Often as many as four to six :;;ite factors may be meaningful in 
terms of wood production of a given species of tree and two or three are 
likely to be of paramount importance. Scientific forest~y, no less than 
scientific fa~ming, must be based qn a kno~ledge of the productive 
potent~al of the land (92). With intensification of forest management 
has come the need for acria by acre classification of site quality. 
Approximately 4.8 million acres of the total 5.5 million acres was 
classified as commercial forest land in east~rn Oklahoma. Shortleaf 
pine, is one of the four pine specie:;; commonly referred to as Southern 
yellow pine. It comprises about 1/4 of the total volume of pine timber 
in the South which is shown in Figure 3. 
The present investigation has been designed to study the 
utilization of soil properties for site evaluation with the following 
specific objectives. 
1) To determine the relationship between soil properties and 
site index of shortleaf pine (pinus echinata Mill) in 
I 
order to estimate thia growing capacity of the Coastal. 
Plain soils of Southeastern Oklahoma. 
2) To investigate the causes for the distribution of forest 
1n 
tree species in this regicm' 
The thr>ee sections of the ~tate listed have unique topo[!traphic 
features which influence the development of natu;r-al vegetation, part of. 
Southeast Oklahoma contains the Gulf Coastal Plain. The study area is 
located in the vicinity of Broken Bow, in McCurtain County, Oklahoma as 
shown by Figures 1 and 2. 
The soils included in this study represent four soil types namely 
Bowie fine sandy loam, Goldsboro loam, Herndon l?am and Myatt silt: loam. 
Bowie fine sandy loam, Herndon loam, Goldsboro lo~m and Myatt silt loam 
follow in decreasing orderof sand, Myatt silt loam, Gold,sporo loam, 
Herndon loam and Bpwie fine sandy loam follow.in the decreasing order of 
silt~ Herndon, Myatt, Goldsbono and Bcrwie follow in the decreasing order 
of clay content. The general t:t;'end·in all the~e profiles is a o,ecrease 
of sand, silt (except in Goldsboro) particle and an ;increase o:f clay 
content as. the depth is increased. This reliitionship suggests the 
possibility of eluviation of fine.c+~Y from tne A hprizon iq.to the B 
horizon, Goldsboro loam, Het>ndon loam, Bowie fine.sandy loam and Myatt 
silt loam follow in tpe decreasing order of finer mi;J.tertal, it is but 
natural for these profiles to follow in the same oro.er when rating 
available water. Moisture release cu:rives in general inc!icate that more 
available water contained in the horizons where the ~+ay content, finer 
material or organic matter is present. Presence of less or m9re of 
exchangeable hydrogen and calcium is related to the reaction of the 
horizon. rt also indicates that exchangeable cal.cium is dominant in the 
Al horizon (except in Herndon), exchangeable bases (cc1,;I.9ium, magnesium, 
potassiu.m, sodium) show d~creasing trend in the A2, B21 t l"Jprizcms, and 
increasing trend in B2 horizons. Higher c.i:;.c. is found in t;he Al than 
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in the Az. This su_ggE;ists that G.E.C. depend$ on clay contept, nitr_ogen 
percentage and available moisture. There is a dec:i:'easi_ng trend of pH 
and nitv_ogen as the depth progresse<l. Chemical studj.~f:l also indicate 
that these profiles are low in available nutrients exqept Herqdon loam. 
S.i te index i,s the mei;isu:r>e of al,i efhicti ve fac:;to:rs of ~ite, climate, 
biotic .and physi_ographic as well as edaphic factors. Site ,i.11,dex alone 
is, at best, a meaf:iure of site potential fo:r;, specific_ ge_ograppic or 
. genetic strain of a speciea. R:egres.sion c;lnalysis indicated that the 
growth of short leaf pine is related to s,iope. percent.age~ ava.i.;t.ab;t.e . 
moistur1e, ava.:i,iab.l,.e phosphorua in A, C.E.C, of A ari.d v~riables like 
(SilttClay) of B · 
Field capacity of Bx Depth of A, 
(Silt+G.1..a;:()·ofi B 
Depth of· B1 • ' ' • 
Two· auitable predicting eg,uations are de~ive<;}. fo:r determination of 
site ipqex of $hortleaf pine_ grown in Cqas1;al Plain soils of South~ast 
Oklahoma. 
1) Y (Site lnde~) = 106.19403-0.e2979(slope)-0.38993(available 
moisture in A2 hprizons)~*-O.Q2989(avaiiable 
potassium inB ho:rizons)* 
2) .y (Site Index) = 81 03079+0 17751 (Si.:tt+Clai> • l) th 
· · · · ·. · F'iel4 papadity of. B 1 • " e;p 
of A+0.20162(% sand in A)-437.86739(% nitrogen 
in A)+0.65072(A.vailable phosphorus in A)*t 
2.709$8(C.E.C. of A)*.,,.3.171p6(Silt+Clax)of B 
· . ' ' Pe:,.,th of B . 
**Significant at 1%:,J.~v(;!l 
*s:ignificant at si level 
The q1Jestion naturally arises however, as to why different tree 
species and with different frequencies 09cur in the s~me climatic 
r_egions. Edaphic factors in addition to ec9logiqal fac;.tors; play a 
. great part in .inf~uencing the frequency of the valuable. tree ,species as 
shown in thiei stuc;;l.y: Th~s -investigation ;;;hows that. fa~tops like slope 
percentage affects the freQuency of ~bortleaf pine and white oak. Soil 
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texture affect~ S<;mthern red oak~ black oak, posit; oak, ·iQbiq:J..ly pine. 
E;xchangeable cations in the soil a;nd C,E;C, affect the ·aiitrib4tion of 
black gum, lob lolly pine, water _oak, wlllow o~k·, ijWe_et.~ ~~rt an~ l~Qst qak . 
Availp.ble soil moisture affects red mapl~ ~ blµebee~h, w;l4 :pi~m ;. 
nitrogen and available nut:,:,ients t:hat of shortl,ei:if pine' 'wtd.te :oak' 
southern red oak, sweet. gum,· black 9ak· and· post oak~: . · :·: 
Similarly s_ignificant correlation of shQ:r:itlea;f' .p.iile ·wais ;found w.j.th 
. · .. ,· .. . 
. .. ·. " .. 
1+ other tree spe~ie~: . water oa~ · w;i.th a·, wi_I)$ed· ~J,m. with ;8 ~ swee-t;_ gum 
. . 
with 8, wild plum with 7, Vacc spp with 7, Mockernut ·hickorr ~;i.th 7 1 
. . . ..· . 
white oak with 6, black oak with 6~ black gurnwith ~ .• ~U~pw. <;>ii~ with· 
.. . 
5, southe:rn red oak with 3, and iastly po~t oak is·cer:reI:ated w.itll 8 
other tree sp~ci~s~ 
. . ·_:: .· ... i."r '.. . . : 
I. It is s_uggested to tG1ke more number. of pl:(jts-{or stµt.ly 
es~edally for this type of :resei3,rch work •.. It: is: a,\so'. ·~J,J.~~ei;;ted to ~ake 
some.more soil properties ip add.ition tq the pt'e~ent on~;·iike age, :;i:.w. 
value:;;, bulk density, clay fraction especia;Uy' l<ao.qn; MQJ'ltt11011',Ulonite 
and Illi te ( so far thiS! aspect of resec3rrch has np"\: be~n dc;,n~), al].. 
. ' . 
topographic featu:res' impor>tant so,il morphol_ogical feat~r~s' 'a;i. t,i tude 
rainfall, frost free days ( if there are any di;ff~repces). f:ip~ :~fffect ( if 
present). All these properties must be cor~e+ate~ w$.tn_S.;(.' qf c;lesireq. 
tree species, cm each different soil type found in c;:qastal Pla..in sqils 
to derive predic±i.ng equation .for each oµe 'of tbElpi & :9C)mb~n~,:·;i;i.1 of them 
to get final r_egression equation for· the. entir.e ·area. 
1. Shortlea:f pine , 2 . Loblol;ly :pine , .: ;3 • Poe.:t oa~ • · : 4'~ R,~d, c,a.k , 
5. Black oak, 6. White oak, 7. Willow oak, ·· 8:~ :; Wa.te/ c.ak, ~. Red 
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gum, 10, · Black gqm are the importa:qt foi'est t:cee spf;c which a.r'e 
.valuable from the viewpoint of c;ommercial and other utilities 
distributed in Coa;:;tal P;Lain s9ils which is about 500 thousand acey,f=!ge 
in area, 
II. Cpml?rehensive study of the relatio~whip of soil properties and 
site index of these species is sug;gested. It w:tn not be time consuming 
because soil pl"'ofiles and ;soil properties are common to many ;:;pecies 
only extra work which is required to take site iqdices of thes~ species 
c1-nd run stepwise multiple regression for each species. 
HI, AQother·piece of ;research war)< which is i:;ugge\Sted here is to 
study the·r~lationship of site indices of ten tree species ;referred to 
above, so that when the site of one species is known fori a g!ven piece 
of land it is possible to determine by use of equations or chart, the 
site index for one or all the other nine species. 
If the aforesaid valuable.research ii;; undertaken I ,am sure farmers 
and industrialists will be benefitec;i much in kind and casl) and also one 
aspect of the research work will be completed and it will be on a par 
with other states wpere research is being carried out w,i,th soil 
properties q.nd growth of forest trees. 
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SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM 
PLOT NO. 6 
Lab No, Horizon Depth s Gravel 
in 1 % 
Inches 0% 
p 
e 
66-S-367 A1 0-4 L7 
66-S-368 A2 4--12 3% 2.9 
66-S-369 B21 12-40 L5 t 
66-S-370 B22t: 40-50 2.7 
DLOT NO, 7 
66-S-371 A1 0-4 11.5 
66-S-372 A2 4-13 3% 9.2 
66-S-373 B21t 13-27 7.1 
~6-S-374 B22t 27-36 8.5 
- - '·"' -
bLQT NO. 8 
-
:)6-S-375 A1 0-4 2.7 
136-S-376 A2 4-16 3% 2.7 
66-S-377 B21t 16-31 2.6 
66-S-378 B22t 31-39 2.9 
TABLE XIV 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Mechanical Analisis Textural 
Sand Silt Clay Classification 
% % % 
56 35 9 Sandy loam 
59 32 9 Sandy loam 
58 31 1.1 Sandy loam 
55 32 13 Sandy loam 
62 34 4 Sandy loam 
59 35 6 Sandy loam 
55 16 29 Sandy loam 
50 21 29 Sandy clay loam- -
- -
51 43 6 Sandy loam 
50 40 10 Loam 
35 39 26 Loam 
36 35 29 Clay loam 
Moisture Release Characteristics 
1/3 atm 1 atm 15 atm Available 
Moisture 
10.75 8.49 4.26 6.49 
8,85 8,08 3.19 5.66 
11.68 8,15 4. 1.8 7.50 
10.84 10.27 4,88 5.96 
9.47 7.36 4.24 5 .23 
13.39 10.03 2.33 11.06 
16.54 15.28 5.65 10.89 
12.34 8.56 8.50 3.84 
15.32 10.03 5.65 9.67 
27.12 15,21 3.39 23,73 
28.45 19.88 9.53 18.92 
31.87 23.50 9.88 21. 99 
~ 
i 
= 
I-' 
00 
lJ1 
PLOT NO. 11 
Lab No, Horizon Depth s Gravel 
in 1 % Inches 0% 
p 
e 
66-S-387 Al 0-5 5.4 
:66-S-388 A2 5-8 4,0 
66-S-389 B2lt 8-17 3% 15.7 
66-S 390 B22t 17-31 6.2 
17 66-S-391 A2 and 31-42 D.3 
B22t 
PLOT NO, 12 
-- -- ·-. 
66-S-392 A1 0-6 1.4 
66-S-393 A2 6-14 3% 1.5 
66-S-394 B21t 1.4-36 1. 7 
66-S-395 B22t 36-67 2.1 
PLOT NO, 13 
67-S-805 A1 0-8 1.3 
67-S-806 A2 8-15 3% 2,0 
67-S-807 B21t & 15-~2 3.3 
B22t 
TABLE XIV - Continued 
Mechanical Aralisis Textural 
Sand Silt Clay Classification 
% % % 
62 28 10 Sandy loam 
72 21 '7 Sandy loatn 
64 26 10 Sandy loam 
51 16 33 Sandy clay 
loam 
61 19 20 Sandy clay 
loam 
- -
42 36 22 Loam 
52 35 13 Loam 
SD 33 17. Loam 
52 27 21 Sandy clay 
loam 
77 21 2 Sandy loam 
73 21 6 Sandy loam 
61 21 18 Sandy loam 
Moisture Release Characteristics 
1/3 atm ·1 atm 15 atm Available 
Moisture 
11.91 9 .18 8,63 3, 2-8 
11.85 10.34 7,44 4.41 · 
9.40 9.18 7.43 1. 97 
17 .60 15.46 8.63 8.97 
12.30 10. 34 8.63 3.67 
9.14 8 .63 . 7.70 1.44 
9~84 9.40 8.48 1. 36 
18.58 12.80 12 .4 7 6.11 
20.15 12.92 14.27 5.88 
9.79 5.70 2.45 7.34 
12.07 7.73 3.14 8. 93 · 
17.59 12.96 7.90 9.69 
l 
..... 
00 
(J'\ 
SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM 
PLOT NO" _5 
Labo No. Horizon Depth 
66-S-358 A1 0-2 
66-S-359 A2 2-5 
66-S-360 B1 5-16 
66-S-361 B21t 16-28 
66-S-362 Bnt 28-39 
PLOT NOo 9 
66-S-379 A1 0-3 
-66-S-380 A2 3-13 _ 
5-6-S-381 B1 13-25 
66-S-382 B21t 25-41 
PLOT NO. 14 
67-S-808 A1 0-5 
67-S-809 A2 5-12 
67-S-810 B21t 12-34 
67-S-811 B22t 34-64 
67-S-812 B23t 64-74 
f Gravel 
~% % 
e 
-
4. 1 
5o1 
1% 3,9 
3.8 
3,7 
1.3 
1% 1.2 
1.3 
0.9 
1.2 
1% 1.5 
2.9 
3.7 
6.7 
TABLE XV 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Mechanical Analysis Textural 
Sand Silt Clay Classification 
% % % 
58 33 9 Sandy loam 
60 31 9 Sandy loam 
52 36 12 Loam 
42 35 23 Loam 
33 38 29 Clay loam 
30 59 11 Loam 
24 -60 16 Silt loam 
18 133 19 Silt loam 
20 65 15 Silt loam 
59 39 2 Sandy loam 
56 36 8 Sandy loam 
35 47 18 Loam 
26 40 34 Clay loam 
51 39 10 Loam 
Moisture Release Characteristics 
:1/3 atm 1 atm 15 atm Available 
Moisture 
16042 •:12007 1-Lgg 1.1. )+3 
13.57 10~58 3o84 -g, 73 
18.70 10;55 3.48 15.22 
30041 17.93 7,66 22.75 
33,28 2L59 10.34 22.94 
33.04 18.66 4,47 28.57 
30.60 18~31 3.99 26.61 
31. 73 20. 8-6 5.00 26.73 
30.61 23.80 5.87 24.74 
17.97 9.09 4.00 13.97 
16.37 9.-04 3.93 12044 
24.10 15.85 8009 16c01 
25.30 17.70 10.10 15.20 
17.38 10.86 4.84 12.54 
i 
I-' 
00 
",J 
SOIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM 
PLOT NO, 2 
, 
Lab No, Hor·izon Depth 1 Gravel 
0 p% % 
e 
66-S-350 A1 0-2 1+2,19 
66-S-351 A2 2-5 12 34-,96 
66-S-352 B1 5-14 22.78 
66-S-353 B21t 14-27 16.67 
PLOT NO. 3 
66-S-354 A1 0-4 110 94 
66-S-355 A2 4-10 12 19.92 
66-S-35"6 B21t 10-15 4.81 
66-S-357 B22t 15-30 0. 8-6 
SOIL TYPE: MYATT SILT LOAM 
PLOT NO. 10 
&6-S-383 A1 0-5 0.5 
06-S-384 A2q 5-16 1 0.4 
06-S-385 B-· Ltq 16-33 0.9 
56-S-386 B22tq 33-36 1.0 
TABLE XVI 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
, 
Mechanical Analysis Textural 
Sand Silt Clay Classification 
% % % 
41 48 11 Loam 
48 38 14 Loam 
41 43 16 Loam 
28 37 35 Clay loam 
55 35 10 Sandy loam 
59 28 13 Sandy loam 
40 37 23 Loam 
24 27 49 Clay 
36 56 8 Silt loam 
37 51 12 Silt loam 
28 53 19 Silt loam 
24 51 25 Loam 
Moisture Release Characteristics 
:1/3 atm 1 atm 15 atm Available 
Moisture 
29.82 20,69 1L86 17,96 
23.82 20.30 6,27 17. 55 
19.67 15,24- 5,50 14.17 
34.75 26,79 12.66 22.11 
23040 20,70 6.63 16. Tl 
17.80 15.22 3.53 14.27 
19.21 17.62 7.11 12.10 
28.20 26.93 16.30 11. 90 
26.51 18.56 9.39 17.12 
25,83 17.04 1L08 14,75 
20.15 11.4-8 13.61 6,54 
20.63 20.18 14-.29 6. 34-
' 
' 
I-' 
00 
00 
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TABLE XVII 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM 
PLOT NO. 6 
Lab Hori- Pep th pH Exchangeable Cations M,e./100gms. C.E.C, 
Number zon p'._n Paste H Ca Mg K Na Total M.e./ Inches 1:'1 100gms 
66-S-367 A1 0-4 6.Q 1.99 3.7 3.36 0.26 0,61 9.92 8. 78 
66-S-368 , A2 4-12 5.8 1.00 2.2 2.00 0.26 o.7o 6,16 6.00 
66-S-369 B21t 12-40 5.3 3.49 2.3 2.00 0.31 0.22 8.32 5.28 
66-S-370 B22t 40-50 5.1 3.49 2.2 2.5:1,. 0.26 0.26 8.72 6.16 
PLOT NO. 7 
66-S-371 A1 0-4 5.2 3.98 3.3 0.84 0.26 0.22 8.60 8.14 
66-S-372 A2 4-13 5.1 0.75 2.8 0.34 Q.31 0.35 4.55 3.58 
66-S-373 B21t. 13-27 4.9 3.98 2.3 2.QO 0.31 0.26 8. 85 · 6.00 
66-S-374 B22t 27-36 4.8 4.23 2.8 3.01 0.61 0.22 10.87 9.21 
PLOT NO. 8 
66-S-375 A1 0-4 5.1 1.25 4.0 3.34 0.31 0.22 9 .12 · 9.85 
66-S-376 A2 4-16 4.8 1.00 3.0 2.51 Q.31 0.22 7 .c1+ 6.43 
66-S-377 B21 t 16-31 4,5 1.00 4,0 5.01 0.21 0,35 10.57 11.57 
66--:S-378 B22t 31-39 4.7 2.00 3.1 3.Q6 0.31 0.26 8.73 12.71 
PLOT NO. 11 I 
66-S-387 A1 0-5 5.9 0.75 3.1 2.00 0.10 0.22 6.17 5.57 
I 
66-S-388 A2 5-8 5.7 1.25 3.1 1. 79 0.10 0.17 6.41 4,63 
66-S-389 B2It 8-17 5.5 2.50 3.1 0.84 0.10 0.17 6.71 6.14 
66-S-390 B22t 17-31 4.9 6.23 2.5 4.18 0.31 0.17 3.39 16.35 
66-S-391 
, 
. A2t 31-42 . 4.814.21 2.6 0.33 0.26 0.22 7.62 5. 71 B~2t 
PLOT NO. 12 
I 
66-S-392 A1 0-6 4.7 3.98 2.6 3. 34 · 0.10 0.26 10.28 10.85 
66-S-393 A2 6-14 4.8 1.25 0.4 1.79 0.15 0,26 3,85 3.84 
66-S-394 Bn.t 14-36 4.6 5.70 0.6 1.39 0.23 0.35 8.27 7. 71 
66-S-395 Bz2t 36-67 4.3 6.94 0.5 1.00 0.13 0.39 8.96 9.28 
190 
TABLE XVII~ CoBtinued 
PLOT NO, 13 
Lab Hori- Depth pH Exchangea))le Cations M.e./10Qgms, I C.E.C, Number zon in Pa;3te M.e./ 
Inches 1:1 H Ca Mg K Na Total 100gm::: 
67,-S-805 A1 0-8 5.2 2.23 1.5 1.00 0.31 0.22 5.26 4.28 
67-S-806 A2 8-15 5,0 2.23 2.0 1.67 0,41 0.3$ 6.69 6.14 
67-S-807 B21t 15-52 4,9 4.48 1.0 1.25 0,51 0.43 7.67 8.43 
B22t 
TABLE XVUI 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TY:PE: GOLDSBORO LOAM 
PLOT NO, 5 
Lab Hori- Depth pH 
Number zon in Paste 
Inches 1:1 
.. 
66-S-358 A1 0-2 5 ,'9 
66-S-359 Az 2.,.5 5.8 
66-S-360 B1 5.,.15 5.7 
66-S-361 B21t 16-28 5.2 
66-S-362 Bzzt 28-39 5.0 
PLOT NO. 9 
66-8=379 A1 0-3 . 4.8 
66-S-380 A2 3-13. 4.8 
.66-S-381 B1 · 13-25 4.8 
66-S-'382 B21t 25-41 4.7 
PLOT NO. 1~ 
67-S-808 A1 0-5 5.3 
67-S-809 Az ·· 5-12 5.2 
67-S-810 Bz1t . i~/J34 4,8 
67-S-811 Bzzt 34-64 4.9 
67-S-:-812 Bz3t • 64-74 4;9 
Excha,ngeable Cations M.e./10Qgms, 
H Ca Mg K Na Total 
·2.74 4.00 4.'.j.8 0.26 0.35 · 11.53 
1.25 2.80 4.18 0.05 0,35 8.63 
1.00 2.00 1.67 0.77 0.43 5.87 
2.99 4.50 2.51 Q ,31 0.26 10.57 
4.99 2.50 2.92 1.53 0.43 12.37 
4.48 3.1· 3.01 0.4'.j. 0.22 11.22 
3.98 2.8 1.50 0.21 0,26 8.75 
4.98 2.3 1.50 0.61 0.22 9.61 
4.98 3.0 3.01 0,26 0.18 11.43 
l 
4.46 2.00 1.20 0.51 0.43 8.60 
2.73 1.50 · 1.00 0.51 0~43 6.17 
4.48 1.00 1.25 ·. 0.41 0.38 7 .52 · 
5.98 1.50 1,20 0.62 0.38 9.68 
4.71 1.50 0.83 0.51 0.35 7.90 
191 
C.E.C. 
M.~./ 
100QJI1s 
,12.28 
12.35 
4.14 
1Q.85 
12.42 
11.57 
6,43 
7.14 
8.12 
6.64 
5.57 
9.00 
11.71 
6.28 
192 
TABLE XIX 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM 
PLOT NOo 2 
uab Hori- !Depth pH Exchangeable C~tions M .:e. /100gms. O.E,C. 
Number zon tl-n Paste H Ca Mg K Na Total M.e./ Inches 1:1 100gms 
66-S-350 A1 0-2 5 .1 5.59 5.10 5.01 0.31 0.70 16.71 16.35 
66-S-351 A2 2-5 5.0 3.99 2.20 2.08 0. 4-1 0.64- 9.32 8.78 
66-S-352 B1 5-14 5,0 4.4-8 1.80 3.34- 0.21 0.64- 10.47 9.92 
66-S-353 B21t 14--27 4. 6 4- .59 2.20 3.36 Q.10 0,70 10.95 12.35 
FLOT NO. 3 
66-S-354 A1 0-4 4.8 6.72 4-.00 2.51 0.4-1 Q.52 14.16 12.14 
66-S-355 A2 4-10 4.9 5.98 2.30 2.51 0.26 0 . 4-4- 11.49 10.85 
66-S-356 B2.1 t 10-15 4.8 5.85 1.00 1.67 1.28 0,4-3 10.23 9.92 
66-S'-357 B22t 15-30 l.J.o8 110.58 1.20 4.68 0,51 0,26 17.23 18.42 
SOIL TYPE: MYATT SILT LOAM 
PLOT NO. 10 
66-S-383 A1 0-5 4.6 3.49 4.0 2.51 0.21 0.17 10.38 1.0.26 
66-S-384 A2q 5-16 4,7 5.48 3.5 2.51 o.~1 0.35 12.15 ;1.1. 57 
66-S-385 Bztq 16-33 4.9 7.48 3.0 3, 34- Q.10 0.39 14.31 12. 71 
66-S-386 B22tq 33-36 5.0 6.72 3. C) 2.50 0.89 0.65 13.76 16 .9!: 
TABLE; XX 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM 
PLOT NO. 6 
Lab Hori- Depth I pH 
Number zon in Paste KCl 
Inches 1:1 
66-S-367 A1 0-4 6,0 5.4 
66-S-368 A2 4-12 5.8 5.0 
66-$-369 B21t 12-40 5,3 4.1 
66-S-370 B22t 40-50 5.1 3.8 
PLOT NO. 7 
66-S-371 A1 0-4 5.2 4.7 
66-S-372 A2 4-13 5.1 4.2 
66-S-373 B21t 13-27 4.9 3.8 
66-S-374 B22t 27-36 4.8 3.7 
PLOT NO. 8 
66-S-375 A1 0-4 5,1 4.5 
66-$::.376 A2 4-16 4.8 4.0 
6q-s..:3'77 B21t 16-31 4.5 3.7 
66-S-378 B22t 31-39 4.7 ~.6 
PLOT NO. 11 
66-S-387 A1 0-5 5.9 4.9 
66-S-388 A2 5-8 5.7 4.6 
66-S-389 B21t 8-17 5.5 4.7 
66-S-390 B22t 17-31 4.9 3.9 
pf 
6q-S-391 2,t 31-42 4,8 3.9 B22+ 
PLOT NO 12 
66-S-392 A1 0-6 4.7 3.8 
66-S-393 A2 6-14 4.8 3.8 
66-S-394 B21t 14-36 4.6 3.4 
66-S-395 B22t 36-67 4.3 3.5 
PLOT NO. 13 
67-S-805 A1 0-8 5.2 4.2 
67-S-806 A2 8-15 5,0 3.9 
67-S-807 B2lt 15-52 4.9. 3.9 
Bz?t 
' Nitroger Available Nutrients 
% Lbs. Per Acre 
.t-'hospnorus Potassium 
0.052 7.54 105 
0.037 7.56 85 
0.013 5.95 100 
0.009 7.54 90 
0.103 9.63 130 
0.021 3.77 70 
0.017 3. 77 105 
0.021 3. 77 165 
0.155 18.135 165 
0.026 5.65 60 
0.013 3. 77 165 
0.015 3.77 170 
0.065 5.66 100 
0.021 7.54 110 
0.009 5.66 90 
0. 02:l. 5.66 205 
O.OQ9 5.66 90 
0.051 7.54 100 
0.013 5.66 75 
Q.013 3. 77 75 
0.01::i. 1.89 70 
0.057 3.77 70 
0,031 3. 77 85 
0.040 1.88 90 
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TABLE XXI 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM 
PLOT NO. 5 
Lab · Horizon Depth 
~umbe:r in 
lncpes. 
66-S-358 A1 0-2 
66-S-359 A2 2-5 
66.,.S-360 B1 5-16 
66-S-'361 . B21t 16-28 
66-S-362 B22t 28 .... 39 
PLOT NO. 9 
66-S-379 A1 0 ... 3 
66-S-380 A2 3-13 
66-S-381 . B1 13-25 
66"-S-.382 B21t 25-41 
PLOT NO. 14 
67-S-808 A1 0-5 
67-S-809. A2 5-12 
67-S-810 Bz1t ·. 12-34 
67-S-811 B22t 34-64 
67-S-812 B23t 64-74 
I 
pH Nitrog~n 1 
Paste KCl %'' 
1:1 
5.9 5.3 0.073 
5.8 5.1 0.043 
5.7 4.6 0'.026 
5.2 4.1 0.013 
5.0 3.8 0,017 
4.8 4.1 O.OS6 
4.8 3.9 0.026 
4.8 3.8 0.013 
4.7 3.8 0.021 
5,3 4.4 0.079 
5.2 4.0 0,031 
4.8 3,5 0.026 
4.9 3.5 0.026 
4.9 3.6 0.022 
194 
Available Nutrients 
Lbs ., ,Per. Acre 
Phospho:rus Potassium 
7.54 90 
7 .54 65 
3.77 60 
5.66 130 
1.89 175 
9.63 80 
3. 77 75 
1.89 90 
1.89 90 
13.20 80 
5.65 60 
3.77 120 
3. 77 110 
5.66 70· 
SOIL TYPE: HERNDON LOAM 
PLOT NO, 2 
uab Horizon Depth 
Number in 
Inches 
06-S-350 A1 0-2 
66-S-351 A2 2-5 
66-S-352 B1 5-14 
66-S-353 B21t 14-27 
PLOT NOo 3 
66-S-354 A1 0-4 
66-S:'-355 A2 4-10 
' 
66-S-'356 B21t 10-15 
66-S-357 B22t 15-30 
TABLE XXII 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
pH Nitro$en 
Paste· KCl % 
1:1 
5.1 4.8 0.249 
5.0 4.4 0.120 
5.0 4.2 0.034 
4.6 3.8 0.052 
. 
4-. 8 4.2 0.129 
4.9 4.1 0.043 
4-. 8 4.0 0.021 
4-. 8 3.7 0,026 
SOIL TYPE: MYATT SILT LOAM 
0 LOT NO. 10 
66-S-383 A1 0-5 4.6 3.9 0.073 
06-S-384 Az.q 5-16 4-. 7 3.9 0.026 
p6-S-385 B2tq 16-33 4.9 3.6 0.017 
06-S-386 B22t;q 33-36 5,0 3.7 0.026 
195 
Available Nutrients 
Lbs. Per Acre 
Phosphorus Potassium 
77 .29 470 
54.Q7 420 
20.74 340 
3.77 225 
16,97 210 
7.54 130 
3, 77 225 
3. 77 230 
7.54 100 
3. 77 75 
3.77 40 
1.89 40 
I 
XI 
X2 
x3 
x4 
X5 
x6 
X7 
xs 
x9 
x1 o 
x11 
XI 
. x2 
x3 
TABLE XXIII 
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT (SOIL CHARACTERISTICS) VARIABLES (23) 
FOR STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
(1st and 2nd Analysis) 
Independent Variable Horizon wise S. No. Plot Dependent 
for Entire . Variable 
Profile · i.e. Site 
Index 
Depth in inches A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22t 1 Plot No. 6(367) 106 
Slope Percentage 2 Plot No~ 7(371) .84 
Gravel Percentage A1,A2,B21t,B22t 3 Plot No. 8(375) 80 
Sand Percentage A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t --4 Plot No. 11(387) 95 
Silt Percentage A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22t 5 Plot No. 12(392) 108 
Clay Percentage A1 ,A2,B211:,B22t 6 Plot No. 13(805) . 96 
Ex. H ~~ e. /1-00gms. A1,A2,B21t,B22t 7 Plot No. 5(358) 104 
Ex. Ca M.e./100gms. A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 8 Plot No. 9(379) 92 
Ex. Mg M.e./10Ggms. A1,A2,B21t,B22t 9 Plot No. 14(808) 97 
Ex. K M.e./10(lgms. A1,A2,B21t,B22t 10 Plot No. 2( 350) 79 
Ex. Na M.e./100gms. A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 11 Plot No. 2(354) 87 
Depth in inches A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22t 12 Plot No. 10(383) 102 
Slope P..ercentage 
Cation Exchange 
Capacity (C.E.C,) 
M.e/100gms. A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22 t 
Soil Type 
Bowie fine sand loam 
Bowie fine sand loam 
Bowie fine sand loami 
Bowie fine sand loam 
Bowie fine sand 1-oam 
Bowie fine sand l-0am 
Goldsboro loam 
Goldsboro loam 
Goldsboro loam i 
Herndon loam 
Herndon loam 
Maytt Silt loam 
1-' 
\:t:) 
O', 
Independent Variables 
X1+ Moisture Percentage 
at 1/3 atm 
X5 Moisture Percentage 
at 1 atm 
X5 Moisture Percentage 
at 15 atm 
X7 Available water 
xs Nitrogen Percentage 
X9 Available Phosphorus 
x1 o Available Potassium 
x11 pH Paste .(1:1) 
x12 pH KCl 
It 
TABLE XXIII ~ Continued 
Horizon wise S. No. Plot 
for Entire 
Profile 
A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22t 
A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1 ,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1,A2,B21t,B22t 
A1 ,A2 ,B21 t ,B22t 
Ai ,A2 ,B21t ,B22t 
Development 
,. Variable 
i.e, Site 
Index 
Soil Type 
~---
f-' 
'° 
-..J 
S, Noo 
X1 
X2 
X3 
X4 
x. 5 
X5 
x7 
Xg 
x9 
x1 o 
x11 
x12 
Xl 
TABLE XXIV 
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT (SOIL CHARACTERISTICS) VARIABLES (36) 
FOR STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
SOIL TYPE: BOWIE FINE SANDY LOAM 
Independent Variables Plot 6(367) Plot 7( 371) Plot 8(375) Plot 11(387) Plot 12(392) 
;ite Index Site Index Site Index Site Index Site Index 
106 84 80 95 108 
Soil Series 3 4 4 3 4 
Parent Material 2 2 2 2 2 
Depth of A horizon 12" 13'' 16 11 8" 14" 
Depth of (A+B) horizon 50" 36" 39 11 42" 67" 
Texture of Top Soil 1 1 1 1 2 
Sand% in AxDepth of A 684 793 816 I 53£, 658 
Silt% in AxDepth -of A 408 455 672 192 560 
Clay% in AxDepth of A 108 65 128 72 182 
Nitrogen% in 
AxDepth of A 0.540 0.806 1.456 0~344 0.448 
(Silt+Clay)% of B) 
(Field Capacity -B) 
x Depth of A 46.80 42.9 35.2 24.8 72.8 
Silt% in BxDepth of A 384 234 576 160 420 
Clay% in BxDepth of A 144 377 448 168 266 
Gravel% in A horizon 2.3 10.4 2.7 4.7 L5 
Plot 1.3 ( 805) 
Site Index 
96 
3 
2 
15" 
5211 
1 
1125 
315 
r 
6D 
-, 
0.660 ! 
42.0 
315 
270 
I 
L7 l 
I '""' 
\.0 
0:, 
TABLE XXIV ~ Continued 
S, No. Independent Var,iables Plot 6(367) Plot 7 ( 3 '71 ) Plot 8(375) 
Site Index Site Index Site Index 
106 84 80 
x2 Sand% in A Horizon 57 61 51 
X3 Clay% in A Horizon 9 5 8 
X4 (Silt+Clay)% in A 
Horizon· 43 40 50 
XS pH of A Horizon 5.2 5 .2 4.9 
X6 · Nitr.ogen % in A 
Horizon 0.045 0.062 O.D91 
X7 Nitrogen% Ave/each 
Horizon 0.028 0.041 0.052 
XS Av-ailable p in A 
Horizon 7.6 6.7 12.3 
X9 Ava1lable Kin A 
Horizon .95 100 113 
XlO C.E.C. of A Horizon 7.4 5.9 8.1 
Xll Exchangeable (Ca+Mg) 
in A Horizon · 5.6 4.5 3.2 
Xl2 Exchangeable H.in A 
Horizon 1.5 2.2 1.1 
x1 Gravel% in B Horizon 2.1 7.8 2.8 
x2 Sand% in B Horizon 57.0 53 36 
x3 Clay% in B Horizon 12.0 29 28 
Plot 11(387) Plot 12(392) 
Site Index Site Index 
95 108 
67 47 
9 13 
33 53 
5.8 4.8 
0.043 0.032 
0.025 0.022 
6.6 6.6 
105 88 
5.1 7. 4-
2.5 2 .-0 
1.0 2.6 
7.4 1.9 
59 51 
21 19 
Plot i3(805 
Site Index 
96 
75 
4 
25 
5.1 
:0.044 
0.043 
3.8 
78 
5.2 
1.5 
2.2 
3.3 
61 
18 
1: 
: 
I 
i 
1 
i 
I 
l-' 
I.O 
I.O 
S, No~ Independent Variables Plot 6(367) 
Site Index 
106 
X4 (Silt+Clay) % in B 
Horizon 44.0 
X5 Available pin B 
Horizon 6.6 
x6 Available Kin B 
Horizon 135.0 
X7 C.E.C. in B Horizon 5,7 
X9 Exchangeable {Ca+M'g) 
in B. Horizon · 2.5 
X9 Exchangeable Hin B 
Horizon 
' 
3.5 
(Silt+Cla~:)% 
· XlQ in Field Capacity 
B Horizon 3.9 
Xll ( Sil t+Clai1% B in Depth of B 
B Horizon 1.2 
Xl2 (Silt+Cla~:)% of B · 
Depth of A 
in B Horizon 3.7 
TABLE XXIV ~ Continued 
Plot 7(371) Plot 8(375) -
Site Index Site Index 
84 80 
47 64 
3.8 3.8 
135 168 
7.6 12.1 
5.1 2.5 
4.1 1.5 
- . 
3.3 2.2 
2.1 2.8 
3.7 4.1 
Plot 11(387) Plot 12(392) 
Site Index Site Index 
95 108 
41 49 
5.7 2.8 
128 73 
9.4 8.5 
2.3 0.9 
4.3 6~3 
3.1 5.2 
1.2 0.9 
5.1 3 .5 · 
Plot 13(805) 
Site Index 
96 
39 
1. 9 
90 
8.4 
1.1 
4.5 
2.8 
1.3 
3.3 
N 
0 
0 
TABLE XXIV - Continued 
,-
; . 'SOIL TY.BE:. GOLDSBORO LOAM 
S. NO. Independent Variables Plot 5(358} Plot 9(379). Plot 14(808) 
S.I. 104 S.I. 92 S .I. 97 
Xl Soil Series 2 2 3 
~ .Parent Material 1 1 1 
X3 Depth of A Horizon 511 13 11 12 11 
Xi+ Depth of (A-tB) Horizon _ 39'1- 41 11 74" 
X5 Texture of Top Soil 1 2 1 
XG Sand% in AxDepth'bf A 295 351 696 
x7 Silt% in AxDepth of A 160 767 456 
XS Clay% in AxDepth of A 45 182 60 
Xg Nitrogen in·A x Depth 
of A 0.265 0.533 0.660 
x10 Silt+Clar) % of B x Field Capacity bf B 
Depth of A 9.5 33,8 33;6 
x11 Silt% in 'BxDepth of A 135 832 504 
Y12 Clay% in BxDepth of A 155 221 252 
i 
x1 Gravel\ in A Horizon 4.6 1.3 1.4 
X2 Sand% in·A Horizon 59 27 58 
X3 Clay% in A Horizon 9 14 5 
SOIL TYPE: 
HERNDON LOAM 
Plot 2(350) Plot 3(354) 
S .I. 79 S .I. 87 
1 1 
3 3 
5" 10 11 
27 11 30 11 
2 1 
225 570 
215 325 
63 120 
0.920 0. 8-60 
11.5 29.9 
195 320 
130 300 
38.6 15.4 
45 57 
13 12 
-SOIL TYPE: 
MAYTT 
,SILT:LOAM 
Plot 10(383 
S .. L 102 
5 
1 
16" 
39 11 
3 
592 
864 
. 1-60 
0.784 
57.o 
832 
352 
0.5 
37 
10 
-
i 
t 
1 
I 
N 
0 
...... 
TABLE XXIV - Continued 
.SOIL TYPE: GOLDSBORO LOAM 
S, No. · Independent Variables Plot 5(358) Plot 9(3'/9) Plot 14(808) 
S "L 104 S. I. 92 S. L 97 
X4 ( Sil t+Clay) % in A 
Horizon 41 73 43 
X5 pH of A Horizon 5.9 4.8 5.3 
x6 Nitrogen % in A 
Horizon 0,053 0.041 0.055 
X7 Nitrogen% in (A+B) 
Horizon 0.034 0.029 0.037 
Xg Available pin A 
Horizon 7.5 6.7 9.4 
X9 Available Kin A 
Horizon 77 9.0 6.1 
X10 C.E.C. of A Horizon 12.3 9.0 6.1 
x ll Exch. (Ca+Mg) in A 
Horizon 7.6 2.6 1.4 
x l.2 Exch. H.in A Horizon 2.0 4.2 3.6 
XJ. Gravel% in B Horizon 3.8 1.1 4.4 
Xz Sand% in B Horizon 42 19 37 
X3 Clay% in B Horizon 31 17 21 
SOIL TYPE: 
HERNDON LOAM 
Plot 2(350) Plot 3(354) 
S,L 79 S,L 87 
55 43 
5.1 4.9 
0.184 0.086 
0.111 0.055 
66~0 12.3 
~45 287 
12.6 11.5 
7.2 5.7 
4-. 8 6.4 
19.7 2.8 
35 32 
26 36 
SOIL TYPE: 
MAYTT 
SILT LOAM 
Plot :L0(383, 
S, L 102 
64 
4. 7 I 
· o. ou~j j 
0.036 
5.7 
8.8 I 
10.9 1 { 
1 
3.2 1 
4.5 
1 1.0 
26 
22 
I 
N 
0 
t'v 
SOIL TYPE: 
S, No, Independent Variables Plot 5(358) 
x.'t (Silt+Clay) % in B 
Horizon 58 
X5 Available p in B 
Horizon 3o7 
X6 Available Kin B 
Horizon 122 
x7 C.E.C. in B Horizon 9.1 
:xa Exchange (Ca+Mg) in 
B Horizon 5.4 
x9 Exchange Hin B 
Horizon 3~0 
x1-0 (Si1t+Clay) 
Field Capacity in 
B Horizon 1. 9 
Xll (Bilt+Clay) % B , in Depth of B 
B Horizon 1.5 
(Silt+Cla;z) % of B Xl 2 in Depth of A 
B Horizon 10.2 
TABLE XXIV - Continued 
GOLDSBORO LOAM SOIL TYPE; 
HERNDON LOAM 
Plot 9(379) Plot 14(808) Plot 2(350) 
74 63 65 
L9 4.4 12.3 
90 100 282 
7.6 9.0 11.1 
2.5 1.2 5.4 
5,0 5.1 4.5 
2.6 2.8 2.3 
2.9 1.G 3.0 
6.2 5.3 13.0 
Plot 3(354) 
68 
3. 8 
227 
14.2 
3.8 
8.2 
2.9 
3.4 
6.8 
SOIL TYPE: 
MAYTT 
SILT LOAM 
Plo<t ·10(383) 
74 
3.8 
: 
I 
I 
4G 
' 
14.9 
3.0 
5.0 + 
J 
i 3.6 ! 
! 
3.7 I 
' 
4.6 
l l',J 
0 
(.,..) 
TABLE xxv 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF A1 HORIZON 
Orde1 R2 at Variable Order of Significant F Level Coefficient I Error of I Standa:rid 
,or Each Step Included at Variable variables Coefficient error of Y 
Step 
1 
.,L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Ec:3.ch Step At Next 
Step 
I 0, 614~ Gravel Clay ~ravel 
Percentage (x3) Percentage jPercentage 
*(x3) 1*6.0564 I 
I 0,72822 I Clay Percentage IEx, Sodium · 
(xs) M,e,/100gms1 
I 0.79252 I Ex. Sodium 
M.e,/100g Cx11) !Slope 
Percentage 
I 0,85176 I Slope Percentage 
(x2) !Depth in 
Inches 
I 0.89086 { Depth in Inches 
( xi_) 
Variables Tested 
Depth in inches ( x1) 
Slope percentage Cx2) 
Gravel percentage (x3) 
Sand percentage (x4) 
Silt percentage (x5) 
Clay percentage (x5) 
Ex. hydrogen (x7) 
I 
Tabulated. 
F Level 
F-os<i,7)= 5:59 
F (1,7)= 12.2 
• 0 l 
I 
I 
1. 
{ 2.9339 I 
I 2.1033J 
I 2.484-0 ~ 
I 1. 9809 I 
Ex. calcium (xs) Y = bo+b1x1+bzx2+b3x3+b5x5+b11x11 
Ex. magnesium (x9) 
-0,29469 I 0,29914 i 8.2456 
0.91796 I 0.36081 I '7.5480 
38.39916 I 15. 24071 I 7.1239 
1. 88098 I -0.90346 I 6.5429 
1.98108 I 1. 40755 I £.1276 
Ex. potassium (x10) 
Ex, sodium Cx11) 
Y = 73.68139+1.98108(x1)-1.8S098(xz)-.29469(x3)+0.91796(x5)+38.39916(x11) 
*Significant at 5 percent level. 
r,.., 
0 
..[> 
TABLE XXV~ Continued 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF A2 HORIZON 
OrderlR2:at 
or Each Step 
V~riable 
Included at 
Each Si;~p 
Ord:r of I Sig~ificant 1 F Level I Coefficient I Error. o~ I Standard 
Variable at Va~iables · Coefficient Error of Y 
St~ 
1 I 0.6077 
2 0. 72809 
3 . 0.81721 
Gravel 
Percentage (x3) 
Depth·in Inches 
(x1) 
Ex. sodium (x11) 
4 I 0.88878 I Clay Percentage 
.· (x6 ). . 
5 I 0.91185 I Sand Percentage 
(xi±) · 
Next Step 
Depth in I Gravel 
Inches Percent.age 
*(x3) 
Ex. sodium l 
Clay 
Percent.age I 
Sand 
Percentage I 
Variables Tested I Tabulated 
Depth in inches (x1) 
Slope percentage (x2 } 
Gravel .percentage (x3) 
Sand percentage (x4) 
Silt percent'age (x5) 
Clay perc~ntage (x0 } 
Ex. hydrogen (x7) 
F Level 
F. ( l~ 7) = 5. 59 
F. (1,7) = 12.2 
··~ 
1 1:5~ 8422 t 
3.09041 
I 3. 3165 1 
1 
4.0690 l 
1.4786 
Ex. calc.ium (x8) Y = bo+b1x1+b3x3+b4x4+b6x6+b11x11 
-1.28942 I 0.23846 I 8.3011 
-1. 55167 I 0 .80759 I 7.5495 
31 . .81813 I 12.38922 t 6.7326 
2.34406 l 1.09222 5.7237 0.34390 0.28282 5.5375 
Ex. magnesium (xg) 
Ex. potassium (x10) 
Ex. sodium (x11) 
Y = 60.23566-1.55167(x1)-1.28942{x3)+0.34390(x4)+2:34406{x5)+31.81813(x11) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
N 
0 
u, 
'I'ABLE XXV - Continued 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF B21t HORIZON 
Order IR2 at 
or Each Step 
St-eE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0.61305 
0.90274 
0.92420 
0.95343 
0. 96437 
0. 97211 
0.98401 
0.98936 
0.99864 
1.0000-0 
Variable 
Included at 
Each SteE 
Order of !Significant 
Variable at Variables 
·Next Ste_:e 
Clay Percentage !Gravel 
(xi) . 
F Level Coefficient 
6.0213 -1.39424 
Gravel {Ex. 
Percentage (x 3 ) 
Ex. Hydrogen 
(x7) . 
Hydrogen 
Sand· 
.,.,Gravel 
Percentage*l21.3549* -0.43938 
Sand Percentage 
(x4) . 
Slope 
Percentage (x 2 ) 
D.epth in in.(x1) 
Ex. Sodium (x11) 
Percentage 
Slope 
Depth in 
Inches 
Ex. Sodium 
Ex. 
Potassium 
Ex. Potassium 1 Calcium 
(xio) 
Ex.· Calcium {xs) IEx. 
Magnesium 
Ex Magnesium(x9 ) Ex. 
2.1506 
4.2232 
1.7981 
1.3621 
2.67381 
0.40994 
-2.05264 
-0.45608 
2.9341 J-22.B6496 
1. 4996 I 5. 7.0808 
13.6120 -7.62112 
Magnesium~b~f97. 906~h'4 7. 32184 
Error of 
Coefficient 
0, 0081+4 
0.03476 
0.04759 
0.0041B 
0.05668 
0.00396 
1.31402 
0. 57011 
0.18753 
0.25921 
Standard 
Error of Y 
8.2546 
4,7379 
4.4613 
3.7666 
3.5686 
3.4656 
2.9428 
2.7747 
1. 2163 
0.0609 
Y = 113.97211-0.45608{x1)-2.05264(x2)-0.43938(x3 )+0.40994(x4 )-1.39424(x6 )+2.67381(x7 )-7.6211(x8 }+ 
7.32184(x9)+5.70808(x10)-22.86496(x11) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
**Significant at the 1 percent level. 
-f. 
l 
N 
0 
°' 
TABLE XXV ~ Continued 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF B22t HORIZON 
Order R2 at Variable Order of jsignificant I F Level f Coefficient I Error of I Standard 
or Each Step Included at Variable at Variables Coefficient Error of Y 
ti Step Each Step Next Step 
1 0.57082 Ex. Magnesium Gravel 
Percentage I I 4.3498 I -2.6035 I 2.57986 I 9.0277 
2 I o.71636 I Gravel Sand 
Percentage Percentage 3.0786 -1.53696 l 0.65227 I 8.1368 3 10.78786 j Sand Percentage Ex.Sodium 1.9849 0.40826 0.22072 7. 6779 4 0.83104 Ex. Sodium 1. 3557 21. 91827 18.82437 7.4900 
¥ = 85.65539-1.53696(x3)+0.40826(x4)-2.60353(xg)+21.~1827(x11) 
Analysis of B21 t Horizon 
Variables Tested 
Depth in inches (x1) 
Slope percentage (x2) 
Gravel per~entage (x3) 
Sand percentage (x4) 
Silt percentage -( xs) 
Clay percentage ( xtd 
Ex. hydrogBn (x7) 
Ex. calcium (xa) 
"Ex. magnesium (x9 ) 
Ex. potassium (x10 ) 
Ex. sodium (x11> 
Tabulated 
F Level 
r os(1,2) = 18.5 
r: o l ( 1~ 2 ' = 9 8 • 5 
Analysis of B22t Horizon 
Variables Tested 
Depth in inches Cx1 } 
Slope percentage (x2~ 
Gravel percentage ( x3) 
Sand percentage (x4) 
Silt .Percentage ( x5) 
Clay percentage (x6) 
Ex. hydrogen (x7) 
Ex. calcium (xa) 
Ex. magnesium (xg) 
Ex. p6tassium Cx1ol 
Ex. sodium (x11) 
Tabulated 
F Level 
r. 05 (1,7) 
F.01(1,7) = 12.2 
i 
j 
N 
0 
-...J 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF A1 HORIZON 
Order p.2 at Variable 
Included at 
Each Ste:2. 
Order of I Significant 
Variable at Variables 
Next Ste:2. 
IF' Level Poefficient 
.or ~ach Step 
Ste]2_ 
1 I 0.79373 J Nitrogen Available titrogen 
percentage (x8 } phosphorus percentage~h',117. 0271~h'.J -261. 83995 I 
2 I 0.86196 I Available Moisture at 
phosphrous (x9) 15 atm l I 3. 9562 I o.32375 I 
3 1-0, 88370 I Moisture at 
15 atm (x6 ) I I 11. 3853 I o.92778 I 
Y = 108. 34 742+0. 927'78{ X5 )-261.B3995(xat+D. 32375{ X9) 
id.Significant at the 1 percent level. 
SUMMARY DF STEPWISE REGRESSIDN ANALYSIS OF A2 HORIZON 
1 
2 
3 
0.63617 I Available Slope , rvailable 
water (x7) percentage water* I 6. 79881· 1 -D.89775 I 
0.80197 I Slope . · Slope 
percentage (x2) C. E. C. . percentage1, 16. 01351• I -1.46224 l 
0~87446 I C.E.-C. (x3J . 4.1312 1.23748 
Y = 102.14504-1.46224(x2 )+1.23748(x3)~0.89775(x7 ) 
1,Significant at 5 percent level. 
Error of 
Coefficient 
71.52029 
0.22434 
0.78825 
0.23679 
0.45027 
0.60883 
I 
I 
I 
Standard 
Er·ror of Y 
6.3554 
5.5835 
5.4677 
8.0613 
6.5791 
5.6667 
N 
0 
00 
TABLE XXVI ~ Continued 
SUMMARY OF STEP WISE REGRESSIDN ANALYSIS OF B21t HORIZON 
Order R2 at Variable Order of !Significant F Level oefficient I Error of j Standard 
or 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
Each Step Included at Variable at Variables 
Each Step Next Ste 
0.72933 Available Moisture% Available 
potassium (x10 ) at 1. atm potassium**! 11.3£40**1 
I 0.84106 I Moisture % at Moisture% Moisture% 
1 atm at 1/3 atm at 1/3atm;': l 5, 395~: I 
I 0.88020 I Moisture % at Slope 
1/3 atm percentage I I 2.3925 I 
1 0.91893 I Slope 
percentage I I ~ 3.1356 I 
Y = 115 . 9 5 5 6 9 + 1 . 8 5 2 3 5 ( ~ ) + 1. 5 23 9 2 ( :Kt+ )-3 , 1 0 40 8 ( X5 ) - 0 • 1191 9 ( XI Q ) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
1:1:Significant at the 1 percent level. 
Coefficient Error of Y 
-0.11919 I 0.4603 I 7.1483 
-3.10408 I 0.95269 I 5.9576 
1. 52392 I 0.63098 I 5.5442 
1. 8:i235 I 1. 04608 I 4.9256 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF B22 t HORIZON 
0. 73710 I Available 
potassium 
Y = 110.4561-0.11870(~10> 
Available 
potassium**l10.7072 -0.11870 0.03628 7.4302 
N 
0 
<...O 
Variables Tested 
lt,nalysis of Al Horizon 
Depth in inches ( x1 ) 
Slope percentage (x2) 
-C.E.C. (x:3) . 
Moisture percentage at 1/3 atm (Xt+) 
Moisture percentage at 1 atm (x5) 
Moisture percentage at 15 atm (X6) 
Available water (x7) 
Nitrogen percentage ( xs ) 
Available phosphorus ( x9 J 
Available potassium (x1 o ) 
pH paste 1:1 (x11) 
pH KCl (x12) 
Analysis of A Horizon 
Depth in inches (x1) 
Slope percentage (x2) 
C • E • C • ( x3 ) -
Moisture percentage at 1/3 atm (x4) 
Moisture percentage at 1 .atm (x5) 
Moisture percentage at 15 atm (x5) 
Available water (x7) 
.Nitrogen percentage (xs) 
Available phosphorus -(xg) 
Available potassium (x10) 
pH paste 1:1 (x11) 
pH KCl (x12) 
TABLE XXVI ~ Continued 
Analysis of B21 t Horizon 
Depth in inches (xl) 
Slope percentage (x2) 
C.E.C. (x3} -
Moisture percentageat'1/B atm (x4) 
Moisture percentage at 1 atm (xs) 
Moisture percentage at 15 atm (x6 ) 
Available water (x7) 
Nitrogen percentage (x8 ) 
Available phosphorus (x9 ) 
Available potassium (x10) 
pH paste 1: 1 (x11) 
pH KCl {x 12 ) 
Analysis of B22 t Horizon 
Depth in inches Cx1) 
Slope percentage (x2 ) 
C.E.C. (x 3 ) 
Moisture percentage at 1/3 atm (x4) 
MoisturB percentage at 1 atm (x5 ) 
Moisture percentage at 15 atm (x-6) 
Available water (x7) 
Nitrogen percentage (x 8 ) 
Available phosphorus (x9 ) 
Available potassium (x1~) 
pH paste 1:1 (x11) 
pH KCl (x12) 
Tabulated F Level 
A1 Horizon 
r._05 (1,9) = 5.12 
F, 01 (1,9) = 10.6 
A2 Horizon 
F.05(1,9) = 5.12 
F 01(1,9) = 10.6 
B21 t Horizon 
r, 05(1,8) = 5.32 
F~b1{1,8) = 11.30 
Bzzt Horizon 
r. 05(1,11) = 4,84 
F.01{1,11) = 9.65 
i 
' 
N 
!-' 
0 
TABLE XXVII 
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Order R2 at Variable Order of Significant F Level 1'oefficient 
or Each Step Included at Variable at Variables 
Step Each Step Next Step 
1 0.55912 Slope Percentage Ex. calcium Slope 
~':._": (x2) Percentage 21.8302*;'; -1.44887 
2 0.61819 Ex, c-alciurnit( xs) r:x .: calcium;': 5.2897 -2.39078 
Y = 105.B3845-1.44887(x2)-2.39078(xs) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
**Significant at the 1 percent level. 
1 · 0.59503 Avail. potassium Avail. ~vail. 
water potassium 26 .31QLpb': -0.82979 
2 0.64697 Avail. water Slope Avail. 
percentage water 5. 21491, -0.38993 
3 0.67818 Slope percentage 3.5225 -0.02989 
Y = 1-D6.16403-D.82979(x2)-0.38993(x7)-0.029.89(x10) 
;':Significant a:t the 5 percent level. 
;':i,S.ignificant at the 1 percent level. 
1 0. 595.03 Avail. potassium Avail. Avail. 
water _potassiumi;i; 26. 3104id: -0.-02989 
2 0.64697 Avail. water Slope ~wail. 
percentage water 1: 5. 2149;~ -Cl.38993 
Error of 
Coefficient 
0.29114 
1.0395 
0.44212 
0.14766 
0 .-0193B 
-0.01938 
0.14766 
Standard 
Error of Y 
~7.9972 
-7.6621 
7. 7~24 
7.4329 
7.2411 
7. 7524 
7ef.+329 
-
I 
N 
i-' 
I-' 
TABLE XXVII - Continued 
Order R2 at Variable Order of Significant 
OT' 
Step 
3 
Each Step Included at . Variable at Variables 
Each Step Next Step 
0,67818 Slope Percentage 
Y :: 106 .16403-0, 82979 (Kl ):-0. 38993 ( Xi+ )-0. 02989 (x5) 
*Significant at 5 percent level. 
~h'·Significant at 1 percent level. 
F Level Coefficient Error of 
Coefficient 
3.5225 -0.02989 0.01938 
Variables.Tested Tabulated F Level 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Depth in inches (x1) 
Slope percentage {x2 ) 
{;ravel percentage (x3) 
Sand percentage (x4) 
Silt percentage (x5) 
Clay percentage (Xfi) 
Ex. hydrogen (x7) 
Ex. calcium (xg) 
Ex. magnesium (x9) 
Ex. potassium (x10) 
Ex. sodium (x11) 
Depth in inches (x1 ) 
Slope percentage (x2 ) 
C.E.C. (x3) 
Moisture% at 1/3 atm (x4 ) 
Moisture% at 1 atm (x5 ) 
Moisture% at 15 atm (x6) 
Available water (x 7 ) 
Nitrogen percentage (x8 ) 
Available phosphorus ( x 9 ) 
Available potassium (x 10 ) 
pH paste 1;1 (x11) 
pH KCl (x 12 ) 
Slope percentage (x1) 
Ex. calcium Cx 2) 
Slope percentage (x3) 
Available water (x4) 
Available potassium (x 5) 
F. 05 (1,48) = µ~05 
F o i{ 1 , 4B ) = 7 • 2 2 
F 05 (1,47) = 4.05 
F.01{1,~7) = 7.23 
r. 05(1,47) ~ 4.05 
F.oiC1~47) = 7.23 
Standard 
Error of Y 
7.2411 
N 
I-' 
N 
TABLE XXVIII 
SOMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Order 2 at Variable· Order of cignificant r Level f oefficient j Error of I 
or 
Step 
1 
2 
1 
ach Step Included at Variable at ariables 
Each Step Next Step 
0.70897 Nitrogen% in (Silt+clay) Nitrogen% 
Ax Depth of A of B in Ax 
Field Capac· · Depth of .· 
X of A-.9:~'c 
Depth of A ho .10541n-:1 
I 0.85823 I (Sil t+clay)%ofB (Silt+clay) 
Field Capac.ofB % of B 
X Depth of A Field Capac. 
of B 
X Depth ofA~':1 7 ~ 99141: I 
Y = 1G5.80823-33.76621(X9 )+0.27003-Cx10 ) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
**Significant at the 1 percent level. 
Io. 72071 I Nitrogen % in I Available p 1 Nitrogen % 
A Hdrizon in A Horizon in A 
Horizon-in': 
. 0.84578 I Avail. phos . I C.E. C.of A 1 Avail. 
in A Horizon Horizon phos. in 
~o .8oa3~H,f 
. Coefficent 
-33. 76621 I 8.00325 
o. 27003 I ·0.09552 
0.236781 0.12631 
A Horizon~' I 6.194Qi:,f-606.63063 I 109.62221 
I 
I 
Standard 
Error of Y 
7.3685 
5.6528 
7.24321 
5.8761 
N 
f--' 
i w 
TABLE XXVIII ~ Continu~d 
Order R2 at Variable Order of !Significant IF Level 1 Coefficient I Error of l Standard or Each Step Included at Variable at Variables Coefficient Error of Y 
Step 
1 
2 
Each Step Next Step 
0.89996 C.E.C. of A Sand% in 
Horizon A Horizon I I 3. 9818 I 0.95238 
0,93459 !Sand% in A 
-
Horizon I l 3. 5143 I 1.99701 
Y = 92. 31079+1. 99701 (x2 )+O. 236 78( X(; )-606. 63063( x8 )+O. 9523 8( x1 o ) 
*Significant at the 5 percent level. 
1d:Significant at the 1 percent level, 
0.70448 
-D.77-€47 
Avail. potassium 
in B Horizon 
(Silt+clay)% of 
B Horizon 
Depth of B 
Horizon 
(Silt+clay) 
% in B _ 
HorizDn 
Depth of B. 
Horizon 
Y = 112.81541-0.08763(x61~3.37824(x11) 
*Significant at 5 percent level 
**Significant at 1 percent level 
Avail. 
potassium 
in J3 
Horizon~·: 
9. 8529~': 
2.4163 
-0.0-8763 
-3.37824 
I 0.25681 I 5.0927 
-I 0.68074 I 4.4423 
0.03308 7.4154 
2.17329 6.9402 
j 
l 
f 
l 
l N I-' 
_.,... 
TABLE XXVIII ~ Continued 
Order R2 at Variable Order of Significant F Level -Coefficient Error of 
or Each Step Included at Variable at Wariables Coefficient 
Step Each Step · Next Step 
1 0.72071 Avail.phosphorus C.E.C. of A i\vail. 
in A Horiizon Horizon phosphorus 
in A -
. ~ - ' ·~ 
Horizon* 10.soa3,';· . -437. 86739 138.49092 
2 0,84578 C.E.C. of A Sand% in C.E.C. of 
. Horizon A Horizon A Horizon* 6 .1940,'; 0.65072 0.30604 
3 0;89996 Sand% in A ( Sil t+clay) __ .., 
Horizon . % B 
Depth -0f B 3.9818 2.70938 0 .61-612 
4 0.93751 (Silt+cla~:) % B {Silt+clay) 
Depth· of B %B 
Fiel-d Capac. 
of B 
{Depth of A) 3.9894 -3.17156 2.3344-6 
5 0.96004 {Silt+clay)% B Nitrogen % i: 
-
( DeEth -of B) A Horizon 
Field .capac. of 
B 3.2'738 0.17751 -0. 08068 
-
6 0.97094 Nitrogen% in 
A Horizon L8368 0.2-0162 6.14876 
Y = 81.03079+0.17751(x2)+0.20162(x3)-437.86739(x4)+0~65072(x5)+2.70938(x6}-3.17156(xa} 
,';significant at the 5. percent level. 
Standard 
Error of Y 
7.243211 
5.8761 
5.0927 
4~3452 
3. 7751 
3.5365 
N 
..... 
v, 
Variables Tested 
Soil series (x1) 
Parent material (x2 ) 
Depth of A horizon {x3 ) 
Depth of (A+B) horizon (x4 ) 
Texture of top s0il (x5 ) 
Sand% in Ax Depth of A (x6 ) 
Silt% in Ax Depth Df A (x 7 ) 
Clay% in Ax Depth of A (x8) 
Nitrogen% in Ax Depth of A (x9) 
(Silt+Clay)'% of B D. th f'A , ) X ep O lXlO 
Silt% in Bx Depth of A (x11) 
Clay% in Bx Depth of A Cx1 2 ) 
Gravel% in A horizon (x1) 
Sand% in A horizon (x2 ) 
Clay% in A horizon (x3) 
(Silt+Clay) % in A horizon (x4) 
.. pH of A horizon (x5) 
Nitrogen % in A horizon -(x6) 
Nitrogen% in (A+B) horizon (x 7) 
Available phosphorus in A horizon (x8) 
Available potassium in A horizon (x9) 
C.E.C. of A horizon (x 10 ) 
Exchange (Ca+Mg) in A horizon (x11) 
Exchange Hydrogen in A horizon (x12) 
TABLE XXVIII - Continued 
Gravel% in B horizon (x1) 
Sarni % in B horizon (x2 ) 
Clay% in B horizon (x3) 
(Silt+Clay) in B horizon {x4) 
Available phosphorus in B horizon (x5 ) 
Available potassium in B horizon (x5) 
C.E.C. in B horizon {x7) 
Ex. (Ca+Mg) in B horizon (x9) 
Ex, Hydrogen in B horizon (x9) 
(Silt+Clay) % 
Fiel-<l -Capacity in B horizon (x10) 
(Silt+Clay) % -0£ B . B h . ( ) Depth of B in orizon x11 
(Silt+Clay) % of B . B h. . ( ) Depth Df A in orizon x12 · 
Nitrogen% in Ax Depth of A (x1) 
(~iit+Clay). % -0f B x De th of A (x ) 
Fiela capacity of B P 2 
Sand% in A horizon (x3) 
Silt 1 in A horizon (x4 ) 
Available phosphorus in A horizon (x5) 
C.E.C. 0£ A horizon (x6) 
Available potassiuffl in B horizon (x7) 
(Silt+Clay) % of B horizon ( ) 
Depth of B xa 
Tabulated F Level 
F.05(1,10) ~ 4,96 
F.01(1,10) = 10.0 
F.05(1,9) = 5.12 
F.-01(1,9) = 10.16 
1 
I 
! g 
r. 05 (1,10) = 4.96 
F~o1(1,10) = 10.0 
F.o 5!"1,6) = 5.99 
F-01(1,6) = 13.70 
.J----~~~~~~~~~~L_~~- ~ I ~ 
• 
s. Species Tree Species J 
No. Code ( Common Name) · 
1 01 Shortleaf pine 
2 02 . Lobl.olly pine 
3 30 White oak 
4 29 S Red oak 
5 37 Black oak 
6 . 28 Post oak 
7 39 Willow oak 
8 38 Water oa1< 
9 18 Dogwood .. 
10 20 Black gum 
1.1 26 Red maple 
12 42 Black hickory 
13 23 Mockernut 
hickory 
14 46 Bitternut 
nickory 
15 13 Bluebeech 
16 19 Winged elm 
17 32 Redbud 
18 21 Sweet gum 
19 51 Wild plum 
20 49 Tree buckle 
berry 
21 11 Ash 
TABLE XXIX 
FREQUENCY (PER ACRE) OF TREE SPECIES IN SELECTED PLOTS 
Botanical Name ]Plot No. E Plot No.7 Plot No.l Plot No.11 
(367} . ( 371) (375) (3B7) 
,. Soil Tvpe: Bowie Fine Sandy Loam 
(Pinus ech{:i;iata) 130 440 170 100 
(Pinus taeda) - 420 - 10 
(Quercus alba) 90 40 70 90 
(Querc.us falcata) 140 180 3 210 
(Quercus velutina) 10 
- - 40 
(Quercus stellata) 20 150 10 30 
(Quercus phellos-) 10 
- - -(Quercus nigra) - - - 50 
(Cornus flo:dda) 360 - 60 130 
(Nyssa sylvatica} 10 40 
-
10 
(Acer rubrum) 50 360 10 50 
(Carya texana) 20 - 20 140 
{~arya tomentosa) 10 40 210 
-
(Carya 
cordiformis) 
- - - -
(Carpinus 
caroliniana) - 10 
- -
(Ulmus alata, 10 280 6-0 110 
{Cercis 
canadensis) 
- - - -
(Liquid ambar 
styraciflua) 120 330 50 480 
(Prunus spp) - - 28 20 
(Vaccinium 
arboreum) -
- 50 -
(Fraxinus 
texensis) 
-
-
50 -
Plot No.12 
( 392) 
20 
110 
110 
70 
1-0 
30 
-
-
40 
70 
50 
10 
30 
40 
-
60 
-
550 
-
10 
-
Plot Noo13 
{805) 
170 
-
210 
120 
10 
-
30 
::) 
-
240 
170 
40 
20 
-
10' 
-
10 
-
210 
-
·-
,_ t 
I 
N 
i--' 
-...J 
TABLE XXIX ~ Continued 
s. Species Tree Species Botanical Name Plot No.6 Plot No.7 Plot No.8,Plot No.:UIPlot No.12 
No" Code (eommon Name) (367) ( 371) (375) (387) (392) 
Soil-Type: Bowie Fine Sandy Loam· 
22 43 Hophornpeam {Ostrya 
virginiana) 210 - - - -
23 57 Red mulberry - ( Marus rubra) 60 - 30 10 -
24 _ 44- American elm (Ulmus americana) - 20 - - -
25 31 -Persimmon (Diospyros 
virginiana'.) 
-
10 - - -
26 48 Deerberry -- (Vaccinium 
stamineum - 80 10 - -
27 - 36 Sumac (Rhus glabra) - - - - 70 
28 24 Holly ( Ilex opaca) - 10 - - -
- . - - - -- -
0Soil Type:" Goldsboro Loam Soil 'Type: 
Herndon Loam 
Plot No.5 Plot No.9 Plot No14 Pl-ot No. 2 Plot No. 3 
l (358) - (379) ( 808) (350) (354) 
i 01 Shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata) 80 130 12D - 510 110 
2 02 Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) - - 10 - -
3 30 White oak (Quercus alba 640 730 170 4-00 90 
4 29 S. Red oak (Quercus falcata) 100 180 80 70 20 
5 37 Black oak (Querc.Cus 
velutina) - - 10 30 10 
6 28 --Post oak {Quercus 
stellata) - 20 50 - 10 
7 39 Willow oak (Quercus phellos) - 10 - - -
8 38 Water Oak (Quercus nigra) - - - - -
9 18 Dogwood (Cornus florida) 370 50 100 110 290 
10 20 Black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) 20 230 160 120 70 
11 26 Red maple (Acer rubrum) 10 I :10 70 40 -
Plot No.13 
(805) 
-
-
-
-
-
10 
20 I 
l 
Soil Type: 
Myatt Silt 
Loam 
Plot No.10 
(384) 
130 I ! 
110 f 1 
70 
30 
20 
50 
30 
50 
30 
L~O 
20 I 
N 
I-' 
::,0 
TABLE XXIX ~ Continued 
~ Species i:rree Species Botapical Name Plot No.5 !Plot No.9 lot No14 b, 
No. Code (Common Name) . (358) (379) (808) 
:ioil Type: Goldsboro Loam 
12 42 · Black hickory (Carya texana) 62 
- -
13 23 · Mockernut ,· ··. 
hickory (Carya tomentosa) 50' 
- 10 
14 46 Bitternut (.Carya 
hickory cordiformis) : 
- - -
15 13 Blueheech . (Car;einus 
caroliniana) - - -
16 1.9 Winged elm {Ulmµs alata) 70 
-
50 
17 32 Redbud (Ce~cis .. 
canadensis - - -
18 21 Sweet gum (Li9.uidambar 
styraciflua) 60 580 430 
19 51 Wild plum (Prunus spp) 20 
- -
20 49 Tree buckle (Vaccinium 
:berry arboreum) - - -
21 11 Ash (Fraxinus 
texensis) 40 20 -
22 43 Hop hornbeam (Ostrya 
v ir gini-ana) 10 
- -
23 57 Red mulberry (Morus rubra) 30 - 10 
24 44 American elm (Ulmus ameri~ana) -
-
-
25 31 Persimmon· (Diospyros 
virgipiana) - - -
26 48 Deerberry . (Vacd.nium 
stamineum) - - -
27 36 Sumac ( Rhus glabra .J -· -· 10 
28 24 Holly ( Ilex opaca J 30 - -
Plot No~ 2 blot No. 3 
(350) (354) 
Soil.Type: 
· Herndon Loam 
- -
100 10 
- -
10 -
10 
-
20 -
- 10 
- 10 
- 10 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
Plot No.10 
(384) 
Soil Type: 
Myatt Silt 
Loam 
-
-
10 
-
' 410 
-
4D 
10 
-
30 
-
-
-
-
-
10 l - l l'-' +-' I.Cl 
S, Species 
Nao Code 
1 01 
2 02 
3 30 
4 29 
5 37 
6 28 
7 39 
.8 38 
9 18 
-10 20 
11 26 
12 42 
13 23 
14 46 
15 13 
16 19 
17 32 
:18 -"·i L-
TABLE XXX 
FREQUENCY (PER ACRE) OF TREE SPECIE-SIN SELECTED SOIL TYPES 
(TOTAL PLOTS OF EACH SOIL TYPE) 
I·., 
Soil Types 
Tree Species Botanical Name Bowie Goldsboro Herndon Myatt 
( Common Name)· Fine Loam Loam Silt 
Sandy ('three · (two Loam 
Loam plots) plots) (one 
(Six Plo:b plot) 
Short leaf.··. pine •(Pinus echinata) 1030 330 620 130 
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) 540 10 0 11-0 
White oak (Quercus alba} 610 1540 490 70 
S. Red oak (Quercus falcata) 723 360 · 90 30 
Black oak (Qu€rcus velutina) 70 10 40 20 
Post oak ( Quercus ,stellata) 240 .70 10 50 
Willow oak ( Quercu,s phellos) 40 10 0 30 
Ylater oak (Quercus nigra) 50 0 0 50 
Dogwood. · (Cornus fl-or ida) 830 520 400 30 
Black _gum (Nyssa sylvatica) 3-00 . 410 190 40 
Red riaple (Acer rubrum) 500 90 40 20 
Black hickory (Carya texana) 210 62 0 0 
Mockernut 
'hickory (~aria tomentosa} 290 60 110 0 
Bitternut (Carya 
hickory cordiformis) 
-
50 D 0 10 
Bluebeech . (Carpinus 
caroliniana) 10 0 0 10 
Winged elm (Ulmus alata) 530 120 10 41D 
Redbud {Cercis 
canadensis) 0 0 20 0 
Sweet gum {Liquidambar 
1D 40 st;yraciflua 171+0 1D70 
Total 
(twelve 
plots) 
2110 
660 
2710 
1203 
140 
370 
80 
• 10{) 
t780 . 
940 
710 
272 
460 
fr() 
20 · 
1070 · 
20 
2860 
Number·in 
the order 
of 
frequency 
3 
9 
2 
5 
14 
11 
21 
17 
4 
7 
B 
12 
1D 
24 
26 
6 
27 
1 
.J~ l 
N 
N 
a 
TABLE XXX - Continued 
s' Species Tree Species Botanical Name Bowie Goldsboro 
No. Code (Common Name) F.ine Loam 
Sandy (three 
Loam plots) 
(AxPlots) 
19 51 Wild plum (Prunus spp) 40 20 
20 49 Tree buckle {Vaccinium 
berry arboreum) 60 0 
21 11 Ash (Fraxinus 
texensis) 50 60 
22 43 Hopho:cnbeam (Ostrya 
virginiana) 210 10 
23 57 Red mulberry (Marus rubra) 100 40 
21+ 44 American elm (Ulmus americanc) 20 0 
25 31 Persimmon (Diospyros 
virginiana) 10 0 
26 48 Deerberry (Vaccinium 
starnineumJ 90 0 
27 36 Sumac (-Rhus glabraJ 8-0 10 
28 24 Holly {Ilex opaca) 30 3-0 
Soil Types 
Herndon . Myatt 
Loam Silt 
(two Loam 
plots) (one 
plot} 
10 10 
10 0 
0 30 
0 -0 
0 {) 
0 0 
0 0 
-0 0 
0 10 
0 0 
Total 
(twelve 
plots) 
80 
70 
140 
220 
140 
20 
10 
90 
100 
60 
--
Number in 
the order 
of 
frequency 
22 
23 
19 
13 
16 
28 
29 
20 
19 
25 
r 
t 
I: 
N 
N 
;...., 
s. Species 
· No. Code 
1 01 
2 02 
3 28 
4 ·. 29 
.5 30 
6 37 
7 38 
8 39 
-9 40 
'1-0 42 
11 - 46 
12 23 
13 11 
14 13 
15 18 
16 19 
17 20 
18 21 
19 24 
20 26 
TABLE XXXI 
REGE.NERATION FREQUENCY (PER ACRE) OF TREE SPECIES IN SELECTED PLOTS 
Tree Species Botanical Name Soil Type: Bowie Fine Sandy Lam 
(Common Name} Plot No. Plot:No. PlotnNo. Plqt:No-. Plot No. Plot No. 
6 (367) 7 {371) · 8 (375) 1i (387) 12 (392) 13 (805) 
ShortleaL pine {Pinus echinata) - 2125 
- 125 250 -
Loblolly pine (Finus taeda) . 
-
1750 
- - - -
Post oak (Quercus stellata) -· · 3125 - 1750 625 -
S. Red oak ( Quercus :falcata ) __ - 125 75-0 875 125 -
White oak _ (Quercus alba) .. ··750 875 125 375 
- 1500 
Black oak · ( Quercus. velutina) 125 250 - 125 - -
Water oak { Qu~rcus nigra) 250 625 125 125 · - -
Willow oak (Quercus phellos) 1_25 
- - - - -
Shummards oak (Quercus 
shummardii 
- -
375 - ..,. -
· Black hickory <carya. texana) 250 ·- 500 375 50i) 250 
Bitternut (Carya 
hickory cordiformis) - -
-
-
250 375 
Mockernut _ (Cary.a 
hickory :tomentosa) 
- -
1500 
- - -
:Asb {Fraxinus 
texens1s) 
- -· 125 - - -
BJ,.uebeech {Carpinus 
caroliniana) - 375 - - - -
Dogwood · (Cornus florida} 750 125 6000 2375 1125 4750 
Winged -elm (Ulmus .alata) - 1500 1000 125 625 -
Black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) - 250 - - 750 125 
Sweet gum ( Liqu_idambar 
_ styt'a::!ifolia) - 1125 '250 - - -
Holly (Ilex opaca) 375 - - - - -
Red maple (Acer rubrum) 750 5000 250 750 1125 1250 
-·-
Total 
2500 
1750 
5500 
1875 
3625 
500 1 
1125 
125 
375 
1875 
625 
15-00 
125 
375 
15125 
813 
1125 
1370 
625 
9125 
1 
N' 
N 
N 
s .. ,Species,Tree Species 
No. Code (Common Name) 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
36 
43 
44 
47 
48 
50 
51 
56 
57 
62 
1£ 
Sumac 
Hophornbeam . 
American elm 
Deciduous holly 
··Vacc spp 
Red haw 
Wild plum 
Black haw 
Red mulberry 
Azalea 
Cedar 
S. I Species JTree Species 
No. Code (Common Name) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
01 
02 
28 
29 
30 
~ '7 
,j ' 
38 
Shortleaf pine 
Loblolly pine 
wost oak 
S, Red oa.k · 
iWhite oak 
.Black oak 
iWater oak 
TABLE XXXI ~ Continued 
Soil Type: ,Bowie Fine Sandy Loam 
Botanical Name Plot No.jPlot No. I Plot No, I Plot No. I Plot No .. ,Plot No. !Total 
6 (367) 7 (371) is (375) 11 (387) 12 (392) 13 (805) 
(Rhus glabra) (Ostrya - , · 
virginiana) 
(Ulmus americana} 
( Ilex .iecidua) · 
(Vaccinium 
staminum) 
{Crataegus t spp) 
( Prunus ·. spp 'f --
( Viburnum 
rufidulurn) 
(Morus rubra) 
(Rhododendron L 
spp) -
(Juniperus 
vhginiana) 
375 
375 
750 
375 
250 
1375 
125 
25D 
250 
125 
125 
Soil Types: Goldsboro Loam Herndon Loam 
250 
250 
250 
[Plot No. !Plot No. !Plot No. JTotal !Plot No.1PiotNo~-fTofa.I 
5 (358) 19 (379) 14 (BOSH 2 (350) 3(354) 
2500 
1625 
250 
500 
1375 
750 
1500 
250 
1375 
0 
0 
1000 
4500 
0 
1875 
125 
125 
0 
0 
0 
125 
125 
0 
0 
250 
375 
250 
625 
625 1625 4625 
500 t 
500 1 
Myatt 
Silt "Loam 
Plot No. 
10 (383) 
2125 
250 
250 
1250 
0 
125 
125 
0 
'.Grand Total 
-0f all the 
.:Plots 
3895 
3875 
5750 
3125 
8250 
500 
4250 
[...:, 
ts.:> 
w 
TABLE XXXI ~ Continued 
, ___ -
Soil Types: -· Goldsboro-Loam Herndon Loam 
s Species Tree Species Plot No. Plot No. Plot-No~ Total Plot No. Plot No. 
No. Code · ( Common Name) 5 ( 358) 9 (379) 14 (808) 2 (350) 3 (354) 
"'" 
- . 
-
8 39 Willow oak - - 125 125 - -
~ 40 · Shummards · -oak - - - 0 - -
1D 42 Black hickory - 250 500 750. - -
11. 46 Bitternut 
hickory - - - 0 - -
12 23 Mockernut 
hickory 125 - - 125 - -
13 11 Ash · 125 - 125 250 - -
14 13 Bluebeech - - - D 375 -
15 18 Dogwood i25 1125 1750 3000 1250 5125 
16 19 Winged elm - - 625 625 - -
17 20 .Black gum - 2375 - 2375 375 62.5 
18 21 Sweet gum 625 1375 - 2000 625 187:S 
19 '24 . H-olly - - 25-0 250 - -
20 2£ Red Maple 250 - 1000 1250 - -
21 36 Sumac - - 250 250 - -
22 43 HephornbealJl - - 125 125 - -
23 44 · American elm• 125 - - 125 - -
24 . 47 Deciduous holly - 250 - 250 - -
25 lt8 . Vacc spp 175'0 1'750. 9625 13125 . 20.00 8125 
26 50 _ Red haw - - 125 125 - -
27 51 Wild plum 
-· 
- - - 0 - 125 
28 56 Black haw - - - D 125 -
29 57 Red mulberry 125 - - 125 - -
3-0 . 62 . Azalea - - -- 0 - -
31 16 Cedar - - -· 0 - - -
··Myatt 
Silt Loam 
Total Plot No. 
10 ( 383) 
0 -
0 -
-0 -
0 -
0 
-
0 250 
375 -
6375 5DO 
0 2625 
1-0DO 112-5 
25-00 625 
0 -
-0 -
-0 
-
- 0 -
0 -
-o· 
-
1-0125 5-00 
0 -
125 -
125 -
0 -
0 -
0 -
Grand Total 
of all the 
:e1ots 
250 
375 
2625 
625 
1625 
.. 625 
750 
29500 
3063 
5625 
6495 
625 
SDO 
500 
375 
·875 · 
625 
28375 
-625 
1625 
250 
125 
1112 
0 
' 
' 
N 
N 
..i::-
TABLE XXXII 
TREE SPECIES IN PLOTS (AVERAGE FOR EACH SOIL TYPE) 
S, Species Tree Species Frequency 
No. Code (Common Name) Soil Type 
Bowie Goldsboro -Herndon ' -. :Myatt·.• · · Bowie· 
1 01 -Shortleaf pine 172 110 310 130 .. · 417 
2 I 02 . Loblolly pine 90 3 0 110 292 
3 30 White oak 102 513 245 70 604 
4 29 S. Red oak 121 120 45 30 313 
5 37 Black oak 12 3 20 20 83 
6 28 Post oak 40 23 5 so 917 
7 39 Willow oak 7 3 {) 30 21 
8 38 Water oak B 0 0 50 18-8 
9 18 Dogwood 138 177 200 30. · 252 
1-0 20 Black gum 50 137 95 40 188-
11 26 Red maple 93 3.0 20 20 1521 
12 42 Black hickory 35 21 0 0 ~13 
13 23 Mockernut hickory 48 20 55 -0 250 
14 4-6 Bitternut hickory 8 {) 0 1-0 1-04 
- 15 13 Bluebeech 2 0 
-
5 Cl :63 
' 16 19 Winged elm 88 40 s 410 542 
-· 17 32. Red.bud 0 -0 10 0 
-
-
- 18 21 Sweet .gum 290 357 5 40 228 
19 51 Wild plum 7 3 5 1.0 83 
20 4-9 Tree huckleberry 10 0 ·5 0 ·. 
-
21 11 Ash 8 - 20 0 30 21 
22 43 -Hophornbeam 35 3 0 0 -63 
23 57 Red mulberry 17 13 0 0 21 
24 44 American elm 3 G 0 0 92 
25 31 Persimmon 2 0 0 0 -
26 48 Deer berry 15 0 0 0 771 
Regeneration 
S0il "'Type 
·. 
··Goldsbi::n:io Herndon 
.!J-58 0 
0 0 
1500 63 · 
25-0 63 
0 0 
0 0 
42 0 
625 0 
1000 3188 
'792 500 
417 - 0 
~50 0 
42 0 
0 0 
-0 187 
~08 0 
- -
-
666 1250 
-0 63 
- -
133 0 
42 --G 
42 0 
42 0 
- -
4375 5063 
·Myatt 
0 
2125 
0 
250 
·O 
250 
D 
1250 
500 
1125 
0 
.() 
0 
-0 
-0 
2625 
-
-
62-S 
0 
-
250 
0 
0 
0 
-
500 
~ 
! 
N 
N 
ln 
TABLE XXXII ~ Continued 
S. l Specie~ I 'free Speci€s .. 
No. . Code .. · ( Common Name) 
_Bowie Goldsboro Herndon 
27 36 ,. Sumac 13 3 0 
,28. 24 Holly .. · 5 10 -0 
.29 4-0· Shummards oak 
- -· 
-
30 47 Deciduous holly. ' . 
. ' 
-
- . 
-
131 50 Red h~w 
- - -
32. 56 Black haw - ._:·-. ..-
33 62 Azalea -
-
. -
34 ·. 16 Cedar - ·,-:. -
Myatt. Bowie --Goldsboro . Herndon 
.10 . 42. s:a 0 
0 63 c83 0 .. 
·- i3.3 ·o () 
-
104- 83 0 
:- 133 42 O·· 
- 0 0 '62 
-
6-i. b o·.·.·· 
·- 0 0 183 
·Myatt 
0 
-0 
9 
'() 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N 
N 
"' 
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